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HAS EARNED THE RESPECT OF

MODERN SPORTSMEN EVERYWHERE

IN THE TRADITION OF

AN EARLIER AMERICA

$64.25
as shown, with

genuine walnut grips

•• . THE

Designed for rugged use and engineered for dependa

bility, the "Single-Six," like all Ruger handguns, is built

to give you the finest gun you can put in your hand.

Chambered for all .22 caliber R. F. ammunition.

Frame and Cylinder: Chrome molybdenum steel.

With checkered hard rubber grips - 563.25

Write for Catalof describing all Ruger firearms.

STURM, RUGER,» & COMPANY, INC.

NO.7 LACEY PLACE SOUTHPORT, CONN., U. S. A.
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BROWNSVILLE 18 r TEXAS

WHITCO

Beautifully made, hand-plaited, ~ e n 

uine leather riding crop, with 18 mch
dagger hidden inside. Practical col
lector's item. $5.00 PP.

1127 - SPECIAL: SWORD·CANE, RIDING-CROP

1144. BLACK BEAUTY GUN BELT

Fast draw type holster with soft glove leather white lin
ing. Belt and holster in black cowhide only. $8.99 PP.
Send waist size, caliber, model and barrel length of gun
when ordering. Double gun set available @ $13.95 PP.

'The H i d e ~ a . W a y
Holster

Handcrafted for
YOU; fits inside
trousers band;
concealed but ~ - - . ~ .........
available; pro
tects against
grease, rust. Wt.
2 ~'" oz. top grain
soft cowhide, riv
eted nickel clip.
$2.95 P.P.

PRECISION CRAFTED

1120. BORDADO GUN
HOLSTER AND BELT

Beautifully designed with white
plastic lacing, on deep cordovan
leather, edged in white leather
lacing. Rich looking. Made for all
firearms and calibers. Revolver
type set includes belt, fully looped,

holster, with leather buckle. Automatic set in
cludes belt, holster and two clip holders for four
clips. Send waist size, caliber, model and barrel
length of gun when ordering. Automatic set
$15.95. Revolver set $10.95 PP.

HERE
ARE

7BIG
REASONS WHY

SHERIDAN is the wOJld's finest

pneumatic rifle ""'.. I
~,...~

• EXT~EME ACCURA~Y • CONTROLLEp ,,'

POWER • ALWAYS"DEPE.NDABLE", • .I'
DOUBLE SAFE.TY FEATURE • YEARS-AHEAD)"

STYLING • B4LLISirCALL't C O R R ~ C T
AMMUNITION • LOW C J ~ S Y .SHOOTING

SHERIDAN'S "Silver Streak" and "Blue Streak"

shoot a ballistically correct 5 mm. pellet that has the

accuracy, balance and finish of match ammunition.

This truly fine small-bore is the best introduction to the

world of firearms that any boy can ever have. SHERIDAN
is a real Iather -and -son rifle of high caliber quality.

See your Dealer today for complete details - Dept. 460-C

• Grand Island, Nebr.: During World War II,
Joyce Hornady found himself in the same
predicament as other civilian rillemen and
hunters--no ammo. So he took matters into
his own hands and began making his own.
He became so good at it that now he owns a
bullet factory, turning out 52 different sizes

of bullets.

* * *
• Chesterville, Canada: Two would-be
kidnappers wel'e driven off in an ex
change of gunfil'e with a fal'mer when
they approached his home. The pail',
who'd been molesting and hal'3ssing
people in the Ontario at'ea, appal'ently
vanished fOt· good aftel' the farmel'
stood up to them.

* * *
• Salem, Ark.: Lucille Wait has been learn·
ing to shoot. And no one has a better right.
She was elected sheriff of the town.

* * *
• Hempstead, N. Y.: Teen·age girls and boys,
cadets of the Civil Air Patrol, are encouraged
to learn how to handle guns. They are given
instruction at Mitchel Air Force Ba·se. The
315 cadets, 14 to 18 years old, include 45

girls.

* * *
• Harper's Ferry, W. Va.: Gun buffs in this
area had a wonderful time getting ahold of
old muskets and reenacting the drama of
the capture of John Brown, which occurred
100 years ago. Marine units of North-South

Skirmish Assn. participated.

* * *• Washington, D. C.: Every Tuesday and
Wednesday nights, the crack of rilles rings
out at the headquarters range of the Na·
tional Rille Association. The hands that pull
the. triggers belong to 65 youngsters, chil
dren of members of Congress and their staffs,
enrolled in a cours in "Marksmanship And
Firearms Safety." The idea came from Con·
gressman Cecil King of California, a director

of NRA.

* * *
• Amarillo, Tex.: Uncle John Graves, bailiff,
is 82 but he shot an escaping prisoner as he
might have done years ago when he was a
Texas Ranger. Uncle John was taking the
man to prison to begin a lO-year sentence
when he broke away and started running,
figuring he could get away from "the old
man." But all the prisoner got for his
troubles was being winged in the shoulder
at 50 yards.

* * *
• San Diego, Calif.: When two would-be
bandits, wearing western-style bandanas
as masks, entered Mrs. Earl Rhodes'
store, she grabbed a gun and chased
them. out. "I just wasn't in the mood
to play cowboy," she said.
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KNOW YOUR

Congressman Wm. C. Cramer,
Committee on Committees,
Committee on Judiciary, Supreme Court Decisions, Public Works
1st (St. Petersburg) Dist., Florida

My RESPONSE is a quotation from You and Your USA (DOD, Nov. 24, '54) on the
subject of the Bill of Rights:

"The amendment resulted from the fear that Congress might disarm the State militias.
The Constitution assures that this right to maintain State militias will remain with
the States and that Congress cannot take it away.

"The Supreme Court has permitted some regulations of this right to 'keep and bear
arms.' For example, an Illinois law that prohibited groups of men to associate together
as a military organization, or to drill and/or parade with arms in cities and towns, was
upheld by the Court as not violating this amendment. The Court also upheld a provision
of the National Firearms Act that made it illegal to transport an unregistered sawed·off
shotgun in interstate commerce. The Court held that there was no evidence that posses·
sion or use of a sawed·off shotgun had any reasonable relationship to the preservation
or efficiency of a well·regulated militia.

"This right to 'keep and bear arms' does not apply to concealed weapons. Therefore,
State laws that make it a crime to carry a concealed weapon without a permit do not
violate this amendment.

"The Court has also held that this right applies only to citizens and may be denied
to aliens."

Congressman Glenn Cunningham,
Comm.: Interior & Insular; PO & Civ. Ser.
2nd Dist.. Nebraska

My VIEW OF THIS amendment is that the people shall have the right to bear arms to
defend their homes and that the people shall have the right to organize for the purpose
of preserving law and peace through a collection of citizens authorized to act as police
men or militia, in the form of the National Guard. As time has passed since the framing
of this Second Amendment, circumstances have changed and the carrying of arms has
become less necessary for self·protection and for shooting game. Because it is a basic
tenet of our Federal Government that fields not covered hy Federal law shall he left to
the States and cities, the States and cities have drawn up the necessary laws and ordi·
nances to control the carrying of arms, acting always in the public interest, yet mindful
of the desires by many citizens to use firearms for other than defending their homes or
preserving law and order.

Just so long as State and local ordinances do not allow indiscriminate bearing of
arms by persons whose purposes are contrary to law and order, I do not feel that
Congress or any other branch of the Federal Govt. should encroach upon this field.

Congressman Francis E. Dorn,
Comm.: Merchant Marine & Fish
12th (Brooklyn) Dist., N.Y.

UNDER OUR American system, I believe an adequate Reserve for
our ground forces can only be maintained under the traditions
and community organization of the ational Guard, not through
an enlisted reserve; and under the conditions of modern warfare,
the National Guard, especially the Air Guard, is once more
becoming the first line of home defense, as were the militiamen
in colonial days. With the threat of aerial attack, by bombers and
airborne forces, each community, each region, must have its own
antiaircraft, its air defense units, ready nearhy.

ConCJressman Samuel L. Devine,
Comm.: Interstate & For. Commerce
12th (Columbus) Dist., Ohio .

IT IS MY OPINION that the emphasis has shifted some since the second amendment to
the United States Constitution was considered. Perhaps my judgment is somewhat
colored in this matter for the reason that I was the prosecuting attorney in Franklin
County, Ohio, for 3:1j2 years and prior to that time spent five years in the F.B.I.

The preamble to the Constitution states in part:
"We the People of the United States in order to ... provide for the common defense

• . ." In 1787, the common defense could only rely on a well armed militia and the
arming of private citizens. Modern concepts of defense have changed this to a degree.
The right of the people to bear arms should not be confused with the necessity for such
a right. What constitutes an infringement on this right, registration, licensing, or record
ing statutes would have to be interpreted by. the court. I do not think reasonahle
requirements would be an "infringement."

In the event of attack or invasion by foreign power, with the weapons of destruction
available today the fact that many private citizens have access to small arms would not
be relatively significent. (For your information, while in the F.B.I., I was classified as
a firearms expert and instructor.)

I

Gunberth

Model No.

5CF·11

NOWI It'I lilly
to """

with GUNBERTH*
PLANS

&
KITS

Complete Working Plans
and Ready-Cut Kits

... for these Gunberth* Cabinets and
20 other models are NOW AVAILABLE TO YOU!

Gunberth Model No. 4CF-10

Ready Answers on How to Selert the
Gun Cabinet Best for You!

Which type of. gun cabinet is best for you? Should
you install lights? Must your cabinet be made of
"solidll lumber? Exactly what do you need? You'll be
delighted with the clear-cut answers furnished in the
New, Exclusive ...

"Handbook"-CATALOG on Gunberths
Complete details on full line of Plans, Kits and Hard
ware for 22 different Gunberth ~ l o d e l s are all listed
in big beautifully illustrated, "Handbook"-Catalog.
Finisbed Gunberth cabinets in 82 different styles and
finishes are available. And you'll welcome the pages of
valuable tips on design and construction ... all clearly
brought to you in many drawings and photographs.

Write for your copy NOWI Only $1.00 ppd.
Don't delay! Your $1.00 is refundable in credit with
your first order. Send in NOW!

COLADONATO BROS.
Dept. G4C Hazleton, Po.

·,
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OUTDOORS COLUMNIST Jack R. Grif
fin, writing in the Chicago Sun· Times,

tells the story of a lad who shot his first
partridge at the age of ten while hunting in
Wisconsin with an uncle, and who, since
then, eagerly looked forward to the day

when he would be sixteen and old enough
to get a hunting license.

Jack printed a moving and interesting
letter from the boy, telling of the difficulty
the youngster had in finding a place to hunt
when the long-awaited 16th birthday finally
arrived. The letter closed with these words:
"Mr. Griffin, can you tell me where a boy
my age can hunt on weekends in this area?
Even if a small fee' is charged, that can be
handled out of my allowance, and it would
be worth it. I hope you can help me. Keep
writing those funny and interesting articles
on hunting and fishing."

Jack answered the boy's query in his
column by saying: "Okay, what do I tell
him-this boy who has tasted the pleasures
of the outdoors and waited eagerly for six
years, only to find nothing?"

Jack continues the moving story in his
December 10 column, and closed it by say
ing: "This boy is only a generation away
from my age, and already a large part of
the outdoors is beyon'd his 'eager' grasp. What
about ten years froin now? Where can 'a boy
my age' hunt then? Mike, I don't know. And'
in behalf of a generation that helped deprive,
you of this privilege, I can only say I am
sorry."

Hunting is not the province of this
column. PULL! hopes to be a mirror of the
clay target games. Yet, as I read 'Jack Grif
fin's fine colu'mn, my thoughts went back
over the last year or so, to the thousand
boys and girls, give or take a few, whom I
have observed as most of them had their first
taste of shooting a /lying clay target. I can't
escape the thought that gun clubs and com
munities in general, peopled and patronized
by a generation once removed from Mike,
are not doing all that they could to share
the pleasures of smacking a clay target in
/light. And I'm certainly not trying to pick
any argument with gun clubs all over the
continent; far from it. But sometimes it takes
a voice speaking up for another generation,
be it young or old, to remind us that we
often find so much pleasure in doing some
thing ourselves that we forget to arrangc for
sharing those pleasures.

In retrospect, the youngsters whom I have
helped teach trap and skeet shooting lived
in communities where trap and skeet ranges
existed. Their elders enjoyed the ranges, or
the ranges wouldn't have been there. And

most of them (with outstanding exceptions,
to the communities, like Kalamazoo, Michi
gan, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, the Hoosier
towns of LaGrange and Kendallville, and
other cities where Junior shooting programs
are in operation) offer clay target shooting
to my generation, but have made no real
effort to share the fun with youngsters like
Mike.

Certainly I agree that there are some fine
junior shooters in the trap and skeet games.
And, they are good. These youngsters are
worthy opponents in any shooting match.
Trouble is, after witnessing the excitement
of so many other boys and girls at being
allowed to shoot on the average only five
targets, I can only conclude that the number
of junior marksmen is far too small.

Many reasons exist, other than just shar
ing the fun, for a community to be sure
that its youngsters are offered an opportun
ity to bang away at clay targets. No one
will deny that today's boys and girls are
interested in firearms and shooting. Shoot
ing is an American tradition. As the popular
booklet "What Every Parent Should Know
When A Boy Or Girl Wants A Gun" (avail
able at no charge from Sportsmen's Service
Bureau, 250 E. 43rd St. New York 17, N. Y.)
puts it: "Come the day when the settlers
on your block have routed the last reJskin,
when your Backyard Cowboy and his trusty
cap pistol have freed the neighborhood of the
last rustler, your boy-or-girl-will want a
gun, a real gun, one that shoots."

But where shall he, or she, shoot the gun?
The gun club is in the shooting business.
It's logical that shooting be done at a gun
club, and especially at the trap or skeet
club. There is no better place to teach pro
per gun handling. Trap and skeet shooters
know how to handle guns. The correct gun
handling practices of trap and skeet have
made possible the safety record of the clay
target sports, which is an enviable one. The
accident-free record of skeet and trap clubs
is no accident.

Some readers at this point may re/lect that
what is said here is all well and good, but it
costs too much for youngsters to shoot skeet
and trap. This observation I would answer in
a number of ways. One would be to point
out that we can't downgrade the earning
record of teen-agers. In this day of ours,
teen-agers have disposable income running
into the billions of dollars. They buy what
they like, and they will buy shooting if they
get a chance to learn how much fun it is.

Another answer to the cost item involves
pointing out that many civic and fraternal
organizations have disposable income for

worthy recreational projects. Could be that
these groups, too, need to be reminded that
every community owes its youngsters a place
to shoot, for all the values which thereby
obtain to the community.

At about this point in our story, the
suspicion takes form that gun clubs alone
cannot be asked to assume all the obliga
tion. Since populations are expected to
double, or triple, and technological advances
give those greater numbers of citizens of all
generations more leisure time, municipalities
as such enter the picture. Municipal skeet
and trap clubs are too few for the job which
needs to be done. What's the answer? If
there are too few municipal gun clubs, and
too few privately owned gun clubs to under
take the obligation this generation has to
upcoming and unborn generations, how c1.
we go about correcting the situation?

From this point forward it would seem
that improved communication is at least
part of the answer. In o r d ~ r that municipal
officials, and gun club operators, can know
and see the benefits of increased participa
tion by youngsters, and adults, in the clay
target games, ways and means to give all
these people a taste of shooting must be de
vised. Shooters who. are now aware of all
that the games of trap and skeet can con
tribute toward a better life and a better
f''lmmunity must become better and more
vocal salesmen for the games.

One-day-a·week operation of existing gun
clubs is not enough. One-day operation de
feats the very objective that should be the
prime aim of the club management-i.e.,
the increase of shooting interest in that
community. Many experienced trap and skeet
shooters do not enjoy the snail's pace at
which a squad moves when a new shooter or
new shooters are on hand; neither are the
heavy-traffic regular shooting hours the best
time nor place for introducing new shooters
to the sport. That experience may well drive
the would-be shooters away from the club.
Try operating your club longer hours.
Schedule one afternoon a week, or a special
hour on stated days, for novIce shooters and
shooting instruction.

With the stress being placed upon land
use, and the increasing pressures which are
inevitable, a gun club must be open more
hours or days per week to justify its place
in the community life. During those addi
tional hours and days is when the job that
this generation faces can be done. Little
League parks, swimming pools, tennis courts,
bowling alleys, and other reqeational areas
in your town are in use more than one day a
week. Can the gun club, whether it be pri
vate or mu.nicipal, with all that it has to
offer, afford to do less?

Mike, perhaps we can provide a place for

you ~ f t e r all, to enjoy the fun of , ~
shootmg. At least-we'll try! ~

Your order form for
GUNS QUARTERLY

is on page 45

THE LEWIS LEAD REMOVER
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED ...

*3.95 ...
POSTPAID Revolver Cleaning Kit. Removes

Leading from Forcing Cone. Cyl
inder, and Barrel. Availahle in 38·44-45 cal. Kit for two
calibers $7.10. Patches (Pkg. 10) $.60. Dealer Inquiries
~ Indted. Check or Money Order-No COD's,

~ GUN SPECIALTIESco":~eopa~~~ ~:o,.;.
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==iliiii".a GERMAN LUGERS
Genuine German 'luger 9mm
Autos. Blue fin ish checkered
walnut grips in good mechani-

cal shooting condition $59.85
Extra clips 7.50
Ammo 100 'ds. 9.50
Holster (European) 5.50
Erma .22 Col. Conversion Unit .. 39.95

GERMAN 9MM P·38

$42.50

Brand new unfired Argentina 45
autos. Beautiful blue finish wal.
nut grips. . .
45 auto holsters. Brand
Ammo-$3.50 Box

AUTHENTIC HOLSTERS
Custom made Original Authentic type holsters. Avail·
able for Colt 1860 Army. 1851 Navy. Colt S.A. and

l R 8 : ; i n ~ ~ ~ ~ e t A ~ ~ ~ e l p ~ r . c . u ~ ~ i . o ~ .• r . e ~ ~ ~ v . e ~ ~ ••• ~ ~ I . t $9.20
(Send SOc for Shipping)

Fine High quality German
Walther, World War II German
automatic. Fires 9mm luger car
tridge. Original condition. Extra clips
57.50. Ammo 9mm, $9.50 for 100
rounds.
Original as issued, Army Holster $8.75

.45 AUTOMATIC

GERMAN MAUSER 8MM
ARMY RIFLES

38 cal. M & P revolvers. Excel
lent select grade condition-

Military finish S26.95
Commercial finish $31.00
5. & W. 45 Cal. Revolver-near mint cond $36.95

COLT
SINGLE

ACTIONS

~
61 neW genuine Colt sin91e

~
) action frontiers. Beautiful orlg-

. \ . ~ ina I case hardened frames and blue fin-
-' ish. Immediate Delive,y-

.45 Long Colt, 4%", 5102" or 7102" Barrels. $125.00

.38 Special, 4%", 5!1:2" or 7102" Barrels .. 125.00

.22 Caliber Colt 5.A. Scout 4 ~ " Barrel.. 49.50
44 Special, 4341", 5h" or 7102' Barrels 125.00
.22 Scout Buntline 9" Barrel. 69.95

SMITH &
WESSON
REVOLVERS

Original as issued in excellent mechanical
and shooting condition $39.50. Ammo. $2.50 a box.
GERMAN MAUSER llMM RIFLES-NEW $24.95

ARGENTINE MAUSER 7.65MM-NEW $24.00
SWEDISH M-94 MAUSER CARBINE. Excellent $34.95

Fast Draw ' ••iii
Single Action.
Full size exact reproduction
Excellent for Fast Draw
practice. Salne size, feel and
balance of actual gun. Good
detail rep rod uction made of
aluminuln.
Blue finish $4.00 Polished Finish $6.00
(send 50c for shipping)

WEBLEY
.45 AUTO CAL.

Quality English WWII revolvers.
Beautiful blue finish. Select
Grade $19.95.

Nickel Plated Gun Like New .
.••................. $28.75

Ammo ... $3.50 Per Box

$650 Poslpa;d
I

Genuine Tooled Leather

Beautiful Custom Hand
Tooled Genuine Leather
Fast D,aw Western Hol
ste,s. Completely lined
with soft suede for the
protection of your gun.
Available fa' Colt,
Great Western, or Ruger
single actions. Any
barrel length. Colors
Natural or brown.

Send SOc for Shipping.

FAST DRAW HOLSTER
IHOLSTERSl

CqLT SINGLE ACTION PARTS

ENFIELD ,.". ...•.....
COMMANDO
.38 CALIBER
Six shot 5" Bbl. Double action
revolver. Excellent methanical
and shooting condition. Used
British Commandos $19.7S
Nickel Plated Gun Like New 28.75
Ammo Box 50 Rds. ..... 4.20

Hammer $7.67
Back Strap 6.50
Firing Pin 1.00
Crips 3.50
Hand 3.33
Trigger 2.33
Main Spring 1.67 Base Pin Screw. $ .33
Bolt 2.67 Base Pin Nut. .. .33
Trigger Cuard .. 7.00 Base Pin Spring .33
Barrels- Cate ......•• 6.33
45 cal, 44 special Cate Catch ..• .33
38 special Cate Spring ... .33
4%" - 5h" .. 11.33 Ejector Tube .. 6.67
7 V2" 13.33 Ejector Rod .67
Sears (;, Bolt Ejector Rod Head 2.67

Spring . . . . .. .67 Ejector Spring.. .33
Base Pin 1.00 Cylinders 45, 38 Spl.
Base Pin Bushing 1.67 and 44 Spl .. 13.33

All Screws 33c each

GREAT WESTERN SINGLE ACTIONS

DEALERS!

IN(j)UIRIES

INVITED

PRICE SCHEDULE
.22 Caliber $ 91.S0
.38 Special. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 99.50
.44 Special . . . . . . . .. 105.50
.45 Caliber. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 99.50
.357 Atomic . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 105.50
.45 ACP Caliber ...•..•...... 124.50
.44·40 Caliber 124.50
.44 Magnum. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 124.50

CUSTOM QUALITY FIREARMS
CHOICE OF 4314 ", 51/2" 0 .. 71/2" ba....el

GREAT WESTERN PARTS AVAILABLE (Send For List)

CUSTOM WOOD

HAND MADE

FOR SINCLE ACTIONS

Fine High Quality Custom-Made
Grips Hand-rubbed hard finish
which brings out the beautiful
grains. If you want the very finest
for your gun, Order Nowl

AVAILABLE FOR
Colt Single-Action (old model)
Colt Single-Action (new model)
Ruger Single-Action Blackhawk
Ruger 44 Magnum Single-Action
Ruger Single Six
Great Western Single-Action
Colt S.A. Scout

GENUINE GREAT WESTERN

COLT SINGLE ACTION
Catalog 50c

An entire catalog devoted to genuine
hard to find early model Colt Single
·Action revolvers. Complete listings on
engraved guns, parts, grips and hol
ster sets. Outstanding values on qual
ity collector Colts. Prices start at
$44.00.

8m f J l~zr;r:DJ
MAUSER rniff""1i\

MILITARY . ~.~"' ... - t,L Hi
PISTOLS . .)' y.

Used bY German Para- . .... .

troopers in WW II, 7.63
caliber, original blue finish, fine grips,
excellent mechan ical & shooting condi
tion. Grade 1 $49.50, Grade II $39.95.
Stripper Clips $1.25

GREAT WESTERN
Catalog 50c

Completely illustrated, showing all
models of Great Western Arms. The
Single Action, Derringer, Buntline,
Deputy. Also complete selection of
holsters and quick draw sets anil
equipment. Parts, presentation case
and engraved models are also inclUded.

RARE SWEDISH WW II
B a y o n ~ t & Saber - Very finest quality & work
manshop - Collectors find - mint condition $4.95

Enfield Rifle Bayonet-mint-$4.95
(Send SOc for Shipping)

GERMAN MILITARY
Catalog SOc

Outstanding collection of German
Military Arms. German Lugers, P-38's,
Mauser Military pistols, Browning au
tomatics and many ather German
Arms. Also parts, holsters, grips and
accessories, current listing of de-acti
vated machine guns.

JUMBO USED GUN
Catalog $1.00

Tremendous selection of mode'n and
antique gun bargains. Colt Single
Action, Colt and Remington Cap and
Ball revolvers, used revolvers and au
tomatics. Used shotguns and rifles
and hundreds of other hard to get
items for the collector and shooter.

The "Fast-Draw" Special is a
Frontier Revolver that has been
factory modified to offer an
extra smooth action and an ex
ceptionally smooth, crisp trigger
pull. Furnished with 4%" barrel
and brass trigger guard and
backstrap. Regularly supplied in

.45 caliber with a 4%" barrel. Other calibers and barrel
lengths available on special order $114.50

EARLY & MODERN FIREARMS CO•• INC. P.O. Box 1273. Dept. O. Studio City. Califo..nia
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Slickest trick for camp
ers, boaters, vacation
ers! Think of conveni
ence of having BOTH
Portable light and heat.
Tilley's world-famous
Kerosene Heater will
convert instantly to a
powerful 2000 CP Lan
tern (thousands buy
for stand - by light
alone!) then when eve
nings get cool, convert
back to a Heater! Burns
hours for 5c; safe, si
lent, odorless, guaran
teed. SPECIAL: Tilley
Heater R 1 ($23.95)
CONVERSION HEAD
($6.95) both ONLY
$29.95 P.P. Send check,
MO today. Clrculur free
(slightly higher in some areas)

Dealer Franchises Open
Exclusive U.S. Importer

No investment, no experience
needed. Just show magic cushion
comfort to friends, neighbors, co.
workers. Advance commissions to
$4.00 (] pair, plus Cash Bonus,
Paid Vacation, $25.00 Reword
Offer Outstanding values for men,
women, children. Money back
guarantee. Shoe samples supplied
without cost. Write TODAY for FREE
new 84 page comlog and fun details.

TANNERS SHOE CO., 502 BROCKTON, MASS.

ter,or 4tc:
[Ocy machine. Prepare
1J.QW, in spate time, for
outdoor man's dream job
in Forestry & Wildlife
Conservation. Get the
facts. Plan to live the life
you love. Mail coupon to
day!

OPPORTUNITIES IN
YOUR STATE?
We show you how to seek
out job openings in your
own state and other states
Coast to Coast. Age limits

7 to 45, sometimes older

~ & l l ~ ~ ~ P h : ~ a : e c l ! b m c W ~ a r : ~
not c o n n ~ t c d .
Govern

TION JOBS FOR STUDENTS
o exper;ellce or preparal;oll needed

for vacation jobs in Nat'l. Parks &
,f$#-- Forests. America's vacation wonder
~ - : : - w land. Many accepting Applications

..'.'\:~:r.w~~~~o ~~~~LET tells how

r--------------------
I North American School of Conservation, Dept. 0-363

1038 South La Brea,·Los Angeles 19, California
I • Please rush FREE facts on Forestry & Wildlife opportunities, FREE 'booklet

I
"Vacations with Pay"- also your FREE "Select-a·Job Chart" details. All postpaill
and no obligation to me.

I NAME ,AGE _

I STREET _

I
I TOWN IONE_STATE_---, _

L... __M : : . b e ~ A ~ c ~ o : : . : f ~ m ~ t u . : S ~ O O ~ " : : h ~ O ~ D ~ . _

Target Sighted Chief's Special

W E HAVE TARGETED many Chief's
Special Smith & Wessons, but the first

one we have seen with target sights was
owned by Roland Burmeister of Chicago.
The H. H. Harris Co., of 1237-39 South State
St., Chicago, had Smith & Wesson make up
a large order of these little .38 Special
hide-out guns, and can furnish them on
order.

Some people do not want target sights
on a two-inch barrel hideout gun, but I
prefer adj ustable sights on any hand gun,
large or small, for any purpose. While
sights are not needed for clo e range hip
or point shooting, they are a great help if
you have to hit at 50 yards. We have several
guns of this general size and type that are
fine for close-up shots but hopeless for aimed
fire at any distance because they lack the
needed sight equipment.

The Little Chief's Special is a five-shot
revolver, with very little barrel exposed
through the frame and with the bolt cuts
between the chambers rather than over the
center of them as on six-shot guns. It will
safely handle commercial .38 Special high
speed or .38-44 ammunition, though the Com
pany does not specifically recommend the use
of such ammunition. However, we once put
500 rounds of .38 Special high-speed through
a Chief's Special with aluminum frame and
weighing only 12Y2 ounces, and the little
gun stood up perfectly. We also put 500
rounds of .38 Special high-speed, all makes,
through a Centennial model, weighing some
13 ounces, with aluminum frame. It also
stood the test perfectly. Both guns, however,
pounded my hand unmercifully, and I could
only fire a few shots daily. No way I could
grip them seemed to stop that straight-back
blow. But no one is going to fire them very
much with high-speed ammo, and in spite
of the kick, that is the load I would carry
in them for defense: either the flat point
Winchester 158 grain, or my own hand loads
with Keith 173 grain solid or 160 grain
hollow point.

With the ramp blade front and fully ad
justable rear sight, the little gun is quite
accurate. You can break bottles at 20 yards
with little difficulty, proving that the target
sights are very much worth while.

I would not choose this little gun as my
sole armament when engaged in peace officer
or police business, but many do. I do con
sider it a fine hide-out weapon for last
ditch self defense; the best such tool made
today, when you consider weight and bulk.
I prefer it, also the Bodyguard and the
Centennial, in steel frame models rather
than aluminum, if only because the heavier
steel frame guns (weighing in the Chiefs

around 20 ounces in the target sighted gun)
are much easier on the hand in shooting
full power or high-speed loads.

The particular target sighted Chief's Spe
cial sent me for test had a two-finger grip
adapter fitted back of the trigger guard.
This makes the barrel poin't much higher
than standard, and gives anyone with a large
hand a much better grip on the little gun
for either aimed or double action point
shooting. I found the high pointing was all
wrong for me when I tried aerial shooting;
the little gun pointed so high I shot over
most everything thrown. But it is just right
with adapter for self defense work. All told,
I consider this target sighted Chief's Special
steel frame gun with the two-finger adapter
the best small, light, under-cover gun I
have tested or seen.

5" K Model
Along with the Chief's Special came a

special 5" barrel K Model Target Smith &
Wesson in .38 Special. The 5" barrel makes
one of the best balanced guns I have tested,
and it shot very well. In fact, we could see
little or no difference between the shooting
of this or the six inch guns.

The H. H_ Harris Co. seems to have a
corner on the target sighted Chief's Special
and 5" barrel K Models, as well as the 5"
barrel .44 Magnums by Smith & Wesson.
The 5" .44 Magnum S & W guns may be
had with either plain or checkered target
grips from this company. The 5" barrel jobs
give higher velocity and longer sight radius
than the 4" guns and are more effective at
any considerable range for this reason.

Heavy Bullets
D. B. Hufnail, Town Line Road, Rutland,

Vt., makes a line of long heavy hunting
bullets in calibers from .22 to .30. Top
weights in .22 caliber run to 60 grains, and
to 112 grains in .243, to 125 grains in .257,
to 150 grains in .270, and to 220 grains in
.30 caliber-all in spitzer form-or to 265
grain in round-nose .30 caliber. Both tip-of
lead soft points and also full metal jacketed
bullets are available in all calibers.

Maximum twist rifles will have to be em
ployed to spjn the 220 and 265 grain .30
caliber, namely one turn in ten inches in
.30-06. The higher rotational speed of the
big Weatherby Magnum .30 might handle
these bullets with a 12" twist, but we believe
a ten inch twist would be better.

Many hunters would like· a few full
jacketed slugs for their favorite rifle, to
finish off wounded game without damage
to meat or trophy, and a great many hunters
are learning the value of great sectional den-
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For most rifles, shot
guns and handguns.

Specify gun.

ACE DOUBtE.SET
TRIGGER, $10.00

ACE TRIGGER SHOE

$2.50

NOW! ACE BARRELS FOR .33B WIN.
Your choice of 24" Sporter weiJrht or 26" med.

N ~ : ' J ~ ~ t r n ~ ~ ~ , I . o ~ N a ~ ~ o ' i i 3 ( ~ ~ ~ s e ~ ~ n ~ J t h ~ ~ S ) ~ t i ~ h
Head spaced and test fired $40.00
If we furnish FN Deluxe Action ....••... 79.00
If we furnish FN 400 Action ....•....... 89.00

Federal 16 Gauge
Magnum 2 %" load

Back in 1953, I spent a week at the Rem
ington factory, trying to persuade them to
bring out my heavy .44 Special load and a
1:14 ounce shot load for the 16 gauge. I had
long hand loaded 1:14 ounces of shot with
3 to 314 drams of powder (the former with

(Continued on page 63)

3 grade instead. I shot that little gun almost
exclusively for upland work, until I obtained
Major Askins custom built No.5 Ithaca 30"
full choked 16 bore in the later rotary bolt
model. I have never had cause to change for
upland work on anything from Huns to sage
hens. I made runs of 17 pheasants straight
with each gun, including tluee doubles in
each string of 17.

Silver Anniversary Catalog, 2Sc•

Sporter.weight 24"-3 Ibs.

ACE "BUTTON-RIFLED" BARRELS

~ors:~tt~dU~~I\~~~"l~g~d~~~g~alio (~il~U:a~~tJ~~
and Test-fire. Returned F.O.B. Millvale, Pa., Un
less Postage and InSUl'ance Remittance Is En
closed F.N.-Ace Barrel Action. (White) .... $67.50
Using F. U. Supreme (Series 400) Mauser

action. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $77 .50

. i i E = = = M ~ e = d ~ . = H = e = a v = y = w = e i = g = h t = 2 5 6 5 , , _ 5 = 4 I b ! ! ! s = . 4 = 0 ; z 5 s = . = = = 5 5 E a THE NEW FLAIG
ACE FINISHED
BARREL AND

Barreled Actions
Lightweight 22"-2 Ibs. 6 oz. (White)

Made exclusively for Flaig'S b ~ ' a nationall:r known barrel maker, each barrel is the best quality six In'Qove
with the smooth hard. swedgcd ' ~ b u t t o n " patented filling. Threaded for the OS i\'Iausel', F. N. Mauser' Sprin<>,fleld·
Newton

6
Enfield, 721 and 722 Hemington, 6.5 Jap, 7.7 Jap, Mex. :Mauser, Small Hlng< Mauser, Swectish Mauser·

~ ; ~ : , 15'7 ~ n b e r 5 ~ : r i : ~ 6 & 2 ~ ' 8 r ~ ~ ~ : ~ n 7 ~ ~ ~ g M ; ~ ~ ~ b ~ ~ g f r : m ~ ? e 3 6 6 - ~ ~ e : , : ~ 2 0 0 8 ~ l ~ ~ : ; ~ 3 3 ' 6 ~ 3 6 . 2ii2 RJ~: ;l~
available for the 722 Rem. only.

Write for free list No. 31

Story of a Boy and a Gun
When I was a small boy in Helena, Mont.,

I worked one whole summer vacation for
the sum of $10.80 per week for the express
purpose of making· enough money to buy a
good shotgun. This was back about 1914.
With the proceeds, I ordered direct from the
Company, a No. 2 Ithaca double, with 30"
full-choked Damascus barrels. Owing to the
fact that World War One was well started,
the company informed me they had 110 more
Damascus barrels, but were sending me a No.

Made for
Flai g's by

Sako, featur·
ing Sako's

smooth-working
hinged floor plote,

with floor-plote
release button in·

side trigger guard,
,ampletely blued. Will

IiI any M-1903 Spring
field, including .OJ-A3. 1"

creases resale value to your
Sporterized Springfield. A

$15.00 valuo-$10.00.

game only, the new .30-.338 should be the
ticket and conversions can be had at very
low cost. Any Mauser, Springfield, Enfield,
or Model 70 can be thus converted with a
minimum of trouble and expense. It is des
tined to become a very popular cartridge.

TURNED AND SEMI·
INLETTED RARE
CIRCASSIAN WALNUT BLANKS
RC!re ~i~cas~ian Walnut:-Imp~rted ft,om Turkey. For the first time in many years we now offer
thiS dlstmctlv:ly attractive, light weight, yet very close grained walnut. Takes smooth finish and
sharp c h ~ ~ k e r J n g . N? o t h ~ r wood compares with Rare Circassian Walnut for stock making. Turned
a!,d sem,-onlelled CorcasSlan Walnut " ~ a c k s , $16.50 ta $80.00-Mannlicher length $5.00 additianal.
RIfle blanks $15.00 to $75.00. Shotgun blanks $10.00 to $50.00. Pislol grip blanks (pair) $2.50 to
$7.50.

OTHER TURNED AND 5EMI-INLETTED STOCKS-BLANKS ALSO AVAILABLE

FRENCH WALNUT I PENNA. WALNUT I CURLY MAPLE I OREGON MYRTLE
$25.00 to $55.00 $6.00 to $40.00 $B.oo to $35.00 $B.OO to $7S.oo

New .30 Caliber Custom Load
Tom Suter wrote me about necking down

the .338 Winchester Magnum case to .30
caliber, and R.C.B.S. made up dies and
chronographed the load. They reported up
to 3500 feet with a 200 grain .30 caliber
bullet with 4350 powder.

Such velocity seemed impossible to me,
but in reloading the .338 Magnum, I found
it held exactly 70 grains of 4831 to the base
of the neck when the charge was dumped
out of a scale pan, so I would not be sur
prised if this new wildcat with low 4350 or
4831 powders proved to be one of the most
effective of all .30 caliber high velocity
cartridges. The case holds about same amount
of powder as the 300 H & H, but is shorter,
making an overall cartridge length the same
as the .30-06. However, the straight walled
shorter case is better shaped for handling
heavy loads than the time-tested .300 H & H,
and should give less extraction troubies. Both
C & Hand R.C.B.S. make excellent dies
for the. new cartridge and Atkinson & Mar
quart of Prescott, Arizona, will convert most
.30-06 rifles to the new cartridge by recham
bering and enlarging the bolt face and alter
ing extractor and magazine lips for from

$14.00 to $15.00.

As no lengthening of magazine is neces
sary this is destined to become one of the
most popular high velocity .30 calibers on
the market, and I would not be much sur
prised to see Winchester bring it out com
mercially sooner or latcr. All reports indi
cate that very high velocities are possible,
with excellent accuracy. Fred Huntington of
R.C.B.S. who has clrronographed the loads
in the new caliber gives some mighty im

pressive figures.

For an "all-around big game rifle" for
this continent and the plains game of Africa,
I believe the .338 loaded with 300 grain
bullets will equal or surpass in trajectory
even the great .375 H & H Magnum. It is
now my preference of all commercial rifles
and loads for the mythical "all-around rifle"
for America. For those who want a .30 cali
ber for long range work on the lighter big

sity over high velocity and want long heavy
slugs that have this quality. I personally
prefer long heavy bullets in almost all cali
bers for big game. A sample Hufnail bullet
sent me, in .30 caliber, mikes .307" in diame
ter, and will upset to fill groove diameters
of .308" to .310" as a rule. Flat base bullets
that are slightly undersize usually give finer
accuracy than oversize bullets. There is con
siderable displacement of metal when the
lands cut into a bullet jacket, and unless
lhere is some place for it to go, the slug is
seldom as accurate as one just under groove
diameter. These bullets are beautifully ma
chined and finished and should give excellent
results. Prices range from 5.50 per hun
dred for the .22 calibers in 45 to 60 grains
weight, to $7.00 per hundred for the .30
caliber in 150 to 265 grain weight.

Hufnail also custom loads rifle ammuni
tion in these calibers, either in the cus
tomer's fired cases or in new cases with
his own custom made bullets. Prices range
from $12.00 in new cases in the .222 cali
ber, up to $18.25 for .30-06 loads in new
cases. With the customer's fired cases, prices
run' from $7.00 per hundred for the .222
to $10.75 per hundred for .30-06, F.O.B.

Rutland, Vt.
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PUBLIC SPORTS SHOPS, 11 S. 16th St., Phila. 2, Pa.

GUN BOOKS

reat of our uun showroom being smashed.
He entered the room aud saw a man's arm
reachiug through the broken window, at
tempting to unlock the door. Gates fired four
shots then called the Windsor police. The
would.be bandit was found by the police
sitting in his car a few hundred yards up
the road. No, he wasn't dead; not even hit.
But he was too frightened to drive.

Dave Rusling Gun Dept.
Windsor, Connecticut

Permission Granted
In a l'ecent issue of GUNS I read a very

interestinu and timely little article titled
"This V e ~ y Day A Rock May Kill You."
I thought this story so true and to the point
I cut it out and have been showing it to
all my friends. Now I would like to ask your
permission to have this story printed in the
newspaper if the occasion should arise.

Russell Gebhart
St. Maries, Idaho

Permission is hereby granted to use in
any reputable and legitimate media our
editorial sallies against anti-gun legislation
and anti.gun propaganda. We would prefer
that -credit be given GUNS Magazine, if
possible.-Editor.

If the Coat Fits • .•
I certainly enjoyed the authoritative article

on the importance of proper shooting cloth·
ing by Bernard P. Friesecke in your January
1960 issue.

Two points in the article interested me
particularly. One: The author's recommenda·
tion that rifle coats be purchased two sizes
laruer than suit size. We made the first 10-X
rifl:man's coat in 1934, and it is my firm
belicf that the worst mistake a shooter can
make in getting a shooting coat is in get·
ting it too large. lO-X riflemen's coats are
purposely a full two inches smaller than
suit size because in having a comfortably
tight (snug) fit, the shooter gains some
artificial support that is permitted in cloth·
ing, but which he can gaiu iu no other way.
I know that if the coat binds and cuts off
circulation the snug fit help is all lost. We
make all sizes, but I am sure that in the
25 years of experience we have had in mak·
ing shooting coats, the worst mistake a shoot
er can make is in getting a coat even one
size too big to go over his sweat shirt, as
recommended in the article. One exception
might be for shooting standing. A loose coat
is better for shooting standing-but definitely
not for the other shooting positions.

The second point: No shooting coats for
the ladies. We beg to differ. We make hun
dreds of them each year. They are not a
stock item and almost everyone of them has

ROSSFIRE

Sullivan Law Justice
I could scarcely believe my eyes when I

saw this news item in one of our local news
papers. I believe it will shock anyone who

has any sense of justice.
New York. AP-A bandit entered Vic·

tor Comancho's west side grocery store
Sunday night and drew a gun. Comancho
whipped out his own gun, fired, and the
bandit fell.

Police identified the dead bandit as
Raymond Brugueras, who had been ar·
rested before on narcotics charges. C0

mancho was charged with homicide and
violation of the weapons law.

John Walton
Lawrence, Kansas

His Missess Scored
Here's a story we thought you might like.

On Oct. 30, 1959, our night watchman,
Albert Gates, 75, heard a window in the

Harry A. Hamilton
Silver Springs, Md.

Not Only In New York
The enclosed clipping is an example of a

citizen defending himself when the police
couldn't. (And then look what happened!)

Washington, D.C.-James E. Weather·
ington, a bus driver, was held up and
robbed in 1956. Since then, he has car·
ried a gun. Last night, three teen-agers
rode his bus to the end of the line and
then, when Weatheriugton was alone,
attacked him. One boy looped a piece of
baling wire around Weatherington's neck,
and the others jumped him. Weathering.
ton pulled a pistol from his belt and
fired a shot, striking one boy in the
groin. His companions dragged him from
the bus and fled.

About an hour later, the boy was
brought to a hospital by his mother.
Police questioned him, later arrested his
companions. All were charged with as
sault with intent to commit robbery.
Weatherington was charged with carry·
ing a deadly weapon. Police said the,y
approved of the results of yesterday s
encounter, but had to charge him with
violating the law.

Likes Fast Draw
I have enjoyed every issue of GUNS, and

have particularly enjoyed the articles about
Dee Woolem and his fast draw techniques.
I purchased a Hahn "45" and a Crosman
single action which proved well worth the
investment. I am looking forward to more
articles like "Tune·up Tips For Fast Draw."

Jan Burda
St. Joseph, Michigan

L:IJICnster, CnJiforninBox 542-G

OVER 175 IN STOCIi:

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG

JACI{ FIRST

~ ~

- 303-S SHOT $ZlOO
REPEATING RIFLES AS

ISSUED GOOD CONDITION

Winchester M i l i t a r ~ 303 British Cartridges. I ~ O - $95

S~:ne~h~~~e~r Ill~,~,~s~~~~~~~: w~~:t~~~frlrY
finished.

I:J di i fj:. 4: 1314~ ·1 ill3 ~ fJ
Made in U.S. ~

THE SHARPE &HART ASSOCIATES, INC.
EMMITSBURC 3. MD.

NORMA 7 x 61 SHARPE &
HART CARTRIDGES loaded to
our specifications are sold ex-

clusively throuqh Sharpe & Hart Associates
dealers in the U. S.. Canada and Alaska.
Primers are of the American type and are
non-corrosive and non-mercuric. 160-qrain,
pointed soft.point boaltail bullet at a
muzzle velocity of 3100 f.s. and averaqe
pressure of 51.730 pounds.

. See your Dealer or order direct.

·, LOOKING FOR
LONG NGE
EFFICIENCY
in a Sporler?
~~e'1
I!I/ Model! .

One
I Caliber!

f l · . ~ 1 One Low, Price!
I ~ ..ti
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8103 St. Jahn St., New Haven 5, Conn.

Side plate remaved to ex
pose action. Nate simplicity

of mechanism and ease of
access far cleaning.

FREE: Send

for catalog

O. F. MOSSBERG

& SONS, INC.

22 caliber •••

20-shot •••

hammerless •••

tubular magazine •••

ultra-modern
version of the
glamorous western
rifle $6888

Shoots all Short, Long and
Long Rifle cartridges. Has
tU'bu I ar mag azi ne and
Mossberg's new, precision,
AC-KRO-GRUV rifling.
Hammerless lever action is
velvet smooth, lightning fast.
Better see your Mossberg
dealer promptly for this one,
pardner!

MODEL400

the new
lever action

•

It A.in't the Gun; It's the Shooter
In your April issue, Mr. R. ~1uske seems

to have condemned the .44-40. I am only 14
and do not consider myself an expert on
guns, but I do know a little. With a 200
grain soft nose bullet, the muzzle energy is
around 800 foot pounds. This is quite suffi
cient to kill any deer and moose if not a
quartering shot. I have seen a .44·40 in ac
tion, as my grandfather has an 1894, model.

Warren Wheatfield
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada

750 Westley-Richards. I'm wondering just
what percentage of your readers ever have
fired such monsters.

With guns, as with women, men have
differences of opinion as to what is best.
But I don't think any of the giants men
tioned in Keith's last column would be of
any benefit in killing squirrel, rabbit, ducks,
quail, or deer; and those, after all, are the
most hunted game in this country.

The Average American Gun Nut hasn't
the wherewithall to finance a trip to Africa
so why waste space suggesting preparations
necessary for the trip? I'm one of the small
salaried powder burners in the Continental
U. S.-Is-Still-The·Best·Place·To·Hunt Clan,
and would appreciate more of :\1r. Keith's
vast knowledge in the form of articles on
such paltry but ever popular calibers as
"thuty-thuty" and .30-06.

L. 1-1. "Bud" Miller

Malo, Washington

Bob G. McDaniel
O'Fallon, Mo.

No Vote-Negative Vote?
I especially appreciate your feature which

carries the views of senators and congress
men on the subject of the Second Amend
ment. You may be sure that every senator
or congressman who is too busy to express
an opinion will one day vote for more
restrictive firearms laws. A congressman who
hasn't time to comment on a basic freedom
of the American people, or the courage to

state his real view, is probably negative.

James S. Erwin
York, Maine

Kudos For Keith
"Viva la Keith!" Elmer has done it again

with his commentary on Anti-Gun Legisla
tion. This volatile bit of prose expresses my
feelings and opinions to the world!

Most gun enthusiasts have an opinion, but
far too few express them. Keep up the good
work. You've got a fine magazine. Glad I
sent in my renewal, as this one article was
worth the whole cost!

Elmer Please Note
Thank you for the informative article by

Lee Woods in your March issue. It would
have been better, I think, with more details
of procedures and materials, but it was fine
as it was.

How about more of the same? For in
stance, "Home Bluing," with details for re
moving old finish, materials necessary, and
methods.

At the risk of making a nuisance of myself
I would like to ask Elmer Keith's opinion
as to the practicability and accuracy of the
Numrich Arms Company's .22 conversion unit
for the 1903 Springfield.

Harold H. Scarbrough
Warrington, Florida

J. W. Paden
Moscow, Idaho

Liked "Trainfire"
I wish to compliment you on the artic.le

"Train fire for Kids." I have always believed
that the earlier a youngster was taught to
shoot the better, and was certainly glad to
see something like this. .

Why not re-print Mr. de Laubenfels letter
containing McCall's refusal to cancel his
subscription? If that's the way McCall's
wants to play the game, they mOl"e than
deserve a bad time.

Your magazine is outstanding. Keep up
the good work.

We Wish We Could
I think your campaign against restrIctive

gun laws is one of the finest things that
anyone has done. You are quite right in

saying that one should write to one's Con·
gressman rather than to you, but I am
always in doubt as to the exact references
that will cause a letter to a Congressman to
receive any serious consideration. I suggest
that you publish at frequent intervals the
exact designations of federal or state laws
that have been proposed, for use by' your
readers in writing letters of protest.

John Murray Reynolds
Blairstown, New Jersey

to be made to order, but if the lady will
give us a second chance if the first one
doesn't fit her, we can generally come up
with a fit that looks good on her and serves
her in shooting scores equal to the scores
shot by the men.

Again, I enjoyed the article very much,
not only as a manufacturer of this type of
specialized clothing, but as a rifle shooter
who has been active in the sport since the
20's. I hope we see more of this type of
article in the future.

Howard Smith, president
10-X Manufacturing Company

Des Moines, Iowa

Too often, bills of this sort pop up un·
announced, are acted upon before we could
possibly get word to our readers. (As this
issue reaches you, next month's magazine
is on the presses. Our printed announcement
of an adverse gun bill would always, there·
fore, be two months late.) Even the National
Rifle Association, with its vast network of
members, is often caught unaware by "sneak"
legislation. The price of freedom is constant
vigilance, each for himself, in his own com·
munity.-Editor.

Less Recoil, Elmer!
Enjoy your magazine very much and find

it always interesting and informative. For
the most part, you have a well composed
magazine and the articles are usually com
prehensive. However, it would seem that the
shooting editorials by E. Keith could be a
little more down-to-earth and reach a few
more of us fellows who never even see (much
less shoot) the big bore stuff he swears by.
Now, don't get me wrong; I know a .50 cal.
has its place. But I'll bet you a chrome
plated primer-catcher that .25 and .30 cal.
rifles outnumber them a million to one. Mr.
K. spent the better part of two pages in your
last issue telling us about recoil problems
on the .505 Gibbs, .600 Wilkes, and .577-100-
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target shooter trade with full wadcutter de·
signs in all calibers, and .45 ACP and .45
Colt dies. Jim Harvey, who originated Jugu•
lar bullets and dies, tells me he had poor
luck with target shooters., The reason, Jim
says, is the slightly higher cost if you bust
many thousands of caps 'per year. A number
of paper punchers use his cheaper zinc wash.
er base Prot-X·bores, that have equal accu·
racy at Low·V.

Some police departments use Prot:X·bores
for both service loads and economical prac·
tice. Jugular type pills are much superior
for Hi-V or hunting. They shoot well even
in old chewed up barrels, and leading is
elminated. I consider them well worth the
extra 90c or so per 100.

Can Prot-X·bores be swaged in Jugular
type dies? Yes. Only Harvey supplies this
base punch for his dies. You can order both
base punches to make both types of bullets,
if desired.

Do Prot-X-bores lead a bore? Sometimes
in some guns. Leading is generally caused
by hot initial loads in guns that are not per
fectly clean. It is practically eliminated in
most guns for moderate velocity if you first
"sheradise" a bore, plate it with a micron
thin zinc film, by firing a few light loads, or
squib loads. Some .357 Magnums are notorious
for leading with factory ammo. One I had
did not lead with Jugulars at 2,000 feet per
second.

Can you use one die for .45 ACP and .45
Colt loads? Die makers do not recommend
it. Some pure lead core .452" .45ACP pills
gave me excellent results in a .454" Colt .45,
which I think is better than using the over
size pills in the ACP. My answer is "yes."

How do Jugulars shoot in converted rifles?
Wonderful. But some custom rifles are excel
lent and some are poor. Your rifle will not
shoot better than your bullets, and vice versa.
Accuracy always depends much on the shoot·
er, who is aided by a quality glass in a sturdy
mount. Rifles are dandy for testing hand·
gun loads, and are fun to play with.

Why are Jugulars called "The Most Dead
ly Bullets?" Because pure lead expands bet·
ter than alloys. Example: .30-06 GI ammo
may deliver the same foot pound energy as
expanding bullets, but it's much less effec
tive on game. Energy figures tell how hard
a bullet hits, but nothing about the efficiency
or shocking power. Penetration with hard
bullets may fail to deliver sufficient shock
for clean kills. Fast bullet expansion is more
important with handguns than rifles.

Can gas checks be used in place of jack
ets? Yes. Use 10% tin alloy cores, with
velocity below 900 f.p.s. Warm beeswax ap·
plied to the base helps prevent leading, but
may not eliminate it. Fairly soft alloys can
be used with jackets, but they are harder to

Bullet Swaging Answers

R OUTINE SWAGING TECHNIQUE was
. covered in the October issue of GUNS,

but no detailed work is available on the sub·
ject. Here are answers to most questions
asked by die owners, or those who contem
plate buying a set. They apply to handgun
dies and, partly, to rifle dies. Both types
compress or "swage up" slugs into bullets
of greater uniformity and higher density.
Bullet defects are practically eliminated, be
ing swaged out under pressure.

Soft, swaged, half-jacketed bullets are a
handgun version of the deadly pills used by
varminters and bench resters for superb ac·
curacy in rifles. A major breakthrough in
efficiency, the swaged bullets deliver greatly
increased shocking power, so handguns take
their place as the fine sporting arms they
are. Swaging is simple. It's so clean and fast
you can wear your Sunday suit and thrash
out a few hundred pills before time for
church on Sunday morning. They are ready
to load as they drop from your die, eliminat
ing the messy job of sizing and lubricating,
and that equipment.

Swaged l'ifle bullets are often made for
better target accuracy. Their actual cost may
run higher in small volume than the fine
commercial pills that work so well for all
routine shooting and hunting. Factory Jugu·
lars are about as good as you can make. The
advantage in swaging is to save about $45
to $50 per 1,000, and always have a plentiful
supply of the finest bullets in all weights.

Which dies are best? Hand Ejectors are
slower, but will serve many individuals. Good
ones are not the cheapest. Harvey Lever Ejec·
tor Dies at under $40 are faster, and good
low priced ones. They kick out about 350
bullets per hour. In one test, I inserted cores
in jackets while Monroe Thomas thrashed
out 535 perfect bullets in 45 minutes in a
C-H "C" press. This is over 700 per hour
for two men, fast enough for many clubs,
custom loaders or police departments.

Good Auto Ejectors let one operator make
pills as fast as he can feed components, say
500 per hour. Adrian Bahler (1500 Thomp
son Road, Coos Bay, Oregon), has added an
auto kick-out to his excellent Hand Ejectors.
It's a cross bar type at $17.50 (for the Ejec·
tor only). I haven't used one yet, but Adrian
tells me it works real neat. C-H dies will be
Auto Ejectors when they hit the market soon.

What jackets are best? Bahler and Harvey
both make good ones. Bahler recently tooled
up for .38-357, .44 and .45 calibers. His .38·
357 is much like Harvey's. His .44 is about
.003" thinner and 4 grains lighter, but the
same length. Both makes are soft-annealed
gilding metal, to prevent bore wear, and both
have trimmed mouths. Bahler made a bid for

OPEN BASE - Prevenfs
any possibility of ac·
ddental detonation be
cause primer never
touches metal after prim
ing operation tokes
place. Bracket separates
finished shells from spent
primers.

FOR INSTANCE:

•

MAYVILLE
ENGINEERING CO INC

MAYVILLE • WISCONSIN

price

FLIP-TYPE MEASURE 
Measuring assembly per·
mits easy charging 01

changing of load with
out dangerous spilling
of powder or shot. Con
tainers ore shatterproof.
and airtight to protect
powder from flame or
~ p a r k s .

HARDENED CHARGING
BAR - Non-reversible
hardened charging bar
eliminates any chonce
of error ••• will han
dle the most abrasive
powders with ease.
Charging assembly has
neoprene seals to pre
vent powder leakage,
shearing of shot or
Jamming.

reloading is

100% SAFE

Foolproof reloading means safe re
loading . . . even for amateurs.
Safety is of prime concern to every
one-. . . including the experts.
That's why the M.E.C. Super
Speeder 400 was designed with so
many built-in safety features. In
fact, these very same features make
the 400 so easy-to-use, and also
make it possible to reload faster
and mOre accurately without the
danger of any mishap.
, -

'The M.E.C. Super Speeder 400 is avail
able in any gauge, and comes com
pletely assembled, tested and ready-to
use. Ask to try one at your dealer's,
or write

for anyone with the new

SUPER SPEEDER 400
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swage, may strain some dies, and are gen
erally less satisfactory than lead. Bahler and
Harvliy advise against using hard alloys. So
do I.

Any trouble to adjust dies for different
bullet weights, and back to the identical set
ting? No. A good tip is to set dies for the
lightest bullet. For heavier weights, use a
spacing washer of the proper thickness be
tween the lock ring and press. Use this same
good idea with Magnum cases in .38 or .44
Special loading dies. It reduces equipment
cost, saves readjusting, and insures uniform
loads.

Are .38-357 bullets for Smith & Wesson or
~ g ] , l l i ~ o k a y in the tighter groove Colts?
Yes. All give excellent accuracy with stand
ard diameter bullets, especially soft lead pills.
Colt's have a 1:14 twist, compared to 1:16
for Ruger, or 1:18%, for a Smith. Colt's
"shoot harder," developing higher rotational
velocity with identical loads, due to the
rifling. Presure may run a bit higher also,
hut all of my top loads are safe in all stand
ard guns of recent manufacture, that are in
good mechanical condition.

Is a bleed-off tip on a bullet nose bad?
No. You can cut slugs or adjust dies so it's
barely visible. Lead wire varies in diameter.
If you change brands you may need to ad
just either your dies or wire cutter. If the
bleed-off is long, say 1/32" or more, your
dies are set too tight. It doesn't hurt any
thing, as the tit can be cut or pinched off.
Wire is extruded under terrific pressure, and
a slight extrusion of the slug is necessary to
perfectly form a bullet.

What ahout cast slugs? They are dandy
for economy. Pointed slugs require dies set
tighter to make a longer bleed-off tit. The
easiest slugs to use are those cast to shape,
such as with the Harvey-Lyman moulds for
casting Jugulars. They require very little
pressure to swage, and the bleed-off can be
very small. They allow light "C" presses to
swage large .44 bullets with ease.

Is serrated wire okay? I do not like it.
Serrations do not swage out completely. But
bullets shoot better at moderate range than
they look. Some group difference is psycho
logical, a factor I've proved will open groups.

A friend shoots one of my guns well. One
day I remarked I'd reamed out the cylinder
throats and accuracy was off. He fired a
lousy group, although the gun was not al
tered. Another lad was shooting eight groups
with my reloads. I gave him a dozen identical
rounds, mentioning they were different loads
and inaccurate. Sure enough he shot a
lousy group ! Your mind is a wonderful thing",
but it tends to stay in a nice, comfortable
rut, just as a moving object tends to move in
a straight line. You can screw down groups
by practice with a gun and loads in which

you have confidence.
Can cast bullets be used for slugs? No.

They are not satisfactory. A careful workman
can recut undersize moulds to cast slugs.

Is dark or corroded wire okay? Dark lead
has oxidized by exposure to air (oxygen),
and is okay. Corroded wire is not. If it
isn't too bad, clean it with a handful of fine
steel wool. Otherwise, use it for casting bul
lets or slugs. Use 5/16" wire for .38-357 and
3/8" for .44-45 calibers.

How is lube used? Oil a pad with Die
Lube made by RCBS, Harvey, or CoHo Han
dle the pad, then handle jackets from one
box to another, or as you swage. Jackets and
cores must be clean and grit free. Wire is

Your order form for
GUNS QUARTERLY

is on page 45

You can call every shot if you
know your rifle and your bul
lets. Follow the advice of the
old pros: "Sight in before
every hunt! Shoot several
groups at the ranges you ex
pect to see game! Reload with
SIERRAS, the most accurate
and destructive bullets made!"

Look for the distinctive
GREEN SIERRA BOX at
your dealers ••. 45 bullets to
choose from.

How do Sierras kill BIG
GAME? Read "The 30-06 in
AFRICA." Write for your
FREE copy today!

SIERRA BULLETS
600 W. Whittier Blvd., Whittier, Calif.
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SHOTS
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HANDCUFFS.
LEG-IRONS
Modern and antique shackling devices,
criminology books. Send 25¢ for larg
est selection of restraints in the world.

PATTERSON SlUITH
269-4 SlleIlar.I Ave., Ellst Orange, N. J.

best wiped with an oiled cloth. Cast cores
can be handled with your oiled hands in one
operation, or as you swage. Ordinary oils
are not a substitute for Die Lube.

Which wire cutter is best and how are
slugs cut? All cutters I've used were good.
They shear off slugs about as fast as you
can feed wire, with the slug weight adjusted
by a stop screw. Mount one on a bench, a
wall, or hold it in a vise. Use an extension
handle if desired. One could be rigged to
cut on both strokes, or to cut two slugs at
one stroke, dropping them on cloth ramps
into separate boxes. I may fix up such a
rig for my own use sometime.

Where can you buy lead wire? Many deal
ers stock it. If an alloy is desired, use a tin
lead mix without antimony. Otherwise, spe
cify virgin lead. Dealers, custom loaders, or
those who buy 100 pounds or more can order
direct from Division Lead Co., Summit, Illi
nois. They are also a source of high grade
chilled shot, 50/50 solder, pure bar tin, and
casting alloys. A source for wire on the West
Coast is Moris P. Kirk & Son, 4050 Horton
St., Emeryville, Calif.

Must jackets be crimped on? No. Harvey
recommends this extra operation to insure
they do not shed at 1,100 to over 2,000 f.p.s.
His dies do all he claims, and they are good.
But you'll have little trouble if you seat bul
lets with the jacket flush with the 'case
mouth, and crimp fairly heavy on your cases.

Do Jugulars function in automatic pistols?
Not perfectly. A friend's auto converted to
.38 Special works okay. Factory autos for .38
Special and .357 ammo would appeal to many
shooters.

What is the effective deer hunting range
with Jugulars? With heavy loads it's limited
only by your ability to place slugs in a vital
area, say where you keep most shots in a 10"
circle. This may be 100 yards, more or less,
depending on your ability. With equal ac
curacy and velocity, larger bores have an ad
vantage, but many shooters like a .357 be
cause they can handle it better.

If you want to try some Jugulars before
buying dies, many dealers have them, or you
can order from Lakeville Arms, Lakeville,
Conn. Dealers can also buy from them, or
obtain the address of a licensed manufacturer
in their area. I like the 220 grain for all
.44's, the 156 gr. for .38's, and a 127 gr. for
357 or heavy frame .38 gUllS, all in soft point.

For faster varmint blowup, drill the nose of
loaded amino with a Forester Hollow Point
Accessory in a Forster Case Trimmer.

Swaging bullets deserves to have a small
book written on the subject and, knowing
gun writers, someone someday will probably
write an unnecessarily large book about it.
But the few hints above given should help
you gain best results when you venture forth

into the bullet swaging aspect of this JtI!I!!III
fascinating handloading game. ~
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By BILL EDWARDS

little pistolver is a jar to the conservative
sensibilities at first, but it does sort of grow
on one. Perhaps it is the handy heft of its
solid-feeling mass, and the rebounding ham
mer, and/or the wide moveable-blade rear
sight and wide round-top "sporter" sight
that makes it easy to wave about onto the
target. Savage aims it at the "fishing kit"
field, but we tend to view dimly any woods

gun that holds only one shot, reqniring the
sportsman to handle the other 49 of the
greasy LRs in his dusty, lint-and-tobacco
filled jacket pocket. We strongly suspect that
with a little boosting, this could become a
"natural" for a junior pistol shooting sport,
taking in the 40,000,000 kids who are alive
today in that 10-15 age group. The gun,
while by no means too small for the average
man's hand, is yet just the right size for a
growing boy. The attractiveness of the "fron
tier" styling, even with the phony bullet
tips in the "cylinder" front is well acknowl
edged. As a single shot, it is safe all the
time until loaded consciously and the ham·
mer thumbed back, a first requirement for
any indoor smallbore range. At $19.95 it is
tremendously attractive to anybody, for giv·
ing as a gift, or owning for yourself. Check
the new Savage soon at your dealer: it has
a lot of merit. (And Savage has true·
revolver plans up their sleeve in a while
what else?)

Colt Derringers
We shot our sample No.4 Colt Derringer

(or, as John Millington, Colt's PR, faith·
fully calls it, out of deference to sensitive
collectors, Deringer,) and as we expected,
did not hit the target. Considering that the
target was the Standard American 20-yard
pistol bull at 20 yards, this is no surprise.
The o. 4, like its snub and stingy prede·
cessors, is a point blank pistol about as

(Continued on page 66)

Savage's New Swingle Action Pistol
With works managel' Jack Knode of Savage

Arms we took a peek at their first produc
tion of the new Savage single shot side
swing .22 plinking pistol a couple of weeks
ago. The new handgun is in the form of a
diminutive Frontier Colt, with die-cast han
dle and frame in one piece, and barrel
mounted right into a die·cast dummy cylin
der that rocks to the right for the chamber
to clear loading cut on the frame boss_ The

dollars more or less, with fancy wood avail
able extra. Frank Mittermeier (3577 E.
Tremont, New York 65) has a choice selec·
tion of wood·working tools, as does Bob
Brownell (Montezuma, Iowa), while stock
styling books and facts are in the Stackpole
Co. (Harrisburg, Pa.) literature line-up.
Williams also has front ramp sights, plus
side-mount high·position scope affairs suit·
able for Lyman's or Weaver's best, all listed
in their big new sight·stock-sporterizing
book at only 50c.

We've clobbered up a variety of G.!. rifles
in our day and if you want to try your hand
at the vanishing art of hand-working a fine
rifle, with cost no object, there isn't a better
place to start. (One finger is still a little
numb where we poked a 34" wood chisel
clean through it some years ago, whittling
out a Springfield stock inletting). Good
carving, don't lose too much blood and,
when you've finished, good shooting!

Silk Purse For Sow's Ear?
Though it may take a "silk purse" full

of geld to make a nice sporting rifle from
"the Queen's Stick," "Smell-ee", "Rifle No.
4" or what-have-you, the Williams bag full
of tricks is a good place to start for such
sporterizing. First, catch your SMLE or
Lee-Enfield rifle. At $8 special in some of
the New York sport shops, they are pretty
junky (though they must, if bought from
England, stand proof before sale). Best bet
is one of the lower-priced GI Enfield mus
kets from Ye Old Hunter (200 S. Union,
Alexandria, Va.) or Martin Retting, (Box
25409, Los Angeles 24, Cal.) or Golden
State's specials (386 W. Green, Pasadena,
Cal.) priced from $15 up. The more you
pay, the better rifle you get.

For fitting a decent aperture receiver sight
suitable for American shooting style, Will
iams Gun Sight Corp. (Davison, Mich.),
starts off with their Foolproof at $5 more.
Their two-piece stocks, maybe not as accu·
rate a rig as our U.S.-built one·piece-stock
sporters but, still, somcthing for the hobbyist
to whittle on, comes for some dozens of

.50
3.00
2.00
5.00

7.50
1.50
3.00

7.50
2.00
2.50

Box 26, Blue Point, l. I., N. Y.

Prices do not include postage. Please

allow SOc for single items.

BANNERMAN'S
BOX 26, BLUE POINT, L. I., N. Y.

CW Cloth Haversack _m__..$2.00
CW Knapsack .. mm 1.50

CW Carbine Sling
w/Swivel m m_m __ m 10.00

CW Rifle Sling 'mUhm_m_ 1.00
CW CSA Buckle, Replica .. 2.00
CW CS 2pc Buckle, Replica 2.00
CW Eagle Buckle, Replica 2.00
CW Round Eagle Plate,

Replica . ...... __ m . 2.00

CW Eagle Staff Buttons,
Orig. .. ......... __ ..._.. __ ..... __

CW Springfield Bayonet __
CW Enfield Bayonet .._.....
CW Cannon Worm _m _

CW Cannon Rammer and
Sponge __ m_m.mm_.._m.

1842 Issue Bayonet mom'
1822 Issue Bayonet m __ ._.

45-70 Bayonet W/Scab-
bard m_...... __ .m_h__ m______ 3.00

45-70 Blue Web Belt/US
Buckle m_mmmm.. _u ... _. 3.00

45-70 McKeever Ctg. Box 1.00
45-70 Rifle Sling 'mm__ ..." 1.50
45-70 Wrench m __ m_._. __ m. .75

45-70 Manual, Original m_ 2.50
Springfield Shoulder Arms

Book, by C.Fuller .: ...

1863 Manual, Reprint m.
CW Navy Pike Head __ .. __ ..
45-70 Carbine Sling

w/Snaphook mm'm __ m_ 5.00
Span.-Amer. War Canteen 1.50
Span.-Amer. War Haver-

sack 0. .. 1.50

Sharps .50 Cal. Ctg. BOL.. 1.00
1955 Catalog w/New

PRICE LIST POSTPAIDm... 3.00

BANNERMAN'S SONS, Inc.

~
Micro-Dial

Universal
Scope Mount

SEND FOR NEW COMPLETE CATALOG 14.G

ON ALL BUEHLER EQUIPMENT.

M A Y N ~ ~ o ~ ~ , ~ n ~ ~ H L E R _
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STATE

------'
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(please s i ~ n )

MAIL COUPON

NA)-IE. ....

SEAPORT TRADERS INC 1221 S. Grand AR
• • Dept. G-3, L.A. 57, Calif.

Centlemen: Please rush me the following:

Quan- Cost per
tHy Product Item Total
__)fuzzleloaders $39.95
__Lee X03 J<::nfields 15.95
__Enfield Sporter Models 24.95
__Sporterized Springfields 39.95
__\Vinchester .22 9.95
__\Vinch.. 22 4X Scope & :Mt. 15.95
__.22 Double Derringer 19.95
__:,\;ickel Derringer 34.95
__Texan .22 19.95
__Texan .22 with holster 24.95
__4X Scope 9.95
__8-Shot Swing Out .22 21.95
__:\[1{ VI 'Vebley .45 14.95
__Italian .25 Auto. 19.95
__Holster 2.25
__.25 Cal. ammo hox of 25 1.85
__.22 6-shot Rel"olver 12.95
__Xickel plat.ed .22 model) 14.95
__S &, ,v .38 Special Revol"er 39.95
__Swedish, M94 Army Rifle 29.95
__100 rds.. 22 A.mmo. 1.10
__.22 4X Scope (mt. free) 8.95

Note: Please enclose 1 box of P'REE Military ammo
with purchase.

. ~ DD 11ESS ..

('ITY...

l\lade in U.S. by Smith & "7esson, these fine
6-shot revoh-ers with swing out cylinder a1'e
terrific burs. Fine condo inside & out. Fixed sights, with
bright nic:kel or blue finish and sharp S'rAG grips. Fires
pop. ~ - \ m e r i c a n made .38 special S&\V ammo. Only $39.95.
Holster only $3.95..38 Special ammo box of 25 ... $1.85

•22
6·SHOT
REVOLVER
$12.95
FlUES BOTH .22 SHORT & LONG A ~ n l 0 .
This sensational !\EW 6-shot Rasco Vest
Pocket .22 long re\'oh'cr would be a tremen
~ o u s ~ T a l u e at 3 times its price. Made in W. Germany, it
IS a tIght. well-made, exceedingly accurate handgun. Fires
.22 Long & Short ammo. :F'eatures side gate loading
trigger adjustment, screw-in ejector rod. Has STEEL
nn'LED BAllllEL with blade front sights. Terrific for
target shooting. varmint hunting or home defense. Only
$12.95. Gleaming nickel-plated modcl only $14.95.
Leather holster $2.25.

BRIGHT
NICKELED

S&W
·.38 SPECIAL
2" BBL.
REVOLVERS $39.95

1-. ._......,

FREE AMMO!!
Box of military ammo included FREE with rifle purchase

Note: Offer valid only if coupon below is enclosed with o r d ~ r .

Sought
after as a

target ano
.hunting weapon,

this fine .\1/94
Swedish :\:lountain

carbine has an ex
tremely fast action, is

light and has refinements
over other Mamers. All ma

chined parts, forged & ma
chined trigger guard. Extremely

accurate, it is the winner of many
of Europe's competitive shoots. 6/5mm

x 5f) callber. 18" bbl., 7 lbs., 5·shot,
choice walnut stock. adjustable rear sights.

Only $29.95. AMMO.: 100 rds. military
$7.50, 40 rds. soft pt. $5.90.

ITALIAN

POCKET AUTO.

.25 CAL. ~ $19.95
Imported direct by us from Italy's finest
gun manufactllrer. Branel new! Trim. com
pact weapon fires powerful and easily ob-
tainable .25 Cal. American made ammo. Also avail. cali
bers .22 long or .22 short ... only $22.50. Have origi
nal factory blue finiSh. 6-shot capacity maims excellent
plinldng and home pl'otection weapon. Ii'ixed sights.
'Veight appl'Ox. 13 oz. Only $19.95. Holster $2.25.
.25 Cal. ammo. box of 25 .. $1.85

Latest model adopted by British Armed Forces,
jt is extremely accurate, has exceptional smooth
action. Fires either as a single or a double ac
tion. Specs: Overall length 11 %", barrel 6", wt.
12 Ibs. GOOD CONDITION.. 45 Cal. $1'l.95.
Holster $3.25. Specially selected like new-$17.95.

MK. VI

WEBLEY

.45 REVOLVER. $14.95'

Perfect handgun for any
sport. Jj'eatures side load
ing magazine with 8 shot
capacity. bla{le front sights, of
fine rugged deluxe blue steel
with white plastic grips. Fires
22 ss cal. short. long or long
Avail. in 2" or 4" barrel models.

8 SHOT SWING OUT .22

$2195===

SWEDISH MAUSER
CARBINE M/94
$29.95

BARGAIN
OF A

LIFETIME!

SPORTERIZED
30/06 SPRINGFIELDS ••• $39.95

.22
DOUBLE

DERRINGER
ONLY $19.95

In shooting condition! Rare collection of fine old percussion muzzlcloaders will
never be d u p l l c a t ~ d . Ovp.r 100 yrs. old. All have round bal'relR & arc rifled. All brass

fittings. buffed & polished HIm new. Condo good to V.G. First come, first served. Only $39.95

Of WWII
fame, this is

the British
rifle that drove

Rommel out of Af
rica and saw service

on the Continent & in
the Korean conflict. Has

simplified bolt release &
a J)cep sight mounted on rear

of receiver. CaL... .303
British. Bbl. 25¥.l'. 10-shot

magazine, positive thumb safety,
Good inside & out. Only $15.95.

CUSTOM ENFIELD SPOR'l'EU MODEL
... $24.95. AMMO: 100 rds. Military ..•

$7.50, 40 rds. soft pt. $5.90.

MARCH 1960

LEE ENFIELDS
#4.303 CAL.
$15.95

This Winchester Model 67 bolt
action single shot rifle features:
27" round, tapered proof marked

barrel. crowned at muzzle. Winch.
750 front & 32ll sporting rear sights

& short compact bah with pear shaped
bolt handle. :\Iilitary safety lock. Am.

walnut sporting type pistol grip stock with
semi-beavertail fore-end. automatic ejector.
Wt. approx. 5 11)8. Shoots .22 shorts, longs

& L.R. ammo. Good inside & out. Only $9.95.
Special-.22 \Vinch. 4X scope & mt. only $15.95.

High numbers. Guaranteed very good inSide & out. 'rhis 6-shot bolt aclion makes a fine hunting rifle.
Has brand new selc(,t sporterhed walnut stock, 4-groo\'e bbls.; fires military 30/06 cal. amlllO, or

hunting ammo. Specs: 24" bbl. :l\:fuzzle \·c1. 2800 fps; combo. open & peep sights, fully adjustable windage & elevation COLT
t.o 2850 yds. Wt. alJlJrox. 7% lbs. Only $39.50. A ~ n - I O . : 100 rds. military $7.50, 40 rds. soft pt. $5.90.-- ~ I' .45 REVOLVERCS i ~dI $

r=l~'--~~sF ~ro:le; 19~~:~~5 ACP. Billed finish. not

4X SCOPE. $9.95 (Mount Free)
Ilarkerized. Tight aetions, 5%" barrel. HI-
POR"l'A:s''l'-'l'hese arc original U.S. marked
gUllS flot impol't.cd. Acknowledged best of

Rugged. durable. dependahle ... and performs perfectly big bores. Remarkable condition ... only $27.50
on ANY rifie. Extends shooting time from dawn to dusk.
Distortion·free, color corrected. l ..cns hardcoated to ll·S.
Army standards. Easy to adjust windage and elevatIOn;
Easy to install. Weighs less than 10 oz. mounted. 4X 22 SCOPE & AMMO BARGAIN
scope and !l'H.EE mts. avail. for all nfles only $9.95. •

4X Scope & FREE mount for all popular .22 rifles only
$8.95. 100 rds..22 short high powered ammo. $1.10.

GUNSLINGERS!
FRONTIER .22

only $19.95
Sensational new sli de rod .22 shoots all three
-long, short, and long rifle .22 ammo. double

and single action. A tight, well-made piece. Looks like an
old frontier revoh-er, acts like an old frontier revolver.
Terrific gun for fast draw practice and plinking. Feels
just right. Not $63. not $75.00, but only $19.95.
Complete with fast draw holster $24.95.

Imported from Europe. It is an exact copy of famous
Uemington Derringer popular in the late 1800's. Valuable
collectors' item. Fine "old world" gun craftsmanship has
been employed to gi \'e you a superior handgun & still
retain all the features.of the original Derringer. Accurate.
Shoots .22 short. long or long rifle. Checkcred black
grips. O.nly $19.95. Sparkling chrome-plated model only
$22.50. "'estern hand tooled holster $4.50. .38 Special
nickel Derringer.. $34.95

TERRIFIC BUY!

1¥fNCH£Sr£1l
.22 only

$9.95
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TOP USAF LEADERS KNOW FROM WAR-LEARNED

LESSONS THAT MECHANIZED WARFARE DOES NOT OUT-MODE

THE NEED FOR SMALL ARMS SKILL TODAY

Our Air Forte Learns
To Shoo.

By' DAVE KARTEN

I N WORLD WAR II and Korea, the United States Air Force
learned the hard way about the importance of individual pro

ficiency with assigned firearms.

There was, for instance, the F-51 Mustang shot down by Com
munist forces in North Korea on November 19, 1950. The pilot took
cover as the enemy ran towards the aircraft wreckage. Later, as they
were departiIlg, several Korean Reds passed by him, so close he could
have slapped them on the back of their heads with his .45 pistol. The
pilot decided to shoot. He took careful aim and fired seven shots
without hitting a single Red.

Many similar incidents during World War II and Korea under
scored the need for marksmanship training. Because so many of our

At Lackland AFB, Texas, buscadero rig
is passe, USAF gunmen carry pistol kit.

Sweating out 1,000 yard match are shooters and rooters during All-Air Force Rifle Championship
Matches at Lackland. Air Force is now constructing new 300-meter International range next to this.
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for rapid-fire .45 contro taught to
Lackland Air Foree shooting recruits. Sma arms skill
is important to AF security details and for men who
guard bases. Survival when forced down is also theme.
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airmen could have made no better use of their weapons

than the Mustang pilot did, the Air Force launched a

USAF-wide training program two years ago designed to
teach its personnel how to be proficient with small arms. It
is already paying dividends in improved marksmanship
among U.S. airmen, especially those assigned to security

duty-guarding our missile, bomber, and fighter bases.
The Air Force's expanded marksmanship training pro

gram is being conducted by the USAF Technical Training
Division under the supervision of Colonel Peter W. Agnell

who has been associated with National and International
shooting for several years. It includes intensive marksman

ship training for combat aircrews, air policemen, air base
defense personnel, and investigative agents; less intensive

training for all other members of the Air Force. Small arms
training has been made mandatory throughout the Air

Force where suitable ranges are available. Proficiency
standards for all personnel armed in performance of their

duty, such as the Air Police, for example, were established
at the Sharpshooter level and at the Marksman level for all

other personnel, except non-combatants. Off-duty small
arms practice, gun clubs, and widespread competition were

encouraged.
To get the program rolling, new proficiency standards

were established and qualification criteria was made higher

for all personnel. The idea was to reinstate the competency
with firearms traditionally considered one of the military

profession's primary skills.

In a dining hall that was converted into a marksmanship
school at Lackland Air Force Base, San Antonio, Texas,
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the Air Force took its first big step toward reinstating

small arms proficiency among its personnel. The USAF

Marksmanship School was officially activated January 20,
1958 under command of Colonel Thomas C. Kelly, veteran

competitive shooter and two-time winner (1955-56) of the

Twining Trophy, emnlematic of the Air Force National
Pistol Championship.

The next nine months were devoted to trammg small

arms instructors and working out a course of study. During

this period the teaching staff swapped knowhow: rifle

shooters studied pistol marksmanship while handgunners
improved theIr rifle proficiency. Camp Bullis facilities.

adjacent to Lackland, provided the necessary high power
rifle ranges for full-scale advanced outdoor competition

and training.

The newly organized program included: Academic train

ing to teach basic airmen the fundamentals of small anTIS

use and safety; Live and dry firing to enable instructors to

d i a ~ n o s e and correct the trainee's "mechanical" faults;
Record firing on bull's-eye targets to test an airman's devel

opment under conditions demanding the utmost precision.

One of the finest 100-firing-position outdoor pistol ranges

in the country was constructed at Lackland. A 50-position,

50-meter international type pistol range, adaptable to FBI

type practical courses of fire, is scheduled for construction
on the base in the near future.

The Marksmanship School already has a 100-position,

50 and 100-yard smallbore rifle range. An additional 140
positions, to be added in the near future, will provide 240

50 and 100 yard targets suitable for .30 caliber carbine
firing as well as the smallbore rifle. The carbine and .22

caliber rifle are used in the initial marksmanship training

of basic airmen when they enter the Air Force at Lackland

Air Force Base. Three ranges will have 50 and 100-meter
target positions for smallbore international courses of rifle

fire. A 50-position, 300-meter international high power rifle
range will be built at nearby Camp Bullis, adjoining the

Air Force 50-position, 200, 300, 600, and 1000 yard range.
The rifle, pistol, and carbine ranges at Lackland are of

Colonels smile as Tom Kelly is congratulated by Army's
Hancock, USAF O'Halioran, on topping 2600 pistol score.

unusual design. Called "baffied safety ranges," they re

quire no impact area; can be constructed in congested
areas. In fact, the Commanding General's home at the

base is located atop the hill that serves as a backstop for

the carbine range. Safety is insured by a series of timber
"baffies" which stop any bullet fired at a higher-than-safe

angle.
The first students at the USAF Marksmanship Center

were Lackland instructors who, in turn, taught experi

mental classes of basic trainees. In this way, the faculty
was able to evaluate the training methods and develop a

workable program. By November 1958 the first class was

ready to begin actual training.
Since then a new class of 30 students has entered the

program each month, and (Continued on page 43)
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Flinchless trigger squeeze is taught Rifle
Airman by instructor Davis. Big bore. carbine,
are fired on baffle ranges in midst of built-up
area. CG's home is atop hili at carbine butts.
Range design is applicable to in-city layout.
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FRANCIS "WHARTON: Canada's
Back-w-oods W-izard

Wharton snaps off .22 BB Cap pistol he cooked up as pos
sible survival sidearm. Left, inventor displays hand-made
rifle with his scope using SOX magnifier to change range.

HE SHOT A DEER. THEN ATE IT

-WITH ITS TEETH! MAKING HUMAN DENTURE FROM DEER·S TEETH WAS EASY

FOR THIS BACKWOODS GUNMAKER. INVENTOR. AND STEEL CRAFTSMAN

By BERT STENT

T o SHOOT A DEER and then eat it with its own teeth

is a feat fantastic enough to win a place in Ripley's

"Believe It or Not"-and it did. But Francis Wharton is

inclined 11, wonder why. After all, he had the deer and

the appetite, but no top teeth. The dead deer had teeth but
no appetite. Why not exchange?

For a man of Wharton's skill, it was not hard to file

the deer teeth to human shape, making a gum line and

leaving projections on the inner end to anchor them

securely to the artificial gums, which were readily shaped

out of plastic wood. Once it set, the teeth were solid. It is an

actual fact that Wharton, who lives in Canada's back
woods at Little Fort, B.c., did just that. What's more, he

has used the denture for nearly three years now, and

only one tooth has 'broken. That was when eating a

particularly tough piece of bear meat, probably the first

time in history that deer teeth have been broken eating
bear.

The idea was original and ingenious, but so are many of
Francis Wharton's ideas. Long before the present boom

in big-boom revolvers, he designed a cartridge of his own

which makes the .357 and .44 Magnums look like reluctant

schoolboys headed for the dentist. To shoot it, he de
veloped, not a revolver, which he considers as old

fashioned as a mustache-cup, but an automatic pistol.

He first got the idea of his .38 Wharton Magnum in the

Alberta Rockies before World War II, when a charging
grizzly got so close to him that he could see the rotting
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Little pistol displays inventor's sense of
simplicity in design. Tube magazine feeds
by gravity, is stoppered by ordinary cork.

teeth which probably caused its crankiness, and smell its

fetid breath. The only weapon in reach was a .22 Colt

Woodsman. A bullet in the mouth from this turned the

monster, but not before Wharton had to dodge a terrific

swipe from its four-inch claws. For two hours after the

bear left, Francis Wharton, veteran woodsman though he

was, felt his knees buckle under him whenever he essayed

to walk.

Right there he determined to get a weapon that would

combine a rifle's stopping power with a pistol's handiness.

The biggest commercial auto pistol, the .45 ACP, he had

tried and found wanting. Its ambling pumpkin bullet

would not kill a moose on a head shot, and only blistered

Deer-killer packs big
punch in bottleneck
.38 round developing
alleged 70,000 PSI in
.45 modified with two
welded slabs on slide,
special Colt barrel.

its hide and penetrated a few inches on a body shot, where

even a .22 long rifle went on through.

However, the pistol itself absorbed recoil well and

would do as a starter. For cartridge, he decided to take a

.45 inch diameter rifle case, like the .270 or .30-06, cut

it short, neck it down to .33, and fill it with powder

instead of using only a few grains as does the .45 ACP. He

wrote to ask Colt's to make him a barrel strong enough to

handle such a load.

"It can't be done," wrote Colt's. "It can," wrote back

Wharton. "How many guns have you designed?" asked

Colt's. "This is my first," said Wharton. "How can you

know more than I do, who have (Continued on'page 40)

-
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Magnum six-guns considered good
varmint pistols are Ruger .357,
Smiths in .44, .357, and old type
8%" barrel .357 S&W Magnum.

IN TEXAS. WHERE MEN ARE MEN AND BUNNIES ARE BIG AND RANGES

LONG. THE MAGNUM SIXES OFFER NEW SPORT ON VARMINTS
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Plains shooting with high power revolvers demands use of best rest. Prone
variations rests weight on left elbow; gun hand against knee. Right
two hawks "made into good ones" by .357 hollow point hand loads.

By ALLEN SKELTON

THE HIGH PLAINS COUNTRY of Texas does not fit

the popular concept of a pistolman's paradise. Shoot

ing here is apt to be from long ranges, at tiny targets. In

stead of a grey squirrel or blue grouse at fifteen yards, the
West Texas gunnie will find himself holding and squeezing

on a long-eared jackrabbit or a dainty, swift fox at dis

tances that begin at 100 yards and stretch toward the blue

horizon.
These rolling grasslands are'the habitat of the belly-flop

ping rifleman, the scope-sighted, ballistics-wise technician
who can knock over an unwary prairie dog anywhere in the

next county. Until very recent years, the boy who packed a

sixgun out to the north 640 was regarded as a candidate for
either the looney bin, the county jail, or western movies.

My own formative years in the lead-slinging fraternity

were not particularly satisfying. I was, and am, a hope

less handgun addict, with little more than a passing inter

est in the merits of the flat-shooting varmint rifles. Like
most beginning shooters, I dallied away years with only a

skimpy knowledge of ballistics, and no intentions of delv
ing into the mysteries of handloading. During the late

'thirties and early 'forties, I held to the conviction for me
that the .45 caliber handguns could be mastered only by

nerveless giants, and that its smaller brothers, the .44-40

and .38-40, were almost as impossible. I knew, vaguely,

that the 9 mm and .30 Lugers "shot hard," but ammuni
tion for them was (in those days) practically nonexistant

in those parts. Rumors of the fabulous Smith & Wesson

.357 had reached this part of the world, but I never saw

one until after the war. The loads on which I misspent
my youth were the ,38 Special and the .32-20 in its watered

down factory pistol loadings.

Those years of saving nickles to buy factory ammo

which was so low powered that it confined my shots to
50 yards or less were not wasted. I became a fair shot

with those mild, light-recoil loads, and gained confidencel

Favorites of author include .357 Thompson gas check HP
and solid over 15 grs. 2400 in Mag. case; Keith 250 gr.
solid, 22 grs. 2400 in .44 Mag and Keith 235 gr. HP, in
same load. Fifth from left, Tom. GC HP. same load. Right,
Thompson HP, solid, .357 x 13.5 grs. 2400, in Special cases.

after learning to make close range hits on small prame

game. This, basically, is what the expert is telling the
beginner today when he advises that the tyro start with

the .22.
But I yearned for something better. Boyish daydreams

revolved around a pistol that would shoot so flat that any

thing in sight would also be in range. World War II came

and went. The year 1946 emerged with gun catalogs galore
for starved shooters to drool over. Smith's .357 Magnum

always headed the list of that firm's products, and that

was the gun for me! But disappointment hounded me. It
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was 1950, four long years, before enough back orders
had been filled to put one of these bright blue beauties

onto a retailer's shelves in this fairly remote section of
America.

The Mexican border of Arizona was home for me at

that time, where I was serving a stint for a federal law

enforcement agency. Some heart-rending pleading and a
lot of long green were necessary, but I beat a brother

officer out of his new 5-inch .357, leaving him something
more than retail price and beginning a love affair with

the big guns that has never grown cold.
My bosses believed in keeping their officers in shooting

trim, and were generous with .38 Special ammunition.
Bumming some .38 target loads, I got acquainted with

my first Magnum. A few boxes of wadcutters later, I knew
that I had an accurate gun, so I invested in two boxes of
factory .357 shells. The results were quite a letdown. I

I had ever wanted in a handgun. My leading problem was

solved. Accuracy went up high enough to convince me
that a miss was my own fault, not the gun's. Plenty of

huge desert jacks, a bobcat, various hawks, and an eagle
fell to my heavy-loaded .357 there in Arizona. A trip to

Sonora, Mexico, netted a javelina, which was killed for

meat for a hungry Mexican family.
Returning to my native Texas, the first items unloaded

from the trailer were my loading tools. The flat prairies

presented a real challenge to the .357, and I went to work
to try learning real long range shooting. Drouth and epi
demiC disease had decimated the rabbit population, pro-

-portionately reducing the number of coyotes, swifts, and

hawks because of the shortage of the number one item
on their menu. Pickings were slim for a couple of years,

but a long drive in the country would always jump a
rabbit or two-and I do mean "jump."

Good rigs for totin' good pistols are modified Tom Threepersons style, have
gun riding high on hip for comfort. Offhand stance is relaxed, least steady.

The big bunnies, underfed and overhunted, had become
muy bronco. The old days when a jack would freeze for

an easy broadside shot at twenty paces seemed gone for
ever. Instead, he would most likely take off hell-bent for

election, maybe stopping for a breather a couple of fur
loughs out. Well, I had asked for it, so I got after it,

keeping the loading press hot at night, wondering how
much front sight to hold on the long ones by day. No
record was kept of the rabbits and occasional foxes and

coyotes brought down by the .357 during those years,

but there were enough to teach me the fundamentals of

long range hold, squeeze, and sight picture.
It was self evident that the most accurate long range

gun was the steadiest. Connecting with a jackrabbit at
anything over 75 yards from the (Continued on page 54)

know now that when the .357 first came into being in the
1930's it was loaded with a heavy dose of slow-burning

Hercules.24-00 powder, which with soft factory bullets,
produced barrel leading that made long-range accuracy
impossible-for me, at least. (In the postwar years, this

powder charge was changed to a much faster-burning
powder type.)

Trying to solve my leading problem started me down
the intriguing paths of hand-loading. Figuring it was the

soft, factory bullet that caused my trouble, I acquired a

Thompson gas check .357 mold, a supply of copper gas
checks, and all the necessary equipment to start my own
cartridge factory. I have never regretted it.

The Thompson bullet in hollow-point form, loaded over

15 grains of 2400, proved the Magnum to be everything
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ZERO THAT SHOTGUN
FOR PAY-OFF PATTERNS

Rifleman Schumaker extensively tested peep sights on M97
full-choke smoothbore; centered handloads, slugs on bull.

WIDE-APERTURE SIGHT PLUS DECENT RIFLE BEAD WILL STEP UP HITS

WHEN YOU SIGHT IN SHOTGUN FOR PATTERN OR SLUGS

By WILLIAM SCHUMAKER

OVER HALF the crows (sitting crows, mind you) had sifted

right through my 12 gauge 7% trap loads at 35 to 40 yards.

Something had to be done about it. Though never top with shotguns,

I had frequently broken 17 or 18 over the Air Corps skeet ranges.

I couldn't be that bad now, and no shotgun is that impotent, I

thought. A few tests on stationery paper targets would show me

where the trouble lay.

My first shot of experiment "Crow Gun" lobbed a good pattern

onto the paper, but the center was 16 inches low. A second make

of ammo printed off-center about 10 inches at 3 o'clock, in my full

choke 28-inch M97 Winchester. Immediately, I saw the crows

simply hadn't been where the pattern went.

"Are you all right? Shooting a shotgun from a bench rest, what

next?" L. H. (Bud) Miller had just driven into the yard. Though

usually quick to see things, my unusual set-up baffled him. Different

makes and shot sizes of 12 gauge ammo on the bench, spotting

scope, huge targets at only 35 yards, did look unusual. .
"Just finding out why we couldn't do better on those 35-40 yard

sitting crows," I answered him. "I've got to raise my rear sight,

which I don't have, about umpty-seven clicks t o - ~ . " Oh nutz, I

was thinking in rifle terms again. Twenty years of competitive rifle

shooting had moulded my brain to deal (Continued on page 4.8)
Off-center shotgun bores may warp in shoot
ing, shifting pattern zero or slug impact.
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Peel rifle peep put on
shotgun gave wind
age, elevation chang
es. New rifle front
sight bead helped aim.
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Woods-wise Sell, hunting with HVA light
weight bolt gun, relaxes on deer stand.

HE CAN GO 45 MILES AN

HOUR. ALL OUT-BUT NINE TIMES

OUT OF TEN. WHEN YOU MISS.

YOU·VE OVER-LED HIM

IS THIS WHY YOU

MISSED THAT TROPHY BUCK?

Hit them when they're standing still "at peak of
bound" is rule of Northwest hunter, who clocked
deer speeds through windfall areas of tree farm.
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Sell used light Husqvarna .270 to drop handsome buck. Light, fast-handling rifles
are recommended when you try to catch them "standing still" at top of leap.

T ET'S SAY YOU'RE a rifleman. On paper targets, with

L your pet rifle, you can stack them into a three inch

circle at 200 yards. But how good are you as a hunter with

that rifle? How sure are you of your ability to hit a big 12

inch target at a scant 50 yards-when that target is the

vital area of a big buck crashing out of or through heavy

cover, his cedar-stained andel's a-gleam in the half light

of an early a\ltumn morning?

Does the question embarrass you? It embarrasses a lot

of hunters! Yet a running deer can be a comparatively easy

target for a rifleman, once the technique of such shooting

is understood.

The secret can be stated negatively: lead them-and miss.
The main cause of missing is the misconception about

the speed of that trophy buck as he passes a posted stand;
that, and lead requirements. He appears to be moving

very fast; but actually he is moving quite slowly-so

slowly that, if he were a quail and you had a shotgun in

hand, you would consider him a setup. It's his gait which

fools hunters, not his speed. In top gear, he can air out

at about 45 miles an hour, but his actual woods speed is
something else again.

I've timed deer with a stop watch, hundreds of them.

I have hunted them with a rifle in season, making my

shots, measuring average woods ranges. Speedy? Not

nearly so speedy as most hunters think. But they have a

gimmick in their gait which makes even the best nail

driving target accuracy ineffectual.

Considering typical woods speeds of deer, visualize

yourself within 50 yards of such a target, a typical woods
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range; then ask yourself why such shots are so easy to

miss. Here are some average speeds taken from my field

notes: fast running deer, moving in short, rapid bOltnds,
average speed 17.08 miles an hour. Deer moving at a high,
bouncing gait, which is not run so close to the ground,

average speed 10.22 miles an hour. Deer trotting registered

6.8 miles an hour. Deer sneaking out, a creeping walk,

clocked 3.4 miles an hour. These woods-gaited deer moved

much slower than their top speed of 45 miles an hour,

yet these are the speeds which give riflemen trouble in

typical heavy deer cover, where 98 per cent of all deer

are hunted. Once you hit on the right method of taking

such game, then it is easy shooting!

My method of timing deer was to start the stop watch

as the game passed some easily identified object: a tree,

rock, or stump; then stop it as the deer passed another

point, measure the distance and figure the "miles per

hour."

A deer moving at 17 miles an hour covers ground at a

rate of almost 25 feet a second. There are plenty of places

in average heavy cover where deer can easily be out of

sight with three seconds, or 75 feet. There are actually

places where your glimpse of this deer would be timed

within two seconds or less, as it crosses a small glade in

the trees. Here you would get the shot, or lose it, depending

on your rifle ability. Snapshot it will always be, with all

shooting routine compressed into the allowable time, with

nothing to spare for a deliberate trigger squeeze or perfect

sight picture.
A deer moving at 10 miles an (Continued on page 51)'
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By WI LUAM B. EDWARDS

CWO Edmiston, USAF 1958 champ of "Hokkaido shoot,
with Sapporo club Pres. Hir,okawa, and Lt. Col. Harpole.

MARCH 1960GUNS

I N JAPAN, "Land of the Rising Sun," the sun is rising

on guns for the first time for sport. The Japanese
Empire is going through a transition affecting millions of

Japanese and, also of importance, thousands of Americans

stationed there. With this transition is arising interest in
shooting for fun that may give the lie to Kipling's "East is

East, and West is West, and never the twain shall meet."
East and West do meet, regularly, in fair sport on the

shooting grounds of the United States Fifth Air Force,

PACAF, Japan.
Last August, Brig. Gen. T. M. Hetherington, commanding

the 39th Air Division, Fifth Air Force, presented a trophy

Not rice terraces but backstops rib" hills behind
Hong Kong trap club. Right, Japanese and
U.S. skeeters "sweat out" their scores being
posted at Sendai, Honshu Rod & Gun Club.
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'"HIGH GUN" IS NEW TITLE IN LAND OF SHO-GUN AS JAPANESE

AND AMERICANS MEET ON FRIENDLY FIELDS OF TRAP AND SKEET

to Maj. Q. V. Miller of Tachikawa Air Base at the finale of

the largest Far East tourney, the annual Misawa Interna

tional Open festival shoot. Names falling liquid-strange on

western ears dot the entry lists-such names as ltazuke
Air Base, Seoul Area Command Rod & Gun Club, the
Ashiya R & G Club, as well as the names of individual

shooters. At the shoot, in addition to many U.S. Forces

Airmen and their families, were many top-ranking Japanese

shotgunners; and shotgunning for other than food is a
new sport among the Japanese.

Hunting, of course, is an ancient pastime in Japan. In

the hills, particularly in the northern parts of the Japanese

Islands, bear, deer, boar, and once even tigers were to be
found. And, in spite of the absence of any big domestic

sporting arms industry before the war, Japanese soldiers
have always had first-class small anns. General Nambu,

commanding the Tokyo Arsenal, supervised and coordi

nated the design and production of a variety of excellent

modern firearms-the several models of Nambu pistols,
and light machine guns. Combining design elements of the

French Hotchkiss light machine guns, the Nambus pro

duced immediately before and during the war had features

specifically Japanese-from style points to internal design
changes-making them among the best light machine guns

in the world. Even the Mauser type 1905 rifles, designed

and built in Japan, and known commonly to Americans as
"The Arisaka," had improvements, such as bolts sealed

against gas escape backwards by a big cap that doubled as

a safety. Japan's soldiers fought from the Arctic to the

Tropics. With the Arisaka's big, square trigger guards, into
which could be fitted a gloved finger, and the big round

bolt safety that could be put "on" or "off" with a quick

twist of the palm, the rifle drew laughs from American so
called "arms experts." But, as some of the "'experts" failed

to learn, Japan's anns industry had designers capable of

putting out equipment second to none. By the end of the

war, Japanese gun makers experimentally produced a blow
back full-rifle-caliber light machine gun. Its simplicity

made it capable of being produced in tremendous quantity,

cheaply. The West has yet to produce a gun that exceeds

Inside story of U.S. Forces-Japan is symbolized by view from hi-house as Japan
ese trap shooters of Sapporo Gun Club warm up at U.S.-Japanese Misawa 1959
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At Sapporo gun club, Hokkaido, trap boy readies clays
thrown according to International Trap regulations.

the potential merits of this remarkably easy-to-make mili
tary afm.

In the Aberdeen Proving Ground Foreign Materiel Mu
seum are many single examples of Japanese small arms.
One, a big Type 99 Hotchkiss heavy machine gun, is
smoothly finished by file and heat-blued. It is an unusual
piece of workmanship, much of it done by hand. It told of
a Japanese production system where hand labor was cheap,
but it also told of a system in which quantity production
could not be achieved, except by machine. This was to be
come important in Japan's post-war sporting arms picture.

Japanese designers also copied the Garand, making it
somewhat better than the Ml. Theirs had clip slots, was fed
by stripper clips, and did not have'that en bloc clip now
done away with in America's newest M14 rifle. Even the
roller-delay toggle-locked Pedersen semi-auto rifle studied

Col. Harpole, wife, and
Japanese sportsmen enjoy
duck hunt with U.S. guns.

by our Army in the early 1930s came in for a share of the
Japanese ability to imitate. About ten fine Pedersen rifles
were made in Tokyo Arsenal's model shop, beautifully
finished, with the rear sight adjustable much like the
American model. But the Japs made an improvement on
this one, too-a rotary magazine you could load with
ordinary-packaged ammo, instead of Pedersen's special en
bloc clip which so infatuated Springfield Armory designers
of that period. And with all these changes and copies,
something characteristically Japanese would creep into the
design-a front band and sight from the Arisaka, or the
pistol grip and two-piece wood butt so often found in their
shoulder arms.

Today's Japanese guns are entirely different from this
heritage of the past. At work today in Japan are two forces
within the arms industry-one force struggling to express
itself in new designs, and the other making faithful copies
of commercial arms. The Japanese-designed Model 1959
light machine gun expresses the one trend-novel, highly
classified, improved over all other designs. And'the Japanese
made commercial double barreled over-under Nikko shotgun
expresses the copying trend. The Nikko is the spittin' image
of the famous Browning over-under. (Continued on page 46)

over-under is Nikko, in
single trigger, reveals
engineering by makers.

Japanese-made copy of Browning
various chokes, styles. Arm has
not only copying ability but good
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THE OLD • THE NEW • THE UNUSUAL

Springfield 1866 Allin-altered
breechloader .50-70 was chang
ed from M 1863 cap-lock musket.

By HENRY F. UNGER

AFAMOUS FOOTBALL trophy,
now possessed by The University

of New Mexico in Albuquerque, could,
if tried, produce a terrific kick.

As one of the most unusual prizes
ever fought over by rival gridiron
elevens, the "Kit Carson Rifle" is pre
sented to the winner each year in the

University of Arizona versus Uni
versity of New Mexico football battle.
The treasured possession is an Army
Springfield .50-70, procured by long-time athletic director of the Tucson,
Arizona university, J. F. "Pop" McKale.

According to McKale's story, he was hunting in the Santa Catalinas near
Tucson when he encountered an old Indian carrying the rifle, perhaps one
issued to the United States Army serving in the area during the Indian
uprisings. Equipped with a modern semi-automatic sporter, McKale tried to
trade with the Indian for the old rifle. After considerable conversation, the
Indian persisted in his refusal to trade. At the same time he proved his
hunting skill by quickly shooting some nearby quail. Not to be outdone,
McKale raised his rifle and hit two on the wing with one shot. This ap

parently convinced the Indian, and the trade was consummated.
In 1938, McKale offered the Kit Carson Rifle as a football trophy, to his

sorrow. The Loboes of New Mexico clobbered the Wildcats 20 to 7 and kept
the rifle with more victories until 1941. Before the trophy became involved in
the two-team rivalry, it has hung for years on the (Continued on page 42)

SPRINGFIELD IS PRIZED

,TROPHY OF COLLEGE

FOOTBALL RIVALS
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GOOD SPORTSMANSHIP. COMPANIONSHIP COME FROM

SUMMER·S HUNTING FUN WHEN YOUR BOY TAKES .22 RIFLE A-FIELD

D ID YOUR BOY ever ask you, "Dad, what can I shoot?

You gave me a rifle; where can I use it?"

The problem may seem tough to solve, at first glance;
but it needn't stump you-at least, not in most sections of

the country... And you must solve it. You gave the boy the

gun; he's not going to be content just to handle it in his

room or gaze at it as it hangs on the wall. He wants to

shoot, and you want him to shoot; so it's up to you to pro

vide ways and means whereby he can shoot and you can

teach him to shoot well and safely.
Basic procedures of gun handling and operation can be

taught at home, and this you have probably done already.

Your next step should have been, probably was, to get the
boy started in marksmanship training with a National Rifle

Association Junior Club; or perhaps you have built a small

target range of your own-and his. All well and good, but

-your boy, like all boys, is a hunter. At least, he wants

to be a hunter; and if you pin him down permanently to

paper targets, he may lose his interest in shooting. Later,
the challenge of paper-target precision may well enthrall

him; but boys are restless, and moveing targets are more
exciting. Hunting can even be possible in those "off-season"

summer months. But first, give him a work-out on moving

targets.
Go with him some bright afternoon to a gravel pit or an

arroya or any place where there is up-slanted earth to

stop a .22 bullet, and roll some tin cans for him. Armed

with plenty of ammunition and plenty of cans, you and
your boy can have a lot of real enjoyment. Cans are much

easier to hit than a small paper bullseye, and a hit is quick

ly apparent, creating more appeal. Games can be impro

vised: shooting at different ranges, for handicap; seeing
who can hit the most times without a miss, or who can

score the most hits on a can rolling down a slope. For a

change of pace, fill a can with water for an "explosive"

target; or take along a potato to pop with a .22 slug. The

young shooter will get from these a first-hand lesson on

the destructiveness of the .22 caliber rim fire cartridge. Al

ways, before leaving, clean up the area. ("A hunter leaves
his camp-site clean.") .

Next time, try small targets, like the N.R.A. bustable

discs, hickory nuts or bottle caps. Start at a close range so
the boy can hit easily; then work back. Each direct hit is

something visible to the boy and others watching, and

this means a lot to the beginner. He will learn quickly why
sights were put on a rifle and why not to jerk the trigger.

This kind of shooting will hold him for a while, and he'll

come back to it again and again; but it, too, will stale,
and that's when you should graduate the boy to summer

hunting, pest shooting. I live in the great Midwest, so the
summer pest shooting I describe here is what exists in

this area. Your locality may afford similar or better pest

shooting opportunities. Check hunting regulations and

game laws, first, to ascertain just what can be legally

hunted and shot. Although pests and varmints are rarely
game, they are usually listed in the game laws. In Iowa,

the jackrabbit is a game animal, with open and closed

seasons. In some other states, (Continued on page 60)

For Your Boy-and, You,

Pest hunting is good practice for novice. Here. a
tube repeater shows merits by holding many shells.

GUNS MARCH 1960

Unlucky thirteen is number of stripes on ground
. squirrels which bit dust before de Haas' Savage 23D.
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ORDER NOW J

Yes, Ye Old Hunter, the Guantanamo
begins a new year and new decade wi
a gigantic shipment of liThe finest riflE
ORIGINAL GARANDS, all in v. g.
SPRINGFIELD ARSENAL (no cheap COl

ridges, .30-06, and all at a price EVEI
Now you can throwaway those old
paying so much for from others, and

ALL MILLED PARTS!
ALL MATCHING NUMBERS!

AMER'ICA'S GREATEST SHOOT
NOW! GENUINE, ORIGINAL
NEAR MINT M1 GARANDS
All U.S. (Springfield Armory) Made.

Virtually unfired ••• fresh
government cases ••• and only

All N.R.A. Very Good-or Better! All milled parts.

TIRED OF PAYING OVER '40 FOR A U.S. ARi\IY .30-06 RIF'LE'f So was YE OLD HUNTER, so he went out
and now brings you this "SPACE AGE" SPECIAL and U.S. AR>IY MODERN .30-06 RIFLE GIVEAWAY
'WITHOUT PRECEDENTl The latest and last model U.S. Army bolt action .30-06 rifle, and strongest U.S,
Army bolt action EVER made owing to its IMPROVED SPRINGFIELD SPEED TYPE OF ACTION. So
Jet your pocketbook bask in the reflected glow of the astonishing economy of THIS rifle bargain, and load
up NOW ... U.S. Army SURPLUS M1917 .30-06 rifle - famed Springfield/Mauser "speed loci," action designed
to cock on closing, complete with precision micrOlneter receiver sight (where it belongs!). For you telescope
enthusiasts, the bolt and safe are already designed for scope clearance. This super strength action can be
converted to take virtually ANY cartridges but it already shoots the BEST OF 'E:\I ALL, the fantastic U.S.
,30-06, available in every spot in the good 01' U.S.A.! (The lnost highly developed cartridge e\'er made!) ...

Bargain V.S. made i\I.C. ammo only $7.50 per lOO.
(A few ulike mint" selected specimens 011 ha.nd for you ultimate 1\lodel '17 seekers at only $5..00 additional.)

Genllitle I , e a t h e r : ~ I i l i t l l r y Adjustllble Slings Only 50c. Genuine lIIodel 1917 Bllyonets $1.75.

*

u. S. ARMY MODEL 1917 CALIBER .30-06 RIFLES!
liThe Rifle Designed
for Super Strength."

AMMO: Commercial made .30-06 ball-only $7.50 per 100 rounds.
ACCESSORIES: Brand new original leather slings, eoch $1.95

Brand new Web slings, eoch $1.00
Issue 8 round clips, each..... .10

*
*

u.s..30 1.30-40 CALIBER) KRAG•• $5.50
Leave it to Ye Old Hunte,' to I'eturn triumphant with
this greatest la,'ge rifle cartridge ~ a r g a i n in America.
today. Beautiful original Commercial U. S. Krag 220
Itt" FP loads at far less Ulan even r e l o a d i n ~ com·
poilents cost. Supply not inexhaustible. so better order
now to be sure! Manufactured by Winchester. Etc.

7.65 MANNLlCHER Pistol Ammo $7.50
One or the most a m a " · l n ~ findS ever. buried in a fan
tastically secret arms l.ache. Absolutely a collector must.
and for you l\Iannlicher Pistol owners-your tl'Oubles are
now solved. O"der today I ~ f o l ' ( ! thiS limited supply is
C'One forever. Beauliful condition and beautifully boxed.

7.65MM (.30) BELGIAN MAUSER $7.50
The collecto"s' and shooters' find of Ule year at lowest
price ever offel'ed! The rarest and most desirable or
contempOI'at'y Mause,' rounds available at last! Formerly
sold up to $1 per l'Ound, so stock up now while supply

\ a : ~ s Gar
t
• W~t.~~r:Jniufl~~: ~~~~:f:::~\,:;~od~~~~!

7.35MM ITALIAN IN CLIPS ••• $6.00
FInest (lul.\llly "ecent date issue ball ammo in ORIGINAL
6 I'd. CLIPS 'at the lowest prIce eve" offered. Others sell
the clips alone fOI' more Lhan we s . ; ~ 1 1 the ammc. load(>d
in them. 1 2 8 ~ g r . original issue ball round ••• the first
or the new 'shm" P31·u·tdtres' and stili amonsr the flnest.

6.5MM ITALIAN IN CLIPS ••• $6.00
Suped) a p p e ~ l I ' i u l { ol'ig-inal 6.3mm ItaHan ball loads for
all those imported I'jfies. Packed In original 6 rd. clips
ready to use In all those Italian 6.5 mm rifles and c a r ~
blnes. Cheapest price ever offered for these m a ~ n l f t c e n t
appeal'lnft CHI'U'hle-cs, Comoonents alone worth double!

!
INCREDIBLE AMMO BARGAINS

MINIMUM ORDER 100 ROUNDS. All prices below
per 100 rounds. 1\11 ammo must be shipped RR·
EXPRESS. SHIPPING CHARGES COLLECT, Sensa
tional New sensational prices! Save, save, save.

Yfl' OM Hunter iltustl"(Ites aU WeU1JoltS by actual unrt!·
touched photographs 80 1IOU can see how theu R F : A l L l ~ look!

Ye Old Hunter is all heart!

•303 BRITISH SOfT POINT ••• $14.75
Unbelievable, eal'th - shakln~! but tTu.e. true. t r ~ l e .
Impol'ted sporting .303 Bl'lttsh sort·pomt ammunitIOn
now available at the llllileard of price of $14.75 per
100. Never has anyone dm'eeI offer new h l l n t l n ~ ammo
at 15c per round. but Ye Old Hunter, belnR' ali heart,
spared no expense to close a deat all ~ t h e r hunters can
cash in on. Bl'ass case. with n o n - c o I T O ~ l v e Bel'dan pl'lmer

f:.ia. ~?lt~G~en~~r.:~W~~!1~:)~JIJ~~l:;~reB~h~:e~~~e~~s~~t~~~

6.5MM JAPANESE ISSUE. •••••. $7.50
: ~ S i ' , ~ ~ i e T . r a ~ a ~ l l ~ s s t e a : : i ~ e o ' ; . ~ d o ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~ O ~ r ~ ~ : ~ ~ : l I ' b I ; ~ ~ : : l ~
back from the mystel'ious Truk naval base as part or a
huge initial ol'ienlal pUI'chase by Ye Old Hunter. a hlack

. belt holder in ammo bargains. J 3 ~ gr. FP. Brass cases!!!

FROM SWITZERLAND!!! Where the Watchword is Always Precision!
Cal. 7.S SWISS

*
THE AMAZING SWISS MODEL 1911

The Most Spectacular Bargain in All Rifledom! Only
The most SOUGHT AFTER treasure in all gundonl-at last run down by Ye Old Hunter
(Who el$e would dare such a stark "Impossibility"?) and just to please you Swiss rifle

l o v ~ r s whose voices went so long unheeded! A few lucli:y tourists have been paying $90.00 for these rare
precision masterpieces ... but now this very rifle is available to OXE AND ALL a.t the unheard of give-away
price of ONLY $13.95 (No Inisprint-YES-only $13.95!) Do not confuse this ),Iodel 1911 with some salvaged
older models which others may offer-this is a true, genuine Model 1911 used by the world known Swiss
nUtr]{SlUen with such effectiveness that no country darecl violate its effective range. Super designed with
the rapid (almost semi-automatic) straight pull bolt and also chambered for the SUPER ACCURATE 7.5
Swiss cartridge, available from several U.S. Dealers NO'V. This is the rifle that could not wait for ammu.
nition shipments (see our competitors) ... but who wants to do more than initially just "eye" this exquisite
attraction. Think of it-no immediate ammo problems-no alumo. A 111USt for any collection.... Order now
before huge supply has been picked over. All in good or better condition. (Selected specilnens only $3 a d d i ~
tional!) The bargain you can't afford to be without. The most unique rifle attraction of this century!

Swiss Model 1911 Bayonet Only ~ 1.95!
Another Ye Old Hunter first! A unique bargain and in great demand-Swiss Saw Tooth Camp Machete-eomplete with Sheath-Only 3.95!

9MM LUGER IPARABELLUMI ••• $5.00
At last! Your favorite pistol c a r t r i . d ~ e at an absolutely
\ll1heat·d.of O a r · ~ · H j n pI·ice. Fine orlgmal assorted issue
loads from the world's most famous factories to slide
Ihrou!!h t h o ~ e n o _ l o n ~ e , · _ e x o e n s l \ ' e · t o - s h o o t 9rnm LUl!'ers.
Brownings. Radoms. l\fausers, or what.have-you. NOW! II

.43 I11MM) REMINGTON •••• $6.00
Who else hilt Ye Old Hunter would have found this

~ ; ; : ~ ~ ~ ! 7 5 O l ' ~ r ; . ~ l l a l o a ~ e r g ~ ~ r : ~ n m t I l ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ p ~ ~ ' b I n t a l ? ~ ' ~ ~ l n g l ~
hunUnR' ,'ound for those shootable .43 Remington
r o l l i n ~ blocks. Appears mngnificent - shootablllty un
~ l 1 a l ' n n t e e d . 'Vort" twice this price fol' components alone!

.45 IACP) COLT AUTOMATIC •• $5.00
Unbelievable discovery of enormous u n d e " ~ r o u n d supply
permits this astonishing- barR"ain for all you .45 shooters.
All U S manufactured, late date and in sealed boxes

t ~ i : ~ · ~ \ ~ O \ s t ~ u ~ r y c R ~ ~ l I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ r n ~ U [ o ' : ~ . · ' ~ ~ ~ ~ n u ~ ~ ~ ; ; e
the etocklll;'s good. as supply is not unlimited! TODAY.

8MM GERMAN MAUSER ISSUE. $7.50
Beautiful. cleun. 8l\1M Ball ammunition. all brass cases
and boxer (reloadahle) tylle pl·imel's. True 0.323 bullets
alone wo,'th practically this ~ i V e - a W a Y price for these
complete M.e. cat'u·idJ{es. 0,' er t ~ a y and shoot your
favol'lte Mauser at this shoo tab e pl'lfe, for sto<"ks of this
select ammo cannot last foreve,·. Don t delaY. order today.

9MM F.N. STEYR PISTOL•••••••• $5.00
This amazin'" find makes possible this most shattering
offer of the t:entu,·y. } o ~ u l ) l ' i q u e National's supel'b smoke
less powd€'r ammo packed in original long boxes. NOW!

WORLD'S GREATEST PISTOLS!

WORLD'S LOWEST PRICES!
MOST ARE NRA EXCELLENT.

Only $12.95 up-why pay more elsewhere.
On hand for immediate delivery-arder from this adl

(Send permit if your state or city requires)

.38 WEBLEY & SCOTT._.
REVOLVER

Select shipment of improved .38
Webleys. These have both the single
and double action design and shoot
the standard .38 S&W. Only $3.00
additional for one in NRA Excellent
condition. An alnazingly low price.

SMITH & WESSON

M&P CAL••38 S&W

Here it is! Why pay Inore else
where? The popular S & W
Military & Police Revolver at
only $24,95 in NRA v.g. Some
KRA Excellent only $29.95.
Choice of 4" 5" or 611' barrels.

IiUPORTANT INFORMATION! SALES TERi\IS - PLEASE READ CAREFVLI,Y: All guns and ammo shipped
RREXPRESS (Shipping Charges Collect) from Alexandria, Virginia. Send check or M,O. DO NOT SEND CASH.
Sorry, NO COD's. " ~ i o n e y ' s Worth or ],<!oney Back" guarantee when goods are returned prepaid within two days
after receipt. Ye Old Hunter 'Yill not answer any ascriminoneous type letters. Send them elsewhere. ALEXANDRIA, VA..,
TH'E GUN CAPITAL OF THE WORLD. World's Biggest Arms House - ,",'orld's Lowest Prices. Order now. Sales
Limited to Cont. United States! Never before. never again bargains, S-A-V-E! S-A-V-E! S-A-V-E!!! S-A-V-E!!! S-A-V-E!!!

ll.REGISTERED DEALERS: Write'
". direct to Our Canadian Distributor



liThe Finest Rifle Ever Made"R'S BARGAINS
./ ••• GENERAL HATCHER

eatest Rifle OHering· Ever ... Anytime! ... Anywhere!
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$24.95!

COLT MODEL 1917 CAL••45 ACP
New shipment of the fa
mous Colt Model 1917 per
mits thif'l bargain price of
only $24.95. Only $5.00
additional for a near new
select specimen. Yours to
day. (.45 ACP ammo. only
$5.00 per 100 rds.) (Half
Moon Clips $1.00 per doz.)

J \4" Swivels

• Commercial High Finish Blueing

ONLY
$24.95!

THE RIFLE THAT MUST BE ACTUALL Y
SEEN TO BE FULLY APPRECIATED.

ABSOLUTELY "NEAR MINT" ONLY

SMITH & WESSON 1917 ARMY CAL••45 ACP

Now, the world famous Smith
& Wesson 1917 Army at a
price all can afford. This hard
hitting Army stand-by in NRA
Very Good condition only
$24.95 (.45 ACP Ammo. $5.00
per 100.) (Half Moon Clip.
$1.00 per dozen.) Top quality.

Caliber 7.65mm AMMUNITION (Cal••30) Only $7.50 per 100
Caliber 7.65mm SOFT POINT (Hunting) AMMO Only $3.45 per box of 20

great Garand, and blaze away with Ye Old Hunter's bargain .30-06 Me cartridges

for only $79.95. This is no worthless bag of reject mis-matched parts someone was
afraid to assemble; this is no phoney "auction" to stick you with what others would
not buy; this is no over-priced monster from the other side of the moon, but the
REAL THING from Springfield Arsenal, in superb original condition GUARANTEED
by Ye Old Hunter and with all milled parts and all numbers matching. Send today:
the best bargain of the new decade! Order from this ad to insure prompt delivery!

WORLD'S GREATEST SPORTER BUY!

MAUSER Sporter!! Greatest Quality Buy-Ever!
• Adjustable Open Sights ...

• 5-Shot Magazine-No Clip Required

• Select European Wolnut-Partially Hand-fitted-Natural Oil Finish

ONLY
$34.95!

NOW!-THE M91
Cal. 7.65MM (.30 Cal. I

*

COLT .45 MODEL 1911

and MODEL 1911 A1

Colt. .45 ACP Model 1911.
World renowned U.S. auto:
NRA v.g. only $34.95. NRA
EXRellent only $39.95! Order
no)". A prize value! (.45 ACP
AIllJ110. only $5.00 per 100.)

Original German long blade Mauser
Bayonet and Scabbard: only $1.95

fine German made )lauscr Mnl-Beautifully spOrterized at the most reasonable price EVF"':Il. The rifle that has EVERY'l'HING-illcluding quality
features KOT found on high priced sporters. Originally manufactured b;r the fsmous German arms makers Ludwig Loewe & Co.• Berlin and 1). \ Y . ~ J .

(Deutsche \VafTen- and )[unitionsfabrikcn), Berlin, during the great arms period when THE EMl'HASIS WAS OX CUAFTS1UANSDIP and now bcaulifuBy
sporterized at the lowest price imaginable. One of the finest machined l\fausers of all time and with all milled parts, "fhe )191 is stocked with only select
European walnut, oil finished and superbly fitted. (Only obtainable today on a custom basis.) A Sportcr sou can truly he proud to own-the finest of the fine-
yours today and only $27.!J,j ... the greatest quality buy e\"er! DON'T DF.LAY-BE AM01\G 1'JII'-:: YEUY FIHST. This Year's most favored Sporter!

(Add ~ 5 . 0 0 if we carefully select a stock with outstanding grain beaut.y.)

BEAUTIFUL GERMAN-MADE ARGENTINE MAUSERS!
•••• All manufactured in Germany" during the really great weapons production era, prior to the War when
woods, steels, finishes, precision and workmanship have NEVER. 8een Surpassed .' •• liThe best of the best'l

~ D BE AMONG THE FORTUNATE OWNERS OF THIS "GREATEST RIFLE OF ALL TIMES"! ! !

luddha of the gun traders of the world,
the greatest rifle bargain ever found ...

!ver made" ... yes, tens of thousands of
·better condition, all manufactured by

act jobs), all in the world's greatest cart
ONE can afford ... just a mere $79.95.
·a9s and rough Springfields you've been
~ p up and enjoy the best of 'em all, the

a
16 Ori~i~~taM;rgGARANDS on/~ 79~ I

your official letterhead for new sensational discount liRtS,. Cl,"-'SAJ)IAN ~ U 1 " R R $ : " ~ l ~ t ~ ~
. Or· ~ox 628, Peterboro, Ontario. Add 20% to abo\'e pl'lces when ordermg and SA' E .....

E• 200 S. Union St.. Alexandria 27 Va~

ATTENTION AMERICAN RIFLEMEN! Take a d v a n t a ~ e today of these superb, safe. sure.

splected. sensational. special weapons and ammunition bargains! Never in history such

a seluction at such prices! Order TODAY from this ad, for lasting pleasure and

pel'manent yaiue! Don't bp misled by cl1\ims of others-for the finest quality and

greatest value selected surplus weapons and ammunition are unquestionably the besU
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Mississippi rifle fan from Florida
is R. D. Clark who holds .58 bored
out rifle with M1858 sight, bayonet.

By DANIEL K. STERN

PERHAPS THE MOST BEAUTIFUL U.S.

collectors seeking to specialize in their h
Remington fans. Many like Winchester or

guns. But how many do you know who colle,
also known as the Mississippi Rifle, the H a r p e ~

and other titles? '".
That's right-practically nobody. Except for g;i

or "Harper's Ferry" collections, that's about it. __
Yet this handsome brass-mounted rifle foughd:j

fornia duels. It is a splendid weapon for the shoo

to drive a collector batty.
For example, on the variations, the Model 1841

plus six private contractors. The last of the army
mens were later bored out to a .58 caliber. Ori

bayonet, most guns were modified in one of five
bayonet and, later, a triangular one. With the i n i t i ~ :
ilar to those ot old Kentucky rifles, three other typeg:"
plied, and perhaps a fourth, Colt-type.-

Other variations include two types of ramrod tips, "

front barrel bands. While most specimens have a .1i
steel fronts-and some have no front sight at all! A hi~
may also find-if you're real lucky-weapons with Conf

ers' names, markings, dates, sights, bayonet fastenings, c ,
rods' and you have an almost endless supply of variations imd combinat

Original Harpers Ferry yang
called it) was introduced 1841, ui '
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Harpers Ferry rifle was originally .54" I but was
bored to .58" with long range sight added.
Barrel stud took M 1855 "yataghan" bayonet.

Patch box held grease used in lubricating a
cloth patch that surrounded round ball. The
"Windsor" rifle was noted for fine accuracy.

to please the heart of virtually any specialist.
Nor is the Model 1841 hard to come by. More than

90,000 were produced before production supposedly ended
in 1855. I say "supposedly" because contractors didn't
always finish on schedule, and you might just find a
Model 184.l with a later date.

Before going into the variations, take a quick look at
this rifle as it first emerged from Harper's Ferry. Just
three-fourths of an inch over four feet long, it weighed
nine and three-quarter pounds (for War II G.I.s, that's
a quarter-pound more than a Garand). Equipped with
fixed 50 yard sights, it threw a half ounce patched ball
powered by 75 grains of black rifle powder. (Caution:
if you plan to shoot yours, don't use this much powder
now-no more than 60 with a round ball, 40 with a
conical. And before shooting make sure it is in sound
condition with a tight-not just rusty tight-breech plug.)
The 33-inch barrel had seven grooves turning once in
six feet. There was no bayonet. The M1841 was known as
the world's most accurate round-ball military arm.

More properly designated as the Harper's Ferry Rifle
because of its development by that arsenal, the Model 1841

Stock caps and bayonet studs were
of several types on rare altered
models. Some studs added in field
were screw-clamped behind sight.
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Whitney rifle for militia has
field-fitted stud; modern sight.

Remington, maker of "Yangers," built this
.58 rifle for Union in War when asked to
make arms "like those you made before."

picked up the name "Mississippi" in the Mexican War
when used by a regiment from that state, commanded by
Colonel JefIerson Davis.

When the war with Mexico ended in 1848, a colorful new
phase began for some of the MI841s. There were U.S.
troops in San Francisco, or enroute and many were
equipped with the Model 1841 rifle. Freighting companies,
such as Russell, Majors & Waddell, issued the arm to their
teamsters.

At the discovery of gold, large numbers of troopers
did not wait for formal discharge, but departed for the
gold fields, their rifles in hand. Thus it was that the·
Mississippi spread through the gold fields in fairly sub·

stantial numbers, as the Army went prospecting.
Californians of the early 1850's were a pretty rugged

breed, and it was to be expected that arguments would
develop that could only be settled at gunpoint. The better
classes settled things as gentlemen, via the "code duello,"
(even if their usual version of the code was somewhat
twisted) .

Naturally, for a duel, you needed two of the same kind
of gun. Most popular were Colt Navys, of which the Golden
State's residents had an ample supply. Next most popular
item was the formal duelling pistol, followed closely by
rifles, shotguns, derringers and-a poor last-swords.

Of course, anybody who (Continued on page 65)
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Colt Army .44 Cal. 1860

PUBLIC SPORTS SHOPS, 11 S. 16th St.. Phila. 2. Pa.

packs, airmen who have 10 parachute into
wilderness. It could be a sorl of minimum
weight survival gun, although Wharton has
christened it the "Wilderness Pal."

He undertook to design and manufacture
Ihis pistol in condilions that would appall the
average gunsmith. He lives among forest
furred mountains in an out-of-the-way part
of British Columbia, six miles from the near
est town, Litile Fort. This is merely a couple
of dozen buildings between a gravel high
way and a railway, both of which connect
il with Kamloops, population 10,000 or so, 60
miles away. Vancouver, Ihe nearest big city,
is 275 miles farther. Wharton's weather
blackened log cabin is on the shores of
beautiful Dunn Lake, where trout are plenti·
ful, deer come down to drink, and a bear
killed his pet ram in his yard last spring.
(Wharton has shot eight bears in revenge
for il.)

A lathe is his only power 1001. He had to
devise a gasoline-motored plant to get elec
tricilY, and his supply of steel comes from
whatever scraps he can pick up. But he is
a master with the file. He holds his work in
his left hand rather than in a vise-there's
considerable similarity in the grip! He uses
his eye rather than a micrometer, and his
test of a llat-filed surface is that it can be
laid on a piece of mirror from above and
will lift it up by sheer absence of air space
between the two surfaces.

In designing a new gun, Wharton says that
he "starts in the middle and works out, like

hornets building a nest." He filed the bolt ac·
tion and other metal parts of his .22 pistol
out of an old car axle, except the trigger.
guard, which was made of an old hacksaw
blade, and Ihe magazine, which is a piece of
metal tubing from a car aerial. The barrel
is a lurned-down section from a .22 army
training rille. The bUlt he made hurriedly oul

of paper, sawdust, and cement, and it looks
like nothing on earth; but every metal part
has a mirror·smooth finish, the trigger·pull
is a joy, the 3/32 inch firing-pin fall gives
lightning lock time.

Wharton is a scope man-:-"To prefer iron
sights is like preferring a crooked axe-han·
dIe; it just means you're used to nothing bel
ter"-and he has a tiny 1Y2X Zeiss scope
mounted on this pistol. Even so, it only
weighs 19 ounces complete wilh holster,
cleaner, and its gravity magazine full of 14
BB caps. It will put every shot into one hole
at 10 yards, and the BB caps will shoot
Ihrough the head of a coyote or bobcal at
that dislance, yet they are so recoil-less that
Ihe pistol can be held in both hands against
t.he nose for maximum steadiness. The gun
will handle .22 shorts also, but Wharton is
enthusiastic about its performance with the
lighter, shorter ammo.

By now you may have guessed that Whar
ton is a remarkable pistol shot. He is, even
now in his late fifties, with health and eye
sight not what they were. In his prime he
must have been a whiz. People in Little Fort
tell of seeing him oUlshoot rillemen with his
big pistol, although he says himself that he
can't be sure of grouping much under 8
inches at 100 yards with it. He beat rillemen
repeatedly, however, years ago, with a Colt
Woodsman, often grouped 4 inches or bet
ter at 100 yards; and he made one group of

(Continued from page 21)

CANADA'S BACKWOODS WIZARD

been designing guns for 40 years?" demanded
the Colt man. "Because I've gOI more brains,
I suppose," replied the undaunted Wharton.

"Lots of crust, too, haven't you?" answered

the Colt man, more amused Ihan angry, and
undertook to make the barrel. Tbe first two
failed to withstand the pressure of the cart
ridge; the third, made out of a special steel
designed to take extreme stresses on hydrau
lic hoists, did.

To strengthen the slide of pistol, which is
made of low carbon steel, Wharton heated
it white hot and quenched in with iced water,
making it so hard that a file would, not

touch it. He had to spend long bours work
ing it over with a hone.

Even so, one slide gave way. The next,
additionally strengthened by sleel plates
welded· on the sides, withstood Wharton's
strenuous string·fired test load of a case
full of Dupont No.6, and has swallowed
hundreds of maximum loads of ball powder

and Hercules 2400 since without a hic
cough.

Pressures, with rille primers, must be ter
rific. Wharton estimales 70,000 pounds, and

2700 feet per second velocity with his soft
swaged boaHailed 140 and 150 grain bullels.
These are only estimates; if true, tbey would
make his .38 piSlol equal to a .300 Savage
rille, with double the poop of the .44 Mag·
num revolver. Certainly Wharton's pistol
cracks like a rille, carries up like one, rips
through a 2-foot stump or a steel plough
share like one-and kicks like one. At firsl,
ils recoil blew off front sights and swung
Wharton's hand up so hard he had to wear
a hat when shooting it to safeguard his
head. Though he now has a muzzle brake on
ii, he still hesitates to shoot it bareheaded.

With his hand howitzer, Wharton bas
killed numerous deer and black bear, literal
ly blowing tbeir brains out on head shots,
and has taken elk, mO'ose, timber wolves, and
coyotes. He got four elk and one deer with
the first seven shots fired from the gun; has
dropped a big bull moose al 300 yards with
one shot. Shooting under small swimming
animals losses them into the air, dead with
out being actually hit. For years Wharton
hunted with no other weapon. He never met
another grizzly; probably iI's just as well for
the grizzly.

Now, however, Wharton considers his 20
year·old cannon an antique. Several years
ago he started to work out Ihe delails of his
own automatic pistol action, wilh a bolt that
rotates to lock, giving tremendous slrength.
(Ii can also be fitted wilh a .22 conversion
unit wbich uses straight blow-back.) With
it he'd like to use a longer .400 caliber
cartridge and much heavier bullets than be
has now, at just as high velocities. Ii should
make a one-shot date with the undertaker
for any creature smaller than a full-sized
elephant!

He interrupted this project, however, to go
from the sublime to the ridiculous and build
a miniature pistol for the .22 BB cap, the
tiniest cartridge made.

Ii is not as ridiculous as it seems. Wharton
aimed to produce the lightest possible fire
arm, using the lighlest possible ammunition,
for people who have to count ounces- trap
pers and prospectors with already· heavy
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2:14 inches which must be some sort of
world's record.

"He's a pistol man primarily, but he also
uses a fine .300 Magnum Winchester Model
70, for which he has just had Zeiss make a
scope variable in 10 clicks from Ph to 6
power, and for which he loads his own am
munition. And his .22 rifle must be unique
in North America.

The heavy barrel is a specially selected one
by one of America's top barrel makers.
Wharton fitted it with his own hand-made
bolt action having the shortest possible lock
time, plus his own special trigger mechanism,
adjustable in pull from one ounce to three
pounds and letting off with no apparent
movement at all. He did not fuss much about
the stock he made for it, although it is well
shaped. But, when it came to sights, Whar·
ton really had himself a ball.

He wrote to Bausch & Lomb saying he'd
decided on a small-diameter scope to keep
the line of sight low. He wanted it to be
around EX or lOX, and he'd be glad to make
it if they would supply the lenses. B & L
refused on the grounds that "It would de
mand technical training of the highest order"
to make such a scope, and Wharton hadn't
any.

So he proceeded to make, not only the
scope, but its six lenses as well, gathering
suitable glass where he could and grinding it
painfully to shape with emery cloth. It took
six years of spare-time effort; but he then
had a neat little 9X scope some 8 inches
long and lh-inch in diameter, without paral·
lax or colour fringing. Its eyepiece is tiny,
only 4 mm.-the diameter of a .22 r.f. case
and its objective lens is only -9 mm. Its field
of view is small, only 12 feet, but the scope

is so low that Wharton has been able to mount
an aperture sight above it, with a target
cross-hair front, and he uses these to find his
timing mark, then lowers his eye to the scope
for exact aim.

To keep his line of iron sight low, Whar
ton puts the elevation dial for his post reti
cule (a piece of razor blade) on the under
side of the scope. Then he spent two more
years' leisure in building a tiny 50X micro·
scope, which he fixed diagonally below the
eyepiece, so that a shooter with his eye at
the scope can look down through this micro
scope to read the elevation. Lenses and prism
were all made by hand, and Wharton used
to sit up till 4 A.M. grinding the prism on
a scythe stone.

With this outfit, Wharton has achieved lh
inch groups at 100 yards, and even an oc·
casional %" ; shot the white heads off
matches at 25 yards, and won his full share
in local turkey shoots, despite the handicap
given him. Once his super-accurate outfit
was barred from a shoot, and he borrowed
a rifle and won second place.

Wharton has invented several other guns,
including an over-and-under .22-.410 Combi
nation pistol, and a "Jeep Tommy Gun" of
such qualities that the Japs offered $5000
for it in 1940, the Germans tried to steal its
plans, and the Canadian government ignored
it. For it, Wharton designed a high-speed,
flat-trajectory cartridge that would not, like
the .45 ACP, be so slow that "enemy cross
ing a road would have to write a letter say·
ing they were coming so you could start
shooting in time."

He has also designed an automatic rifle,
an improved muzzle brake, a better bolt re
lease for the Enfield, several refinements in

rifling, bullet design, etc., and done a lot
of work on trigger mechanisms.

For accurate holding, he wants a vibration·
less trigger. His new Magnum pistol has a
cocking-piece which snaps down on discharge
to counterbalance the snap of the firing pin,
and Wharton has little use for a long or two·
stage trigger pull. That stems from using
a Ross with such a trigger on moving game
in the bush, following the animal in the
sights.

"If I started to press the trigger when the
sights were on a moose between trees, by
the time it went off they'd be pointing at
a tree instead," he complained. "I hit the
moose oftener when I shot at the trees!"
With a short light pull and a speed lock,
such -difficulties vanish.

What sort of man is this Francis Wharton,
who does the unbelieveable so matter·of-fact
ly? One old neighbor sums him up as "Sim
ply fabulous." Another says, "We take him
for granted around here, but he is really a
genius." His family brought him to a remote
Alberta farm from England when he was
2lh years old. There he grew up with no
formal schooling and lots of hard work. "My
pals were poverty, ignorance, and starvation,"
he says, "and it took me quite a while to
get out of Alley Oop's age." He started hunt·
ing and inventing early; shot his first bear
at the age of eight; reloaded .22 rim fire and
shotgun empties with match-heads for pri
mel'S; made guns first out of wood and then
out of junk metal. Once, his father's exas
peration with these toys reached the stage of
bundling a bunch of them into the stove.
Young Francis had seen to it that there was
a fair amount of black powder included. The
resulting explosion blew the lids off the

The Gun with the FEEL
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stove and soup all over the irate parent.
Grown up, he tried hroncho breaking,

farming, spent four years in a lonely cabin
in the north, where winter temperatures
dropped as low as 72 degrees below zero. He
amused himself testing ammunition and arms
in the severe cold, finding, among other
things, that automatic arms at least work
better in cold weather when oiled.

. When he got a Colt Woodsman, he found
he had an exceptionally keen eye and steady
hand-helped no doubt by practice with
home-made pistols-and his ten-yard groups
sometimes shrank to half-an-inch. Not satis·
fied with this, he made over the firing
mechanism to get rid of vibration, built and
mounted on it a scope as long as the pistol
with lenses hand-ground out of windshield
glass, and cut his best lO-yard groups down
to 1,4 inch.

When he became game warden at Belve
dere, Alberta, one of the locals warned him:
"You try to enforce game laws around here
and somebody's liable to take a shot at you."

"I can do some shooting myself," young
Wharton answered. "See the bolt-head in
that post?" He emptied his Woodsman from
the back of a restive horse into a fence
post some 20 yards away. Not all hit the
bolt-head-as Wharton says, "the man who
never misses, never shoots,"-but every shot
stayed in the 8-inch post.

Today, Wharton is a stocky, intense man
with graying hair who has trapped, farmed,
invented everything from a snowmobile to
a micro-oiler, and now subsists on a bit of
trapping, a bit of gunsmithing, and any
casual labour or odd jobs he can get.

But what an odd-job man! He'll do farm
work or carpentering, but he prefers metal
work. Folk around Little Fort bring him
anything of metal that breaks, from a chain
saw to a watch. Wharton either welds the

broken part invisibly with silver solder, or
carves out a new one with his files. He has
a standing offer of $20 for anyone who can
repair something that stumped him, and to
date nobody has claimed it.

They still talk in Little Fort about the
time Howard Hansen's son broke a fine shaft
in his expensive self·winding watch. The
jeweler in Kamloops could not repair it,
and sent it to Vancouver, whence it came
back in pieces with the same message.
Wharton said he would try it.
"You can't do it," snorted the Kamloops
jeweler. "Only a Swiss watchmaker, cream
of the profession, could mend that."

"What thc Swiss can do, I can do."
It would have been boasting in an ordi

nary man, but Wharton took the watch home,
filed out another tiny stud to replace the
broken one, and welded it on so successfully
that it has worked well for four years,
despite the rough usage which has broken
other parts of the watch.

"I'm just making up," the English-born
Wharton smiles, "for the English jeweler
who sent a tiny needle he had made to a
Swiss jeweler to show how skillful he was.
The Swiss sent it back with the comment
that it was pretty good for an Englishman,
who discovered that the Swiss had made
a threaded cap out of one end of his fine
needle, hollowed out the shaft, and put a
still finer needle inside it!"

For fine work on watches and guns Whar
ton has made a 3-valve welding torch that
works on acetylene and air, or any similar
combination, and whose jet is so fine that
he can weld through the eye of a needle
without melting it. For work in the woods
he invented a three-bladed axe, with a bark
ing 'spud' on top of the usual double bits,
and he can cut and bark a log in record
time with it.

When a timing gear broke on the vintage
1924 Rollin coupe that he drives, he filed
a replica SO perfect that a motor mechanic
who saw it cried: "You never made that by
hand. It's a God-damned lie." Wharton con
siders this the highest compliment.

Any replacement parts which he makes
are always perfect in fit and finished smooth
as any factory job, for he is an old-fashioned
craftsman with the old·fashioned pride in
doing a good job. Whenever his home·made
eye-Ioup shows scratches on a watch he is
repairing, he growls "Blacksmith!" and says
worse about some of the sloppy gunsmith
work he sees.

Many people have wondered why this man
is content to eke out a bare living in such
an out-of-the·way place, when gunsmiths,
jewelers, or machinists would be glad to hire
his ability. He has been offered jobs "out
side," but always turned them down. As
Jim Man Lee, owner of Little Fort's gen·
eral store, says, "He Qon't like too much
people around." Where Wharton l i v ~ , there
are few people and few city conveniences,
but he can get the hunting and outdoor
life he loves. He'd like a little more money,
a lillIe more recognition for his inventions,
but his chief regret is that his health is no
longer good.

"I get terrific pains inside me," he says.
"Don't know what it is; wish I could look
and see. Maybe I'll make a sort of double
barreled hypodermic syringe, with a magni
fying glass inside one needle and a light
inside the other, and shove it -into me to
see what's wrong."

Sounds crazy; it's never been done, doc·
tors would hardly approve. But Francis
Wharton has succeeded with so many things
that "couldn't be done" that you would not
be surprised if he does this too- ~
and it works.· ~

HAND LOADING TOOLS and COMPONENTS
(See also pages 12, 13, 43, 46, 47, 48)

GUN OF THE MONTH
(Continued from page 31)

POWDER
wall of McKale's office in "Bear Down" gym.

Despite persistent efforts of University of
New Mexico football stalwarts, the trophy
remained with the University of Arizona
from 1941 until 1957, when the Loboes
blanked the Wildcats 27 to O. The Rifle con
tinued to grace the Loboes' trophy case in
1958 when, once again, the New Mexico
eleven dumped the Tucson team 33 to 12.

The old Army Springfield has "1865"
stamped on the side of the lock and the
model date 1866 stamped on the breech
block. As is typical with many 1866 rifles,
there is no serial number. The dates and
scores of the games have been carved into
the butt part of the stock through 1953.
When no more carving room was available,
the dates have been inscribed down the bar-
rel. '

During the traditional game, the rifle
remains in possession of the head cheer
leader of the home team, who presents the
rifle to the captain of the winning team
after the game. The school name and game
score is then inscribed on the barrel.

Gun collecting purists will forgive the mis
nomer of "Kit Carson Rifle." The post-Civil
War breechloader was made many years after
frontiersman Carson settled down in Taos,
New Mexico. But perhaps the name has been
justified: the battered old musket has been
won more by the football battlers of Kit Car
son's state t.han by the gridiron valiants ~
of rifle donor McKale's own Arizona U. ~
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(Continued from page 19)

OUR AIR FORCE LEARNS TO SHOOT

MARBLE FALLS, TEXAS

FREE Calline Stories and best instructions
50 years 01 calline experience can produce.

6.5 Italian Rifle Cartridges
Military-per 100 .•.•••••••••

8MM Mauser Mil itary Cart.
Per 100 .......•.••••••••••••

.35 Remington Soft Point
Per 100 .............•.••••••

.45 Automatic Pistol Cartridges
Factory loads, per 100 ...•••••••

762 Runian Military Rifle
Cartridqes. per 100 .......•••••

30-06 Milibry Cartridges late issue

. 2 5 _ 2 0 N 1 t ~ : ; : t r ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ e c a l r ~ ~ d g e S ••••••
Per 100 ........•..•••••••

.303 Savage Rifle Cartridges
Per 100 ...........•.••••••••

30-40 Krag Blank Cartridges
Per 100 .......•..••••••••••

.22 AutomatIC Rifle Cartridg••
P'H' 1.000 ........••••.••••

.351 Winchester Self-Loading Metal Patch
Per lOO-Value $14.00 •.••••••••

.32 Long K F Cartridge.
Per 100 .•.•••••••••••••••••••

.32 Short R ,
Per 100••••••••••••••••••••••.

.25 RIm-Fire Shorts
Per 100 .•••••••••••••••••••••

32-40 Soft Point,
Per 100 .....•••••••••••••••••

32 Winchester S.L. Soft Point,
Per 100 ...........•••••••••••

30-40 Krag Silver Tip,
Per 100 ....•......•••••••••••

32 Rem ington Soft Point,
Per 100 .......•..••.•••••••••

219 Zipper Winchester Soft Point,
Per 100 ......•.....••••..••••

Ear Defenders MSA for the Shooter. Brand
New, Gov. Surplus Val. $3.00 postpaid.

Bore Scopes, New Govt. Surplus; Postpaid.

41 REMINGTON $550
RIMFIRE SHORTS Per Box, 50 Rd••

$10.00
10.00
17.50
10.00
10.00
7.50
8.00

10.00
10.00
20.00
8.00
4.00
4.00
4.00

12.50
8.00

17.50
12.00
12.50

1.00
75c

AMMUNITION

RUBBER

RECOIL BOOTS

$ 3 DOZEN
69c each

Matches, the Air Force "Blue" Team won the
.22 caliber pistol national team champion
ship, competing against 229 teams. The Air
Force shooters won several matches and won
many individual and team matches in Marks
man, Sharpshooter, and Expert Classes.

The marksmanship program is applicable
and is enthusiastically implemented through
out the reserve components of the Air Force.
Shooters like reservist Captains Arthur Jack
son and Arthur Cook and Air Guardsman
1ajor Bruce Johnston ably represent the Air

Force in many state, regional, national, and
international matches.

Consensus of everyone attending the
matches: The Air Force was learning to
shoot.

Today, various rifles and pistols are being
tested with the idea of developing USAF

(Continued on page 46)

P. O. BOX K-3

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Close Range
Fox Call •

SPECIAL OFFER: Both Fox Calls Plus 5
$2 Instruction Record {78 or 45 rpm)oNLY $
Surefire unbreakable BURNHAM calls featured in Aug. '$
TRUE "The CRITTERS Come When CALLED.",Burnham
c a l l ~ lured up 121 Folt, 33 Raccoons, 156 Coyotes. 11 Bobcat.
42 Deer. and hundreds of Hawks and Eagles on their dry run.
Thousands 01 these calls in use everywhere. Letters tell us of
amazing results-"Very first time I used your calli called up
5 Coyotes"-P.T.e .. New Mexico. BURNHAM calls must give
you close shot at above mentioned game or your money back!

Competition Badges" are of two different
designs. One is awarded at the National
Championship Matches, the other at Major
Air Command, All-Air Force, National Rifle
Association, or Regional Army Area Matches.
A member of the Air Force is permitted to
compete for badges in only one match below
the All-Air Force level each year.

Because it is recognized as an essential
part of the Training Program, competition
at all levels is authorized and encouraged.
It provides an incentive for a shooter to de
vote the many hours of a r d u ~ u s training so
that he will excel in marksmanship competi
tion. It also serves as an evaluation of the
Air Force's ability to produce qualified
marksmanship instructors, coaches and shoot
ers.

The U. S. Air Force has established a spe
cial list of authorized weapons, equipment,
supplies and ammunition to support the
marksmanship and competitive training pro
gram at every air base. The list includes
training grade weapons as well as match
grade service and commercial target weapons.
Usually the commercial match grade weapons
are locally procured to allow an individual
shooter to select the pistol or riffe which
best meets his requirements.

To enhance the quality of the small arms
instructor corps, the Air Force has staffed
the Marksmanship School at Lackland with
some of its crack rifle and pistol shots.
Several showcases full of trophies and awards
at the school attest to the faculty's shooting
skill.

In February, 1958, the USAF Marksman
ship School's pistol team entered its first
meet-the annual Texas-Midwinter Pistol
Tournament-and walked off with first place
by defeating the 1957 National Champion
ship Army Team from Fort Benning, Georgia.

Three months later, TSgt. William H.
Mellon, an instructor in the Center, became
the first member of the Air Force to score
2600 points in pistol competition in a 2700
point aggregate. Since then, eight other air
men have earned membership in the "2600
Club," the exclusive sharpshooting fraternity
that lists less than three score members in
the entire United States.

In June and July, 1958, the first annual
All-Air Force Championship Rifle and Pistol
Matches were conducted at Lackland Air
Force Base. The following month, USAF
teams and individual airmen shooters par
ticipated in the National Rifle and Pistol
Matches and the National Trophy Matches
at Camp Perry, Ohio, for the first time under
Air Force sponsorship. The USAF sharp
shooters acquitted themselves very well in
deed. Their "Blue" Pistol Team won the
Center Fire National Match Championship
and copped second place in the .45 caliber
match. Air Force personnel also won three
individual matches and one Team Match
Championship .in the Smallbore Rifle events.
In addition, a member of the Air Force
gained top honors in the Marine Corps Cup
Match, one of the important high power rifle
events, in competition against 1,814 of the
nation's finest shooters. Other Air Force
teams and individual shooters placed much
higher than had been expected, and won.
several class championships.

At the 1959 National Championship

marksmanship trammg proficiency has in
creased appreciably. These selected trainees,
chosen for their interest and ability, receive
a comprehensive 12-week course that leads to
the Marksmanship Instructor AFSC (military
occupational specialty) _ After graduation,
they return to their home bases to develop a
small arms instruction program and organize
a Rod and Gun Club to help stimulate and
maintain interest in marksmanship.

The Air Force small arms marksmanship
training program has the wholehearted sup
port and personal backing of General Thomas
D. White, USAF Chief of Staff, and General
Curtis E. LeMay, Vice Chief of Staff.

"The internal defense of our aircraft and
missile bases against sabotage or other de
structive forces, and the survival of downed
airmen in today's Aerospace Force," says
General LeMay, "may very well depend upon
individual proficiency with assigned firearms.
Our Air Force personnel have defense re
sponsibilities against overt and covert enemy
action; every airman must be trained to pro
tect himself, his fellow airmen and Air Force
families and millions of dollars worth of Air
Force equipment. To effectively discharge
these responsibilities, the fundamental mili
tary concept of competency with firearms is
being reinstated within the Air Force."

The three-part training course taught by
the Air Force is a thorough one. It includes:
Phase One-instructor training, the marks
manship career field, organization of Rod
and Gun Clubs, records maintenance, equip
ment procurement procedures, customs and
courtesy at firing matches and operation of

reloading equipment.
Training in pistol marksmanship, during

Phase Two, includes range construction,

operation and firing.
Phase Three covers rifle marksmanship,

range construction and operation, mechanical
training on rifles, spotting and rifle scopes,
and range firing.

Enthusiasm for shooting and competition
is very much in evidence both in the at
mosphere around the classrooms and on the
firing ranges. Upon entering training, instnic
tors tell the new students: "We're going to
teach the Air Force to shoot." And they
mean to shoot straight.

The Marksmanship School also boasts a
completely equipped gunsmith shop, a draft
ing room where scoring charts and training
aids are designed, and a fully equipped ad
ministrative and supply organization. Depot
maintenance of all National Match Grade
service and premium grade commercial
weapons is expertly performed at the school.

To add interest and incentive to the Small
Arms Marksmanship Training Program, the
Air Force has created its own distinctive "Ex
cellence-in-Competition" and "Distinguished
Designation" marksmanship badges. "Distin
guished Badges," similar to those issued by
the other services, are recognized and re
spected by shooters everywhere. To rate a
"Distinguished Rifleman" or "Pistol Shot"

.Badge, an Air Force shooter must first earn
three comparable "Excellence-in-Competi
tion" badges. He must also shoot a minimum
qualifying score and be among the top 10
percent of the top level competitors on three

different occasions.
The coveted Air Force "Excellence-in-
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Q u A R T E R L Y

The publishers of GUNS magazine are pleased

to announce the publication of an entirely new

type of magazine ... GUNS QUARTERLY. Here, in four deluxe

quarterly editions you will find all the excitement, the

events, the authoritative knowledge and the many-faceted

allure that encompasses the whole, wide, wonderful world

of guns. GUNS QUARTERLY is a luxury magazine in design

and a book in content. No expense has been spared to

make it a color-filled, richly printed "limited edition"

volume. Produced on the finest quality heavy gloss paper,

its brilliant full-color covers are preserved by plastic coat;. .

ing to add a new dimension to gun magazine publishing.

The entire magazine is bound in a deluxe steel spiral

binding that allows every page to lie flat for full visibility.

Every edition is richly illustrated with superb photo..

graphs that make the printed word come alive. And, to

enhance your pictorial gallery of fine guns, each' issue

contains the "Gun Showcase" ... a special, plastic-coated

gatefold masterpiece of gun art, faithfully reproduced in

brilliant full color ... precise in every detail

...that may be clipped and suitably framed.
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The unique features of GUNS QUARTERLY put it in a

class by itself. It contains everything you've always

wanted to see in one publication ... priceless read-

ing matter in all fields of gun interest up-to-the-

minute reports on guns of all types expert tips

on hunting and shooting ... special reports on impor

tant events shaping the role of firearms in the mod-

ern world vivid accounts of gun-slingers in the

Old West exciting stories of the Civil War days;

all written by a staff of writers with years of experi

ence and know-how ... all profusely illustrated and

graphically designed as you'll find only in the most

expensive firearms books. We're fast running out of

superlatives to describe the unique and rewarding

qualities of this impressive quarterly. You must see

it for yourselLOnce you sense its variety'· and sparkle,

once you are enriched by its timely and timeless

information, GUNS QUARTERLY will take its place

among your prize possessions.

A magnificent treasury
of hunting and sh9,Q_tJllg
lore designed to bea
permanent part of e v e ~ y
gun sportsman's library
GUNS QUARTERLY will publish four times a year ..•

in February, May, August and November. You would

expect it to sell for a price much like its counterparts

in the hard cover book field ... anywhere from $10

to $15 ... but, due to our large print order, GUNS

QUARTERLY is within the reach of the smallest budg

et. You pay only $4.00 a year to receive all four

quarterly editions. And, you take no risk. If you're

not completely satisfied, if GUNS QUARTERLY isn't

everything we say it is, simply tell us. We will cancel

your subscription and refund your money in full.

The first issue will be off the press early in April,

and it's sure to be a sellout. You won't want to miss

this classic "first edition" which is certain to become

a collector's item. Why not reserve your charter

subscription now under our money-back guarantee

offer. Fill in the coupon below and mail it today.

GUNS QUARTERLY
8150 North Central Park Avenue
Skokie, Illinois G-3

Please enter my name as a Charter Subscriber to GUNS

QUARTERLY, and send me my copy of the first "limited
edition" as soon as it is off the press. $4.00 enclosed for 4
quarterly issues, to be refunded if not completely satisfied..

Name _

Address _

City State _
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GUN SPORTS GO JAPANESE
(Continued from page 30)

HOLLVWOOD-'

RELOADING EQUIPMENT
HOLLYWOOO 'SUPER TURRET'

RELOADING TOOL Ideal for
a custom reloader or gun

club. Bearing surfaces
are hard-coated to an 80

ockwell C hardness. Reloads
all rifle, pistol, revolver,

shotshells and swages all
metal and lead bullets.

Beautiful custom finish_ Greatest

leverage. The strongest,
most precision reloading
tool manufactured today.

as shown $237.50

~!I&I'~~~~
USERS REPORT OVER 1,000,000 GUARAtmED fOR 200,000

LONG lIfE • NO SCRATCHING • NO GALLING
MANUFACTURED BY

~ '1>«. &~. e..
emmo CARBIDE CARBOLOY I TUDE MARK)

P. O. BOX 226 • COVINA, CAUF.

(Continued from page 43)

marksmen for international .type shooting.
The reason: The Air Force wants shooters
who can qualify, along with other service and
civilian marksmen, as members of the U_S.
teams who represent this country in the Pan
American, Olympic, and International Shoot

ing Union matches.
The favorable results so far indicate the

initial phases of the USAF competitive pro
gram are off to a good start. From here on
out, the emphasis will be on training, train
ing, and more training. In this way, the Air
Force hopes to really teach its personnel to
shoot and that, in the near future, more and
more airmen will be sporting the coveted
badge that reads: "Distinguished Pistol Shot
(or Distinguished Rifleman) , U. S. Air

Force."
Marksmanship training has been included

in the curriculum taught the Cadets at the
new Air Force Academy. All Air Force per
sonnel are now required to qualify and an
nually demonstrate the prescribed degree of
marksmanship proficiency.

"Our Small Arms Marksmanship Training
Program has made progress since it was
implemented USAF-wide two years ago,"
says Colonel Agnell, "but we still have a
long way to go before our airmen meet the
high standards of proficiency we have out·

lined for them. Teaching the Air Force to
shoot is a tough job that requires time,
training, and money. However, we feel that
if the marksmanship ability of an airman
contributes to the saving of one modern air
craft or missile, or to the survival of a single
trained aircrew member, the effort and ex
pense involved will be fully justified."

BOX SCORE
1958-The Air Force won-

Cent. Fire Pistol Nat. Team Champ.
Marine Corps Cup Nat. Match
4·Pos. Rifle Nat. Champ.
Dewar met. sight Nat. Match
SO-yd. met. sight 4-pos. Nat. :Match
50-mtr. Randle Trophy Team Match
Placed 2 on USA Int. 3-pos. Team
Placed 2 on USA Int. Dewar Team

1959-The Air Force won-
.22 cal. Pistol Nat. Team Champ.
50·yd. any sight Nat. Rifle Match
50·mtr. any sight Nat. Rifle Match
National Guard Assn. Trophy Match
Placed 2 on USA Int. Dewar Team
2 winners of President's Brassards
34 earned Nat. E-in·Comp Badges
2 teams earned Nat. Ex-in-Comp Badges

I've shot a Nikko extensively. I like the
gun and the way it handles. The export firm
which handles this gun, Kyowa Boeki Bussan
Ltd. of Nagoya, stocks the Kodensha Co.
Nikko guns along with a prodigious number
of other articles, under various headings:
Binoculars and cameras, Decals and trans
fers, radios, tape recorders, hardware and
building materials, jewelry, paints, plywood
and hard boe,d, and ship building, including
yachts, fishing sloops, and cargo v e s 2 e l ~ . To
Kyowa Boeki Bussan their Nikko shotgun is
nevertheless an important article, for they
know what it symbolizes within their own
country, as well as in their drive for world
markets. The Nikko, according to their leaf
lets, is "Backed by three decades of experi
ence, incorporating the most modern tech
nological advances ... guarantee our products
for a life-time against any mechanical or
manufacturing defects.. ," All this for about
$126 in a trunk case, FOB Japan!

The skeet-bored vent rib gun I have is
almost identical to the Browning in shape,
but there are differences in finish. The en
graving is typically Japanese, deeply cnt,
rather odd in appearance. Somehow, oddly,
the Chinese ring neck pheasant engraved on
the action looks out of place on this gun.
The wood appears to be a light, evenly
grained walnut, selected correctly through
the small of the stock. Barrels were polished
well inside. It is "the only commercial
weapon that is Hard Chromed at the factory,"
Kodensha claims, forgetting the Beretta and
Franchi guns of Italy, among others. And the
finish of the barrels is a black colt! rust, not
as nice as its prototype's finish, but passable.

Other guns are in development in Japan.
For the first time in its history, aside from
abortive attempts to peddle an odd and
dangerously-built pocket automatic in South
America, Japan is promoting export firearms
trade. The Nikko shotgun is the first modern

- venture of Japan into this field. Among the

U.S. Forces rod and gun clubs scattered at
SAC bases all over Japan and Korea, the

1959-Pan American Games, USAF won
English (50-100 mtr.) Badge Match
English Match, Individ. Champ.
Placed 1 on USA Eng. Match Champ.

Team

USAF holds National Open Records
.45 cal. pistol, 50 yds. slowfire match
.22 cal. pistol, 25 yds. timed fire match

Short International Rifle Course
Long Range Rifle Course
40 shots, 100 yds., met. sights
320 shots, met. sight aggregate
40 shots, 50 yds., 4-positions
20 shots, 50 ft., met. sights
30 shots, 50 ft., 3-pos. any sights

Jan. Jan.
1958 1960

Distinguished Pistol Shots. .. 2 29
Distinguished Rifllemen .:.. 1 17
Double Distinguished .'.. ,.. 0 1
"2600 Club" Members...... 0 9

""'400 Club" Members,...... 5 7
""1600 Club" Members...... 1 1

,', Smallbore Rifle Scores ~

in NRA Reg. Matches ~

Nikko is a popular, low priced novelty
among the shotguns they use. Plans to im·
port and distribute the Nikko guns here have
not materialized, and the brand is not repre
sented by any firm in the U.S. Metallic
sporting ammunition is also now in produc
tion, in Japan, for an American firm market
ing under the brand "Santa Fe Ammunition,
Inc."

But as important-even more important
than the guns and ammo, are the people
llsing them. The U.S. gun clubs in Japan
are, more than in any other single field of
activity, carrying out President Eisenhower's
"People to people" plan. From North I-Ion
shu, from Hokkaido, came Japanese shooters
to attend big events like the Omisawa shoot
held in 1958, Says Col. Van Harpole, cor
responding secretary of the Omisawa club,
"This memorable two-day shoot was com
pletely dedicated to the idea of 'better inter
national relations through sportsmanship.'
Both the Japanese and the American par
ticipants were equally pleased with the effec
tive sportsman-like manner in' which compe
tition was conducted, the quality of the com
petition, the nice weather, excellent hospital
ity and worth-while trophies..."

Symbolic of the international friendship
were the posters announcing the shoot-a
lady shotgunner in bobby sox, firing a pump
skeet gun with printing in both languages
announcing the events. Building on such a
base, the 1959 event at Misawa held last
August drew 50 Americans from Japan,
Okinawa, and Korea, competing with 37
Japanese. It was one of the largest trap and
skeet shoots in the Far East, a successful
shoot finished off by a barbecue. '

In the .410 gauge event, 25 NSSA regis
tered targets were thrown for 16 shooters.
As cha.mp, emerged Chief Petty Officer Gus
VeuCasovic, Yokosuka Navy Sea Hawks
Skeet Club. Runner-up was SFC Don Gil
man, 8th US Army, Korea.

Thirty-two 20-gaugers fired at 50 NSSA
registered birds. Lt. Col. 1. 1. Baker, DC,
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You'll want GUNS QUARTERLY in your library.

GUNBLAST DAMAGE to Your

HEARING ELIMINATED with

~ ~eeStude
~ EAR-VALVS

The procedure is similar for those who wish
to use their own guns, Class II Hunter, ex
cept the G.l. must have the weapon or
weapons in his possession when clearing his
g ~ m permit with the Japanese police. A spe
CIal permit is issued for each weapon.

What game can be hunted, after all this
red tape is tied up? Plenty. Japan is
crowded, but a land crowded for people does
not mean there is no room for wild game.
Boar and bear live in the outer islands.
There are slight, sloe-eyed deer. Bigger deer
roam nearby South Korea..Geese honk out
of black pre·dawn skies, while ducks of
many kinds fly the marshes.

P h e ~ s a n t are among the most popular up
land bIrds, and Korea is a pheasant hunter's
paradise. At Cheju-Do, an island 60 miles
south of the peninsula republic is the Pacific
Air Forces hunting center. It' is stocked by
rod and gun clubs and managed by the 314th
Air Division of Osan, Korea. Affectionately
referred to as "Pheasants Roost" because
no one .ever .leaves the island with an empty
bag, thIS umque Far East shooting preserve
numbers 12 hunting areas. The PACAF
lodge, a long cinder block tiled roof build
ing, can accommodate 27 people. Military
and civilian guides accompany each group
of hunters.

For the sportsman who passes through all
the paper work to get gUlls and get going,
there IS good game hunting a-plenty in the
Far East, and more clay birds than he can
ever hit. And best of all, the Air Force shoot
ing sportsmen made possible a common field
of interest when East and West meet ~
as friends. ~

It's Lots of Fun
It's Different Too, ..........,
It's Coming Soon ~ ~
It's Really New! ~ ~

~ ~ : , ~ d i J

"3 ,-n 1" R. c. B. S. PISTOL
RELOADING DIES

Perfect Seating Assured

They stop flinching - and IM
PROVE SCORING by automatically
controlling harmful gunblast

noise. Acc·laimed by champion shooters and recom
mended by Ear Specialists as the best protection
against harmful noise. They are NOT Ear Plugs - yOll
hear normally without removing from ears. $3.95 apr.
With money back guarantee. Order TODAY or write for
FREE Medical Proof and literature.

SIGMA ENGINEERING COMPANY
1491 Vine St., Dept. K, Los Angeles 28, California

And that military drive has led him into
some interesting fights. One struggle had
been to develop an International Trap outfit
in Japan. Dimensions and information on
setting up the traps-how and what and
why-seemed impossible to obtain. Writing
to one of the leading shotgun columnist.s in
t.he US, t.he Colonel's request. for leads was
never answered. But. he kept trying, t.hough
at long range and t.hrough privat.e channels.
Alcan Co. of Alton, Ill., forwarded his in
quiry on to t.heir ammo fact.ory, Fiocchi, in
Italy, where t.he plant layout included an
International Trap field (Fiocchi makes traps
for International shooting) . Winchester's
Vince Tifenbrunn replied with valuable dope,
but observed that their cost of traps, modi
fied for the International targets, would prob
ably be high because no one in the US
seemed int.erested in the way the rest of the
world did it. Yet the 1959 Misawa Open in
cluded International trap, tribute to Col.
Harpole's determination.

In getting guns for Americans to shoot,
the Colonel ran int.o a st.agnant. trade situ
ation: the Base Exchange system in Japan
was dead on its feet.. Quoth Colonel Harpole,
"These rascals (Base Exchanges) only
st.ocked 12 gauge shells and cheap shot.guns
up until recently, but. they are damn well
awake now!" What awakened them was
a huge purchase direct.ly from Schroeder
Brothers of Liege, by the Omisawa club, of
18 Browning shot.guns of every description.
The invoice of $2393.70 was business lost
to the Exchange which "served" Omisawa
a value comparable t.o about $6,000 worth of
business Stat.eside. Mincing no words, Har
pole report.s "This little operation caused the
Base Exchange to reconsider the saleabality
of quality merchandise in t.heir st.ock. It.'s
coming along nicely now, but. we sure raised
Hell with them for about six mont.hs..."

Yanks in t.he Far East. don't have to buv
t.heir own guns, but what gun sport.sman c a ~
resist plunking down as much as needed for
a t.op grade shot.gun or rifle? The Special
Services officers can issue Army-Air Force
owned arms, mostly American guns and some
pretty rocky pumps left over from gunner
t.raining days. A G.l. wanting to use a Special
Services gun is rated as a Class I hunt.er.
Japanese Game Laws require all hunt.ers to
be at least 20 years old, possess a Japanese
firearms permit., and have a current Japanese
hunting license. The permit is issued on ap
proval of an "Applicat.ion for permission for
possession of firearms and swords," a dual
language form. Issue of this permit is perm
anent, valid anywhere in Japan, but fOJ a
Special Services weapon only if applied for
that way. It is void upon permanent change
of station from Japan. With the gun permit,
the G.l. sportsman then applies for a hunt
ing license, executed in duplicate with a
passport photo on each of the forms. The
hunting license application states the shooter

intends to use a Special Services weapon.

With gun permit and license application goes

the hunter's fee of 3900 yen (about $ll),

paid to the Japanese Forestry Department for

license and badge ... and it's all over except

the shooting. But to prepare for getting the

license, every American hunter spends two

hours at a safety lecture on gun handling.

Hq ''ASCOM, Korea, smashed a perfect 50.
Runner-up Col. Ed Sigerfoos, 8th Army
surgeon, revealed how close these shoots can
be-he dropped one for 49.

In the all-bore event, 100 targets were
thrown for 75 Japanese and American con
testants ... of which only three escaped the
fast-swinging gun of "Hi Gun" Lt. Col.
Gerard Adams, TSMA, Korea. Runner-up
was Lt. Ralph Vogel, USAF, of the Ashiya
Hi Gun Club, Kyushu, Japan.

Among the class champs, Americans pre
dominated, but not always. Class D Champ
was Mr. Teijiro Hisatune, 93xl00, from the
Golden BB Club of Kumamoto City, Kyushu,
Japan. And awards for the five best skeet
scores among Japanese contestants ranked
Mr. Hiroshi Kimura, of Sendai (88xl00),
Mr. Tatsuoro Ohchi of Tokyo (87xl00),
Mr. Kazuo Iwata, also Tokyo (85) and Mr.
Shinichi Takibuchi with 83, under Mr.
Hisatune's hi-gun score. These skeet scores
are very respectable and "in the running" at
any club. But the Japanese have only re
cently been introduced to skeet. International
shooting at trap found one Japanese scatter
gunner emerging as the champion.

The trap event was at 50 International
Trapshooting targets. This event was non
registered, and not handicapped, but fired
from 16 yards, Olympic rules, allowing two
shots per target. Forty-one Japanese and
Americans participated. General Hethering
ton awarded trophies to: Mr. Kenzo Komiya,
of Sapporo, 39x50; S/A A. D. "Jack" Joseph,
Camp Chitose, 39x50; Mr. Alfred Santos,
Tachikawa, 38x50; Mr. Theodore Gedeon,
I Kego Ammo Area, 38x50, and Mr. Shinichi
Yomogida, Sandai, firing 37x50 to take fifth
just two birds behind the champ.

The Sunday afternoon shooting was high
lighted by Lt. Dempsie A. Davis, Jr., in a
trick-shooting performance. Lt. Davis is
locally known as "The poor man's Herb
Parsons from Kyishu" and he delighted the
large gallery of spectators of both nationali
ties with his skill. Setting an object lesson
to shooting clubs everywhere, particularly
those in areas where gun laws and popular
approval of guns may be critical for survival,
the Misawa club got fine newspaper, TV and
film coverage of their gun-fun festival. The
official report declared that "This was the
second year that the Misawa Rod & Gun
Club has demonstrated that better inter
national relations may be attained through
sportsmanship."

But when people meet people, the matter
often boils down to individuals. And key
individuals in this whole Japanese·American
friendship set-up are General Curtis LeMay
and Lt. Col. Van Harpole. LeMay, as Vice
Chief of Staff of the Air Force, is duly
recognized by Col. Harpole in a note he
scribbled to me across the General's picture
in Air Force Times, published when he was
awarded the Winchester "Outdoorsman of
the Year" title by John Olin. Wrote Col.
Harpole, "He has contributed more to shoot
ing sports promotion than anyone..."

With the green light from the top, Col.
Harpole has carved out for himself a reputa
tion based on sportsmanship and love of the
game. A tall, spare gray man with a close
cropped mustache, Harpole is, first, a soldier.
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(Continued from page 25)

ZERO THAT SHOTGUN

swiftly with sighting problems.

But now I was confronted with a bald

barreled, sightless weapon. As a master

rifleman I learned that sighting-in bulls

were put up to be used, as were the ad

justments on rear sights. We had to know

where our rifles were shooting in order to

have even a dim chance. Noone ever starts

a record string without first zeroing in.

This habitual procedure was now ringing

a bell. Sights for the shotgun? Yes, ad

j ustable sights. Sight it in. That's all there

was to it.

Tn my gunsmith and sporting goods busi

ness I had access to many used guns for

testing, as well as new ones. Subsequent

sigbting-in experiments revealed things about

sholguns that were new to me and, I am

convinced, they will be new to many other

shotgun owners.

First for revision was the age-old contro

versey on barrel length, choke, and good pat

terns. Many shotgun owners are not aware

that though their weapon is stamped "Full

Chokc," it may not fire a satisfactory pat

tern. The last 2% to 3 inches of the barrel

contains the choke that controls the pattern.

Since inside bore diameters of cylinder

sections of 12 gauge guns vary approxi

mately from .727" to .736", and in-built

chokes may be tapered from any of these

diameters, muzzles also vary. The dime-in

the muzzle test ("If it doesn't go, it's full

choke") holds about as much water as a

bullet riddled sieve.

Inside muzzle diameter of one gun in rela

tion to another is meaningless unless the

degree of choke from the cylinder section to

the muzzle is considered. The scattergun

with the largest exit can easily outshoot

its mates.

Frequently, we run into the over-choked

gun. Taper is simply too great and a hodge

podge of deformed shot is forced out a muz

zle opening that is too small. Lumpy and

blown patterns result.

Winchester figures show virtually no ve

locity loss down to 23-inch barrel lengths,

so the long-barreled, long rangc, smaller

than-a-dime muzzle theory acLually went up

in the same puff of smoke years ago. Our

own 28-incher put out a pattern as tight

as anything we tried.

Targeting doubles proved they seldom pat

terned the same even though both barrels

were considered full choke. Of course most

doubles have a modified and full boring,

the modified intended to handle close first

shots and the full barrel the second longer

range bird. It is intended that both barrels

coincide with the same central sighting

plane. Several we tesLed failed to do this.

Having found our own test gun produced

the desired tight even pattern, we still had

tlle problem of placing it evenly around the

aiming point. We headed for my shop. What

would I use for a good peep sight? Williams

and several other companies made them.

They were nothing new, but I had none in

stock. It had been difficult to convince shot

gun shooters on shotgun peep sights. They

were too slow, apertures too small, too much

metal around the opening. Ordinary shot

gun front sights were too low and, in many

cases, shotguns so equipped earlier at the

(Continued On page 50)

FRI<JNCH CHA.·UCHAT
Complete and in excellent
condition-li\19.1l5 ... A
few choice ones at-$29.95

HAND G R E ~ A D I ~ S : the famous PINE
APPLE of World Wars 1 and 2-new
but unloaded. Price-$3.00 ea. pp. The
new U.S. offensive type grenade
smooth body (new unloaded)-$3.00 ea.

j ~

lU-l GARAND G R I ~ N A D E J . A . U N C H I ~ l t
-a rare accessory for your Garand
... Ideal for line throwing ... Firing
signal rockets. etc. Complete with
dummy rifle grenade, grenade SIght,
and 20 blank cartridges. Price-li\'.50 ea.

t

* FLARE PISTOLS
• u. S. "'1-8 Flare Pistols, 37MM-New .. $•.50 ea.
• BRITISH WEBLEY Flare Pistols,

:\7:\1:\1 ..50 ea.
• GElnJA;\I Flare Pistols, various models •.50 ea.
• Special ( ' o l l ~ c t i o n of 5 different Flare

P i s t o l s ~ c o m p l e t e with 2 flares $21).ll5 for group
• 37:\D1 Parachute Flares 2.00 ea.
• 3HIM Star Shells 1.00 ea.
• 37:\lM Signal, Sound, & Flash Shells .. 3.50 ea.
• Rille Grenade Parachute Flares, to be

launched f"om M-1 Grenade Launcher 2.:>0 ea.
• )[-1 Grenade Launcher complete with

Parachute Flare and 20 rds. of blanks 7.50 ea.
• 25 ~EVI Star Shells 1.25 ea.

SHOOTERS!
Big, New Pistol Shooters

Reference Book and Catalog.
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ W ~ ~ ~ t ~ ~ S e ~ ~ I ' ; ; s 1 ~ ~ r i O l ~ r ~ ~ g c e ~ , : g e 1 i ~ i " v t ; e ~ i ; ~ o ~ ~ . i r i e r : : oHr

6 J~Jr\N~;tr"a~
tions ... articles by top shooting and reloading authorities Clark, McMillan.
Toney. Cartes. Joyner. White. Weston. Shockey, Gibbs. Hebard-these alone
worth many dollars if published in book form National records ... 2600
Club. etc. All the latest products and prices hundreds of score improving
items and tips ... Clark., Shockey, Pachmayr custom guns ... Ruger,
Hammerli, Hi Standard. S&W. Colt target guns.

The pistol shooters "Bible" and standard reference book. No catalog like
it! A MUST for competitive pistolmen or anyone interested in handgunning.

Double your money back guarantee if you don't agree it's the biggest pistol
shooting value ever for 50c. Mailed immedIately in protective envelope ..
POSTPAID 50c.

PISTOL
It's Ready!

• LONG EYE RELIEF

• LIGHT WEIGHT

• INTERNAL ADJUSTMENTS-2'j,X

• FINE GERMAN CRAFTMANSHIP

• COMPACT AND RUGGED

~ ~ ~ ~ N S T ~ I ~ ~ ~ . S ~ ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ M . ~ L E T E .W.lTri . S . T . A N . ~ ~ ~ ~ ..•••.••$1 9!~
DEALERS INQUIRIES INVITED

Colt Buntline Revolver with ZF
41 scope on custom mount

HANDGUN FANATICS-THIS IS fOR YOU!

SERVICE ARMAMENT CO. 8 EAST FORT LEE RO BOGOTA NEW JERSEY

Ma Hunfer P r e ~ e n f ~

SALVAGERS SPECIAL
WvV-I 30-06 AMMO. in 5 rnd. SPRING
FIELD clips 60 rnds. per bandoleer-all
rnds. have split necks-sold as is (THIS
AMMO F01-, SALVAGE ONLY) '" $15.00
I,("r 1000. Some even worse. & mixed
with 30-40 KRAG ... $10.00 per 1000
(min. order 1000).

BR.AND NEW ZF-4J SCOPES

CIVIL WAR PISTOLAMMO
In original boxes. 12 MM. PIN FIRE
packed 25 to the box. Shorts $:{.OO per
box. Longs $3.50 per box.

NEW 4th EDITION
CATALOGUE

-thousands of superb items for the
hunter, shooter, and collector. Rare
arms, ammo and accessories ... send
50c.

303 ENFIELD 5-SHO'!' CHARGER
CLIPS ... 3 for $1.00 ppd

S P E C I A L - J ~ R A G rear sight and safety
-complete ldt $1.75 ea. pp.

I ~ R A G - b a r r e l e d actions, stripped $2.50
ea.

ORDER YOUR COPY NOWl

GIL HEBARD GUNS KNOXVILLE 6. ILLINOIS
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specifications

THESE MODERN REPLICAS are precision built of modern materials by modern
methods in a plant specially tooled for their production. Designed for the black
powder target shooter and the Civil War enthusiast, they are marked in several
places with the Company's name and factory marks. Minor details have been
changed to make them better for today's shooters, such as fitting a wide front sight.
All guns complete with nipple wrench and spare set of nipples. EITHER GUN -$8995PRICE

GUNS • MARCH 1960

BULLET MOULD - 36 cal.
Navy moulds, casting both

round and conical bullets 
exact copy of original moulds

- brass body with iron spru
cutter .....•••••••••••••. 9.95

NAVY POWDER FLASK 
designed to throw the exact
charge for all Navy Arms Co.

revolvers. Copper body with
brass fittings ....•.•... .20.00

In sterling silver 90.00

HOLSTER - Navy holster,
exact copy of Civil War reg·

ulation issue Holster - made
of top grain heavy leather with

stitched bottom ••••••••• 9.95
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use of sights, your chances of centered pat
terns naturally are greater.

Mechanical reasons for zeroing in a shot
gun are many. Barrels, as with rifles and
pistols, all vary. In choke installing we fre
quently find a barrel may have a thin and
a thick side. 'In a rifle, this condition may
allow the thin side to warm up first while
firing a long string. It will expand unevenly,
bending the barrel and walking the group
to the side. Later, the thick side warms up,
overtaking the thin, thus forcing the group
in the opposite direction.

This can happen in a shotgun. However,
on field guns where firing is seldom over
three consecutive shots, it won't matter ma
terially. In a trap tournament, it could make
the difference between win and lose.

Therefore, shotgunners sqould also test
their guns by prolonged firing, checking
pattern center through a 25·shot string walk
out. A walk-out gun will be a poor per-

• former at trap, but could still ·be a fine
field piece. Barrels are often not perfectly
straight, but can be uniform otherwise and
put the pattern center some place other than
evenly around your aiming point.

Barrels can be bent to get the pattern
center where it belongs. This is often done
after installing choke devices. But adjust
able sights eliminate barrel bending.

Rifled slugs, the handy auxiliary deer
load for bird hunters, were tried. We. found
they grouped poorly and considerably to the
side from the shot patterns in our M-97,
and would baffie a "Kentucky windage" ex
pert. Slugs give best results in cylinder bore
guns or on adjustable chokes where a setting
for slugs is provided.

In a specially converted model 12 Win
chester, we had removed the choke, in
stalled a similar sighting set-up and, sur
prisingly, kept most of our shots in a six
inch black at 100 yards. The devastating
400-grain slugs were hitting a dead cotton
wood tree for a backstop and sounded like
boulders from outer space dropping onto a
board walk. But here, again, without the
adjustable sights, hitting the target would
have been a hopeless mess.

To get top shotgun performance, you have
three choices. Use Kentucky shotgun wind
age, a lousy deal at best; select a shotgun
that happens to have a· mechanical person
ality to put the pattern evenly around the
aiming point, which is a long drawn-out
procedure; or give it the rifleman treat·
ment, a set of adjustable sights with a large
rear aperture. But zero it in. Watch ~
your scores and kills increase. , ~

HOLSTERS, CASES, CABINETS
(See also pages 3,4, 7, 15,49, 51, 53)

P. o. BOX 5327

EL PASO, TEXAS

FREE CATALOG

• CUSTOM MADE

• THE BEST
SINCE 1897

S. D. MYRES SADDLE CO.

~'Qu ic k-Draw" Ho Isters

(Continued from page 48)

shop shot too .high, .as even an adjustable
rear peep couldn't be lowered enough.

I located an old Peel receiver sight made
for a 1917 Enfield. We removed the sighting
disc altogether; then, opened up the oSight.
ing hole to :14" diameter, leaving just a thin
rim of metal. This gave the wide field of
view needed for the fast wing shooting.
Next, a front sight.

Roughly contouring the base of a rifle
front sight, so it would fit the barrel right
behind the original shotgun bead, we used
rubber cement to hold it in place for a few
test shots. With windage and elevation ad
justments on our compact little real· sight,
a few measurements and a snitch of arith
metic led to the permanent installation of a
new Sheard 1116" rifle front bead. With
this, Williams or other makes of rear shot·
gun sights would also work fine.

This sight was carefully contoured and
soft soldered into place. Minutes later we had
it zeroed in, with the pattern sprinkling
evenly around the aiming point with both
Western Super X No. 6s and 7:Jh handloads.
However, with the same sight setting, sev
eral other loads were out far enough to miss
a coyote at 40 yards.

Almost at once the apparently silly out·
fit gave me a new feeling of confidence. I
knew the pattern was sweeping the 30" area.

Crows wilted when I pasted them with
the new set-up. Last autumn, ducks and
geese fell to my radical, adjustable rifle sight
combination on my 28-inch barreled shotgun.

Some of the dyed-in-the-wads trap clubbers
cast scornful glances at my outfit. One duck
goose hunting pal, whom I sometimes sus
pected claimed more than his share of the
hits when we were both blazing away at
waterfowl, got stopped cold one day when
his gun jammed and I had two falling mal
lards in the air at once and a dead one on
the ground. Later, he tried it out, and that
day limited with my peep sight outfit.

As with duck guns, even the expensive
vent ribbed trap guns with front and center
beads, do not all center their patterns
around the aiming point. The trap shooter
should make the zeroing-in test. Get a num
ber of large sheets of paper or canlboard,
back off 40 yards, use a bench or good rest,
then actually fire several different makes
of ammunition at a central aiming point.
You will find that one brand or load will
pattern evenly around this aiming point,
while another may not. Perhaps none wj]].
But if you can zero your shotgun by the

C-H Reloading Equipment was
designed by handloaders for hand
loaders. It is easy to own, easy to
operate. Insures perfecr ammo every
time. C-H makes a complete line of
equipment for reloading rifles, pistol
and shotgun shells.
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For Your Colt, Ruger or Hi-Standard

postpaid

Sells as hi as $34.95
elsewhere!

BUSCADERO OUTFITS
"RAPID FIRE" HOLSTERS
SHOOTERS' ACCESSORIES

DALE MYRES CO.
BOX 7292-L, EL PASO, TEXAS

Designed by Frank A.
. Pachmayr. these handsome gun cases
keep your side arms safe and secure all
in one place. Have rack for guns. space if
for accessories and special mounts for
spotting scope. Made of rugged light-

I : ~ h : l : k s : ~ ~ ~ n n a ~ ~ ~ ~ s ~ = ~ i d : i ~ d •
fully lined inside. Choice of 4 or 5 gun ,
models with or without back door in .
brown or black colors. Priees start as low .
as $29.50. Guaranteed by the West's oldest
gun house.
See your dealer or write for FREE 16-page brochure.

PACHMAYR GUN WORKS, INC., Dept. G-3
1220 S. Grand Ave., Los Angeles 15, California

QUICK
DRAW

8USCADERO

BELT &
SIXSHOOTER
[lIm COMPUTE

You receive a compl.t. outfit including one lop grain cowhide
quick draw holst.r with leg Ii. and. wide buscodero buckle-on
belt also of top grain cowhide. Include wain meosurenu,nt and
right or left hand with order. Purchase price also i n c l u d ~ 1 one
original W&S six shooter. The,. guns or. about 50 years old ond
they hove seen service. However, we guarant•• that they Qte

mechanically p.rf.ct in every resped, with c1.an, sharp bores.
Th.y Qre in regular U.S....5 caliber with ammulti'ion ovailable in
every sporting goods s'or•. This outfit will give you the som.
shooting fun and proctice as a $150 rig. luscodero belt is our
own make and 'his complete set of gun and belt is a $30 value.

COMPLETE SATISFACTION 01 YOU I MONEY .ACK~
TO OIDII: S.fld check, calh or M.O. $5 d.pod! for
C.O.D. Shipp.d hp. Coli. f.O.I.los An.tl". Endol. ,.
~'~i:,:~~~:":t~n:;u~d':r j~~j~:::;~f n:;;~fI;:j::j.c,:~ 2:";,~
ov.r. Mon., Mo., Mich., N.Y., N.J., N.C., 1.1., Omoho,
N. Orl.anl, r.qulr. p.rMit. In Calif. ord.r thru I . ~ o l

4••I.r. D••l.,. l"II",lr••

TBE ELLIEI CO. ~~ 'i.~. St:-.... A".I"15, Coli!.

State belt size, make of gun and
caliber on your order. California

residents add 4% sales tax.
Dept. G-4, P.O. Box 1988 San Diego 12, Calif.

Lightning fast draw action and spinning thrills!· A

handsome- black saddle leather holster that fits and

feels just right; expertly stitched and reinforced. 38,

45 or 22 loops. Fits Colt S.A. or Scout; Ruger 357,

44 Mag., Single 6; and Hi-Standard. Others available

on special order.

Send your order today to:

JACK DIX - LAMCO- ENTERPRISES

Steel Lined

FAST DRAW

HOLSTER

WHY YOU MISSED THAT TROPHY BUCK
(Continued irom page 27)

hour is covering ground at 14 feet a sec- which the deer comes across stands-that
ond. At 6-7 miles an hour, a trot, a buck 17 miles an hour top woods speed. More
covers ground at nine feet a second. When than likely it will be much less, perhaps
he is doing a sneak, 3.4 miles an hour, he half as fast, if the drive is conducted prop-
moves about five feet a second. All this is erly, and the cover worked out quietly,
background for the problem of lead and methodically, toward the posted hunters.
rifle technique which makes that 12-inch Carcful still hunting or driving moves game
"bullseye" easy to hit. slowly. Careful attention to your posting

Biggest obstacle to overcome may be your also givcs slower moving targets. No for-
unrealistic rifle techniques you develop shoot- ward lead is required, but don't grow com-
ing at conventional running deer targets placent about these running deer-not yet.
on target ranges. Target motion from right Examine the gaits at which deer move,
to left is at right angles to the hunter, usu- from the highest to thc lowest spced, run to
ally at a measured distance of a hundred walk. The two most often encountered is
yards. the fast bouncing run, and those high jump-

First, the range is wrong. Running deer ing runs. These two gaits pose an almost
in heavy cover are seldom killed at more unsolvable problem for the hunter who feels
than 50 yards. It places emphasis on one he must lead his game. Take a pencil and
certain amount of lead, which is also wrong. draw a line representing a deer running.
At 100 yards, with the running deer target You can call it a sine curve, or script ns
moving at 30 miles an hour, lead required connected. You will see actually three direc·
is around 2.5 to three feet, depending on tions to a deer's movement when running-
the rifle used. But in woods hunting, the upward, downward, forward.
range is much shorter. And, either the game A deer making those high bounces when
is angling away from you, trying to escape, he is loafing along at around 10 miles an
when you put up your buck in still-hunting, hour actually clears the ground as much as
or it is approaching you on stand, or while four to five feet. His forward leap, measured
trail watching. In any case, you have an between track points, may be as much as
entirely different target than the running ten to fifteen feet. I have measured them
deer target. Lead is so small that the size where they cleared 16 feet at a leap, moving
of that vital area, 12 inches, covers it very downhill. That upward movcment is a gradual
cffectively, without any conscious forward curve. So is the drop to the ground on the
allowance being necessary, at all woods return. Suppose you do lead the forward
gaits of deer. motion of your deer a given amount, such

Lead is seldom concerned with actual as some of the experts contend you should.
speed of the game, but the apparent speed How are you going to compensate for the
and, often, these are worlds apart. Suppose upward and downward motion, which, in
a deer is jumped close up, and he goes out themselves, have enough leeway for a com-
at that previously mentioned 17 mile clip. plete miss or a wounding? Your sights are
That means he is running "close to the off the game when you fire, taking this ortho-
ground". In the woods, he appears very fast. dox lead. You could have them below or
He is escaping a hunter, moving away from above your game, as well as forward of your
him, but not directly away. He is angling, target. It is not a re-assuring picture is it?

perhaps, to the right toward a clump of shel- What should you do?
tering huckleberry brush about 65 yards Take a tip from experienced woods hunt-
away. He is moving at 25 feet a second, ers. Shoot at either of two places in a deer's
and has a little less than 200 feet to cover stride where he is most stable in reference
before being out of sight. He is in view for to his background. At the top of a buck's
about 8 seconds. In this time a hunter must leap, the upward motion is spent. The down-
determine that he is legal game, bring his ward motion is still no great factor, if the
rifle to his shoulder and fire. How much rifleman's timing is right. You have only
lead is required, actually? the forward motion with which to contend.

That clump of huckleberry brush toward The instant the deer touches the ground
which he is angling, is about fifty feet to in running you have neither upward or
the right of a centerline. While he is mov- downward motion to confuse your aimin rr

ing out 65 yards, he is angling 50 feet to (Continued on page 53) ".

the right. This angling to the right, if not
disturbed by an accurate field shot, occupies
the same eight second time element, moving
right at about six feet a second. That is the
apparent speed which must be considered,
and it indicates lead requirements, if any.
In this instance the apparent speed is less
than two miles an hour.

If you lead such a running deer by the
usually recommended amount, you miss or
wound. Even the old trusty .30-30 Win
chester has plenty of velocity to keep well
within that 12 inch bullseye, the vital area
of deer, at all woods speeds, without lead at
average woods ranges.

On stand, with a deer approaching along
the usual route they take to move past your
posting, you still have this apparent spf'ed
to consider. Lead here is· also non-existent.
I am thinking, too, of the highest speed at
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• How to get the most for your money when you trade
in your fireams

• How to be an expert bargain hunter in the used gun
market

• ''''hat to look for in used firearms

• Lists the up-to-date value of over 1,500 famous make
rifles, shotguns, revolvers, machine" guns-foreign and

domestic

MAIL COUPON BEFORE MARCH 1

GU;,\S Magazine

8150 N. Central Park Ave.
Skokie, Illinois G-3

Send me my free copies of the Red Book and the Buyer's Guide,·
and start my sUbscription to GUr S immediately. $5 enclosed to
be refunded if I'm not completely satisfied.

Name _

Add1"ess _

City Zone State -=-

*1£ received within time limit above

. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~

• Shows list prices of weapons plus three price values
according to excellent, good and fair condition

• Every weapon described in detail as to type, make
and model. Gun stocks, inlay designs, barrel, size of
bore, year of make and other unique features are
listed for quick identification

• Referred to by gun dealers all across the country for
establishing a fair price value in buying and selling
used firearms

If you trade-in or purchase one used gun or a hundred,
you're bound to save more money when you have the

Red Hook at your side. ''''ith just a flip of the pages
you can quickly tell the price values of leading firearms.
The Red Book puts you "in the know" ... on a com
mon bargaining ground with gun dealers in your
community. Over 10,000 copies were snapped up by
shooters and dealers at $2 per copy, but it's yours free
with your H-issues-for-the-price-of-lO subscription to
GUNS Magazine. We guarantee you'll like GUNS; if
you don't, just let us know and we'll refund the un
used portion of your subscription. You can lose nothing.
Fill in the coupon below and we'll send the current
issue of GUNS and your FREE Red Book immediately.

The Complete Gun Buyer's
Guide & Directory

Mail coupon for your GUNS subscription
before deadline date and, in addition to
the FREE Red Book, we'll also send you
absolutely free this brand new, up-to
date Gun Buyer's Guide & Directory.
Lists 300 product categories, cross-in
dexed for easy reference, and hundreds
of manufacturers of hunting and shooting
equipment. Tells you who makes it and
where to buy it. Yours free if you act fast:
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JULIUS REIVER CO
QUALITY I ·4104 Market Street

• SINCE /9/5 Dept. G. Wilmington 99, Delaware

Box 7274-C, EI Paso, Texas

EL PASO SADDLERY

Superior Value. Finest

Saddle leather. Guaran

teed to fit. Send For Free
Folder.

JORDAN HOLSTER
Fast - Safe - Comfortable

Preferred by the Experts

DON HUME LEATHERGOODS
8772 Von Horn St. La Meso, Calif.

Catalog 35c. Refunded on First Order

Po,lage paid onywhere in the U. S. A.
(Specify wood. size, gun 'or tool kit)

"WORLD FAMOUS CUN"
COLT FRONTI ER REPLICA for
collectors. qUick draw practice.
Western TV fans. Looks and
feels like real ~ n .

Blue finish $4.00. Deluxe polished
56.00. Add-SOc shipping-,

VALLEY GUN SHOP ~ ~ r . : ' n . : . o o J ~ m :

ORDER BY MAIL

AUTHENTIC
BUSCADERO
OUTFIT

S1585

.22 L.R. SHORT
lEE ENFIELD (S.M.l.E.)

The Bisley Marksman Favarite. Only a small
quantity ariginally manufactured in the popular
.22 caliber for military training and competition.
A counterpart of its bigger military brothers the
30-06, '03 Springfield and 303 S.M.L.E. Complete
your ENFIELD collection with this rarest of all
Enfields. (V.G. to excel.) Only $24.50. 2 for
$45.00. 3 for $60.00. 5 for $87.50.

Military Issue Micrometer calibrated target re
ceiver sight installed readily without modification
for 22 S.M.L.E. and Short Lee Enfield No.1 Mark
III. Only $4.95. 2 for $7.90 (add 40c postage).

.30-06 BALL AMMUNITION
30-06 Ball M2 late issue, U.S. mfg., factory
packed, $6.00 per 100; $49.50 per 1,000;
(6000) $42.50 per 1,000; (l2,OOO) $40.00 per
1,000.

RARE! GUI BARGAINS

I

I
22 KINGMAN, ST. ALBANS, VERMONT I

CANADIAN BUYERS: Write Or see the largest display I
L __ . . : t ' : . : ) 1 ~ . : = r ~ M::r=:. :;:.e. ..J

,.-.--------------

• All ports ond quolity
hardware supplied.

• Maximum protection for h.ondguns
••. space for ammo, accessories
and mounting of scope.

• New positive locking gun rack,
adjusts for any size gun,

• Luxurious. deep grained
Philippine mahogany.

• Do-It-Yourself assembly from
precision pre-cut panels of
select grade" plywood,

NOW-kits available in choice of woods

• Seled grade gum for easy finishing
to any effect.

Model 1016

$16.45 ? ~ , ' J ' kit

Model 1018

$
Gum

17.45 18" kit

Match Shooters Throughout The Country Acclaim The Smart

Appearance, Ecanomy and" Sturdy Design of Reiver Kits •••

woods riflemen. Not one of the rifles I have
examined weighs under seven pounds, with
the exception of the .30-30 Winchester, a
very popular woods rifle. Here, the loaded
tubular magazine gives the desired muzzle
heaviness, and compensates for a half pound
less weight than is desirable. The Marlin
lever actions are highly prized, both for
the outside hammers, which makes them very
fast for a first shot, and for their excellent
stocking and slight muzzle heaviness.

The accuracy of the snapshot depends on
enough rifle inertia to stabilize it for the
instant required to get off the shot. That
means a gun weight of not less than seven
pounds. It also means gun weight of not more
than 8% pounds, as additional weight could
slow you down for the shot.

Proper muzzle heaviness is hard to reduce
to understandable dimensions in a rifle of
this nature. But any experienced rifleman
woods hunter recognizes it at once. He also
detects its absence in a rifle, instantly. Put
it this way-a bolt action rifle with a 20
inch barrel can be safely made (with average
stock woods) to tip the scales at 6% pounds
or less. Such a rifle will have a light bar·
reI, too light for practical woods snap
shooting. But if you take that rifle: same
stock wood, same barrel length, and put on
a stiff barrel upping that weight to 7 pounds,
you have a rifle with just the right inertia
for snapshooting. In addition, you have a
highly portable rifle, handy in the brush.

Gun weight, of course, must be considered
a factor with gun fit and balance, a very
important factor. This is doubly true of snap
shooting at short ranges. Any rifle with a sug
gestion of prone target shooting in its stock
ing is a definite handicap in the brush. You
shoot while standing on your hind legs out
on the hardwood ridges, a buck on the make.
Every factor of stocking must be related to
this projected shot. That means a rifle with
the fast-handling qualities of a quail gun.
Then, it takes practice.

With all factors of stocking and rifle
weight attended to, stay away from those
conventional running deer targets. But de·
velop a smooth, efficient rifle mounting style.
Take a page from the quick draw handgun
fancier. Mount your rifle to your shoulder,
go completely through the cycle from
the carry to the shot.

" (Continued from page 51)

Either of these two places in a deer's stride
will be selected for a clean, sure, one-shot
kill by experienced woods shots.

The other two gaits, trotting and walking,
give only one direction of movement for a
hunter to contend with. They, of course, pro
duce the easiest shots. But the two previously
mentioned running gaits are comparatively
easy, too, once the technique of running
shooting is considered. Biggest obstacle to
developing an effective shooting technique
is not so much the game itself, but the clap·
trap about lead.

In taking the shot when the game is on
the ground, a gunner makes it an out and
out snapshot. His rifle play is made for the
spot on which his game will land-judged
from the deer's gait. Call it interceptive
shooting. Gunner reaction time is amply
taken care of by the interval when the game
is actually in the air, so to speak. The
heart of this shooting technique is the co
ordination with the movement of the deer,
but not lead. That vital area, a 12 inch tar
get, which takes in the shoulder area of
game, gives plenty of leeway in aim-cor
rects for normal errors. Actually, a gunner
wills the shot before the game is settled in
the sights-wills it as one segment of the
routine of rifle mounting, pointing and firing,
even as the gun is coming to the shoulder.

How field-effective is the snapshooting,
this interceptive gunning of deer in heavy
cover? I hunt deer in two states. This en
ables me to do much more woods shooting
than the average rifleman. I have spent the
past forty years during the deer seasons in
the field. Out of this has come three books
on deer hunting. Man 'and boy, foul weather
and fair, I have taken my share of deer.
More important, I have an opportunity each
autumn of seeing a large number of expe
rienced woods hunters perform. All of the
best shots use this interceptive rifle tech
nique, no lead, nothing, save a strict atten

tion to the position of the game.

Using this rifle technique, the last fifteen
deer I took at woods ranges fell to eighteen
shots. None were hit to escape, wounded.
All these were running shots save three
bucks which I took as they came to their
feet from their day beddings.

Other woods hunters have been equally
successful. Elzie Randolph, a hunting part
ner, took his last five deer with eight shots.
Grant Hartwell, perhaps the most skilled
woods shot I know, has taken a dozen deer
with no more than fifteen shots. I could
extend this list, almost indefinitely, and the
report would be the same. This interceptive
shooting can produce good, one shot kills.

This system of shooting produces hunters
who are very fussy about rifles. Not every
rifle will do for this shooting. More essen
tial than caliber is the balance, and that is
an intangible hard to pin down. Balance
in the orthodox sense is out. Older Savage
99 rifles, with comparatively heavy octagon
barrels, are bought at a premium by some
of these woods-wise hunters. I have known
some hunters to buy new Savages, then fit
them with heavier barrels, after changing
the trigger safety to a tang safety. All these
barrel changes were efforts to give to a
snapshooting brush rifle the required muzzle
heaviness for interceptive woods shooting.

The fad of the ultra-light hunting rifle
doesn't register with these experienced
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THE NEW VARMINTERS
(Continued from page 24)

offhand position was sheer luck. The hunt
er's offhand pose, that of facing the target
squarely and resting the butt of the gun
and heel of the gun hand in the cupped
palm of the left, was found to be good, but
I much preferred to sit down when a back

e s ~ a s a"'ailable, holding the "un i ~ l the
same manner, but resting the forearms on
my drawn·up knees. Lying on the belly and
shooting prone was found to be strictly no
good. It is highly uncomfortable, due to the
degree which one must bend his head back
in order to see the sights. Another dis·
advantage is that it places the line of sight
so close to the ground that any small weed
or rock in the line of fire will obstruct the
vision, generally entirely obscuring the tar-
get even on these flat prairies. .

The only good prone position I have seen
is the classic one of lying on the back,
drawing up the right knee, and steadying
the pistol with a sideward pressure against
the outside of the thigh and calf. The head
is brought up into the sighting plane by
raising the trunk of your body and leaning
on your left elbow. This is a steady position,
but it also becomes uncomfortable after a
few shots.

Shooting from a car, resting the forearms
across the window, has not been satisfactory
for me. It is difficult to attain a steady,
comfortable position while twisting sideways
in the car seat. It is also awkward while
resting the forearms in this manner to keep
the left hand from gripping the gllnhand
too tightly or even from gripping the reo
volver itself. Either of these errors will im
pair the free recoil of the gun, changing the
point of impact of the bullet and making
accurate shooting impossible.

Correct sight picture and controlled trig.
gel' squeeze are of utmost importance to the
long range pistol shooter. The slightest varia·
tion in sight picture can mean a miss meas·
ured in feet at 200 yards. Personally, I like
a lot of daylight showing on both sides of
the front sight blade, finding it easier to
center the blade in the rear notch with such
an arrangement. The standard lfs" front
blade found on most revolvers of late manu·
facture generally crams the rear notch full
of black sight blade, especially on short bar·
rels of four or five inches. Poor light can
make you very much in doubt of being able
to exactly center your sights for windage. I
prefer to order these guns from the factory
with 1/10" blade front sight, then widen the
rear notch even more with a needle file,
retouching the filed surfaces with cold blue,
The factory lfs" front sight can also be nar·
rowed to any desired width by milling and
rebluing, but this is not a job for a file, un·
less you are an expert. Not only does this
combination seem to center more exactly for
me, but the sights line up much faster for
quick shots. It is a very fast set·up for snap
shooting.

On the short barreled guns with skimpy
sight radius, the lis" blade will be 3 or 4
times as wide as a rabbit·sized animal at
100 to 150 yards. This width of sight works
much better on long barreled guns, however,
and I do use a lfs" blade front on my 8%"
.357. The sight picture is very similar to
that of my worked·over shorter barreled guns.

My .357's used for long range work are

PARTS & OTHER ITEMS
adrertised by us ill prior
issues of this magazine are
still 8railable. Send self
addressed envelope for list.

N.C.O. CUTLASS WITH SCABBARD

$9.95

GUNSMITH SPECIAL
SrY'all Parts Grab Bag $5.00, postpaid

Large Grab Bag $10.00, postpaid
Hard to find parts assortment. I or 2

sales pays for the lot.

.30·40 Krag (incomp!ete rifles-no bolts)
.................. 3 for $15.00

I

Chauchat, Good $19.95

Chauchat, V Good . $24.95

Accessory Kit w/Dewat ..... . . $ 3.95

POTOMAC ARMS CO.
P. O. Box 550 - 329 S. Union St.

Alexandria 2, Virginia

OVER A QUARTER-MILLION
SPORTSMEN INVITE YOU TO

~ e ~ 'ftOeeled FUN
«ddt YOUR GUNS!

GENUINE SOLINGEN STEEL' 'SW'ORDS

A prized "shooter" and collector's itenl, also the ideal "dec
orator" for 111antle-piece or den. :Made by Remington nearly

a century ago, and recently reconditioned by a com.petent gunsrnith to
look alnlost new. Pacl\:ecl in factory cosmoline, cOlllplete with cleaning rod.
Shipping weight 12 lbs., Overall length 50". Supply linlited, hence no

Cal. llMM dealer discounts.
ROLLING .BLOCK A)[i\IO: 100 rds. (5 boxes) $7.50; loose $6.00. )1islires
naturally to be expected.

Address .._ .__.._.__ _ _

Please enter my subscription for THE AMERICAN
RIFLEMAN, enroll me as an NRA member and send my
gold-filled lapel button·

o Enclosed is my $5.00 0 Bill me please 603-03

Name _.._ _. _Age - __

A Year's Subscription to

\i
"... ~.. "1Jtm!!J The AMERICAN RIFLEMAN Magazine
~ ' , \ '~Read about rifles, pistols, shotguns, hunting, target
~ ' shooting, gun ~ o l l e c t i ~ g , home gunsmithing, r e l o a d ~ n g

'" and related subJects-m the world's finest gun magazme
<... -every month!

~ ... ~ ~ ~ ~ . , ••~ 1I~ou'n get ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ a ~ w e ! s ~ r o ! ~ ~ F i ~ a ~ s ~ n f o r m a t i o n
".. ...-.::::.::::-.:::. Service-gun law bulletins-low cost gun insurance--marksmanship
---;:.:=............,:::.. instruction-gun club information-right to buy government surplus

~ " " " ' ~ . " ' ' ' ' ~ , gun equipment--eligibiJity for participation in a year-'round shooting
... program-plus many other benefits.

1fgJJM-Th~ d:~~~·!!~~~p~ ~~~~~~~U~!I~ f~~~5!.OY~rs
included FREE as an extra bonus for joining now. Wear it proudly;
it identifies you as a m'ember of this great sportsman's organization.

------------------------------,
JOIN I
NOW! I

I
I
I
I

ALL ITEMS SHIPPED
EXPRESS CHARGES COL·
LECT. unless otherwise in
(Heated. Send $5.00 mini
IIlUIll for COD EXPRESS
COLLEC'l' Shipment.

4iOIN -THE NATIONAL RIFLE ASSOCIATION for only $5.00

Very rare Solingen. steel f'words, "as issued" to officers and noncoms. Superb condition. Sen]
and lettering removed. Supply lin1.ited. Sorry, no dealer discounts.

IS;"<rnttMihll "+- ';,,;;;,;,% P" ~~tVii~'A";R~}

City & State _.._ _

NATIONAL RIFLE ASSOCIATION
1600 Rhode Island Ave., N.W., Wash. 6. D. C.

*Conjirm;,ng application. and detail. will tLlao be mailed
to you.

NAVAL OFFICER SWORD
WITH SCABBARD

$14.95

HUNTERS SPECIAL
Field Repair Kit in Canvas Ditty Bag.

SPRINGFIELD .30-06 TERNI 7.35
Firing Pin .. , .$1.50 Firing Pin $1.75
Extractor $1.50 Follower $1.50
Ejector $2.25 Follower Spri ng $1.00

Oiler. .. .. ... .35c
Specify to$pringfield" or IITerni" Repair Kit.

COMPLETE KIT Prepaid $3.50

MARBLE GUN ACCESSORIES
Rifle Cleaning Kit $3.25
Pistol Cleaning Kit $2.85
Shotgun Cleaning Kit $3.50
All Other Marble Items now available.

Dealers Inquiries Invited.

---GENUINEREMINGTON7 ROU:lNG-BLOCK-RIFLES---I
SUPERBLY RECONDITIONED TO LOOK LIKE NEW! I

I
I
I
I
I
I
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Utility $1145
Grade

f ~ /
Just out. Corcoran's

new t960 Spring-Summer
catalog of fishing and
camping equipment. Send
for your free copy today.
It's full of hundreds of

practical, field-tested
items including boots,
clothing, fishing tackle.

tents and many other specialties.

Rifle Stock

Supreme $1495
Grade

The skilled hand of the German gunsmith is re
sponsible for this .22 caliber, 6-shot repeater
automatic with self-ejecting clip. Just 4" long,
fits easilY into pocket or purse. Ideal for sporting
events, stage use, (not available to Calif. resi
dents). Not a lethal weapon. Sold on money back
guarantee. Comes for $6.95 ppd. from Best Values,
Dept. A-282, 403 Market, Newark, New Jersey.

---CORCORAN I NC.--
I BOX G-30, STOUGHTON,MASS_ I
I Send me your new Spring-Summer 1960 catalog I
I of Fishing and Camping Specialties. I

Name .
I Address I
Lc:!!!~ ~ ~;,;.;. .•;.; ~,;.; ~ 2'.:!.e~ ;';';".:.: ~ J

TWIN FALLS, IDAHO

Write for Illustrated Brochure with all
information on Stocks and how to order!

Box 741

• Law Enforcement
• Target Shooters
• Hunters
• Field Shooters
Stocks car v e d for all
popular American guns,
individually custom fit
ted.

}ftrrtfbSTOCKS

Available for following standard Rifles Only
'03 and A3 Springfield Jap 6.5

I t a ~ ~ ~ s ~ a a ~ c ~ ~ : 6.5 and T e r n i J : r 3 ~ ' 7,--D-;.-',-ib-,-.'e-d-on....w..e-.-'c"'o-o-s-'..by--....
See yo.ur deale, or order direct GUNSTOCK SALES, INC.

add postage for 4 Ibs. from your zone 5060 Road 20, San Pablo, Calif.

COMPLETELY
SHAPED-Ready for Sanding
COMPLETELY INLETTED-(To our Shop Rifle}

the Fa;en "SCOUT"

Send 2Sc

for Big
32 page

Gun
Stock

Catalog

STOCKS and GRIPS
(See also pages 3, 50, 58, 59)

REINHART FAJEN, INC., Dept. 22, Box 338, Warsaw, Missouri

that the shot-glass-size .44 slug retained more
"oomph" at the target. Carrying my 8%"
.357 on a Panhandle antelope hunt in 1956,
I got a chance at bigger stuff. Approaching
to 40 steps, I popped one into the neck of a
big buck that had been haunch-shot with
a .243 Winchester. The wounded prong
horn dropped like a sack of beans when
the hollowpoint Thompson broke his spine.

That winter was a rough one throughout
the midwest. Blizzards in the Texas Pan
handle scattered cattle herds to the four
winds, frequently onto highways and rail
road tracks to be maimed and killed. Both
the .357 and heavy-loaded .44 Special came
into play then, killing broken-legged steers
and marauding coyotes. Neither gun ever
failed to do its work when a head shot con
nected to put a crippled cow or bull out of
its misery.

Throught all these experiences the thought
stayed with me that it shouldn't be impossible
to produce a handgun that would fire the
heavy .44 or .45 slugs at .357 velocities. The
idea was not mine; real sixgun men like the
old master, Elmer Keith, had been beating
that same drum for years. The arms com
panies finally responded, and when they did,
they did it up brown! The Smith and Wesson
and Ruger .44 Magnums hit the market with
a bang, and quickly captured the imagina
tion of handgunners everywhere. While we

(Continued on page 58)

sighted to 75 yards. This will keep you on a
"'rabbit or larger animal from 50 to some

thing over 100 yards. Longer shots than that
are handled by holding a little of the front
sight blade over the rear notch and placing
the target on top of the blade. On ex
tremely long shots in this flat country, one
can easily see the dust kicked up by the
bullet on a miss, and can make the necessary
correction in sight picture. The big Texas
jacks will sometimes sit still for several shots,
especially when at enough distance to be un
disturbed by the report of the gun. Coyotes,
on the other hand, are always a running
target after the first shot. Their wary cou
sins, the swift foxes, will sometimes circle
in confusion if they happen to be near the
mouth of their den when the shooting com
mences, giving the gunner two or even three
cracks at them. One of my longest hits last
summer was on a kit fox that circled the
mouth of his hole each time after three shots,
giving me time to elevate my front sight a
little each shot until I nailed him on the
fourth. The distance was 212 long steps. A
Ruger .44 Magnum was used, with the 250
grain Keith bullet over 22 grains of 2400.

Trigger squeeze is a vital element in any
good pistol shooting. In long range shooting,
its importance is magnified tenfold. Shoot
ing the big magnums breeds flinching and
its partner in crime, trigger jerking. If you
are new to big-bore pistol shooting, only
one thing is going to teach you that your
magnum will bark and not bite-and that
is practice. Practice means shooting, and
lots of it. In preparing yourself for long
range work, stay away from the light plink
ing loads. If you use factory ammunition, use
magnum fodder, with ·lead bullets for hunt
ing. If you are a handloader, load maximum
charges, weighing them for top accuracy.
After a few boxes of shells, the roar of your
magnum won't be so loud, and you will find
yourself settling down. Grip your gun tightly,
but don't try to choke it to death. Squeeze
the trigger, and forget about the noise you're
going to hear. Noise means power, and that's
what you must have to get that bullet way
out there.

The search for more power lead me away
from the .357 for a while, but not perma
nently. The light 150 to 160 grain bullets
customarily loaded in the .357 have one dis
advantage on prairie game. Their authorita
tive initial muzzle velocity of around 1400
fps reduces rapidly, until at moderately long
range they have no more punch than the
garden variety .38 Specials. Although the .38
Special will kill any prairie game, it takes
a well-placed hit for clean killing, and a
hit on any part of the animal is the most
that can be expected at the ranges of which
we speak.

It was this problem that lead me in search

of a still heavier magnum load. It is true

that greater velocity can be obtained from

the .357 with the use of light swaged bullets,

but I wanted a heavier bullet, one that would

take a mule deer or antelope if called upon.

Turning to the .44 Special, I spent a couple

of informative years, loading the Thompson

gas check and Keith 250 grain slugs at ve

locities up to 1200 fps. This was a dandy

super accurate and with plenty of knock

down power. As a long range cartridge it

could be rated very good, but its trajectory

was greater than myoId .357 load. This

was compensated for somewhat by the fact
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CAMOUFLAGE SUITS, two·piece style,
keeps hunter hidden for easy close-up shoot
ing with gun, how or camera. Made of five
dull colors, Marine Corps-Type, long-wear
ing, easy to fold, and carry. Available in
small, medium, large. Priced at $8.95, post-

PLASTIC CANTEEN, lightweight, unhreak.
able, and easy to carry, is marketed by
T. A. Ford Company, Inc., 320 South San
Marino Ave., San Gabriel, Calif. A boon
to hikers, campers, hunters, all ontdoorsmen.
Liquid is kept hot or cold for hours. Com
fortable molded plastic handle and soft fab
ric shoulder strap makes long carries easy,
and allows canteen to be hung for con
venient use. Denim cover comes in choice
of red or light blue, has zipper closure and
convenient pocket for paper cups. Sanitary
white plastic interior does not affect taste
or odor of contents. Red poly-plastic cap
screws on for positive seal.

LOG LITERS, a compact, clean, instant
fire-starter for logs or other solid fuels.
Produce steady, controlled flames instantly.
Will burn for nearly a quarter-hour in wind
or rain. Log Liters are non-poisonous and
never deteriorate; safe around small chilo
dren and pets; clean to handle. Packed one
dozen to a box and priced at 98c retail, Log
Liters make an attractive and imaginative
gift item. Available from Bittle Enterprises,
Inc., 4760 Freemont Terrace South, St.
Petersburg 11, Fla.

paid. Matching camouflage cap and head net
each $1.00 extra. (Extra-large suit available
at $9.95 postpaid without head net.) Free
game calling stories and instructions in
cluded. A product of Burnham Brothers, P.
O. Box K, Marble Falls, Texas.

"RANCHO" SADDLE LAMP gives color·
ful "Old West" touch to sportsmen's rooms.
Authentic miniature saddle is carefully re
produced from metal horn to Cheyenne roll,
fenders, double rig, stirrups, tapaderos,
skirting, and saddle strings. Eye-catching
do-it-yourseff kit is complete, with nothing

else to buy. Polished natural magnolia wood
base, desert-white vinyl shade. All neces
sary hardware included. Finished lamp
stands 24" high. Kit complete priced at
$13.95 ppd from Tandy Leather Company,
Dept. G-3, P. O. Box 791, Fort Worth,
Texas.

SHOPPING
coated lenses for no·glare shooting. Scopes
are feather-weight light because the tube
is all black anodized aluminum and will not
rust. The 2!hX scope weighs 6 ounces and
sells for $44.95; the 4X scope, 7 ounces and
sells for $49.95. Contact The Marlin Fire
arms Co., 79 Willow St., New Haven, Conn.

ECUADORIAN BOW AND ARROW SET.
A fine memento from the Ecuadorian Indian
tribes. Bow and arrow set makes attractive
wall hanging in sportsman's den, or on the
wall of hunting lodge. Set consists of 7
pieces: one double pointed crocodile knife,
one hunting knife, one spear, one large bow,
and a quiver with two arrows. These items
are attractively decorated with feathers,
beads, and colored hempcord. The colorful
ensemble retails at $14.95 Ppd. No C.O.Do's.
Available from Mas Importing Co., P. O.
Box 1275, Washington 13, D. C.

DRI-SEAL SILICONES prove real protection
against mold for leather. Protect hunters'
boots, luggage, gun and pistol holsters
against mildew and water damage. Dri-Seal
extends normal life of leather, is non-toxic
and non-injurious. Leaves no oily or greasy
surface. Only Silicone leather dressing with
a non-toxic fungicide that will prevent leath
er from molding. From the line of Dri-Seal
Products, Inc., 708 E. Auer Ave., Milwaukee
12, Wisc.

COMPLETE BARBECUE APRON DE
PARTMENT includes attractive assortment
of barbecue aprons, hats, mitts. Designed to
fit any size barbecue grill. Many exciting
patterns and appealing color combinations.
Outdoorsmen can now add life and color to

NEW NAVY REVOLVERS. Two models of
percussion black·powder revolvers are now
available from the Navy Arms Co., 8 E. Fort
Lee Rd., Bogota, N. J. Manufactured on
modern machinery to specifications of the
antique Colt Navy Six-shooter, Model 1851,
and Confederate "Griswold & Grier" brass
frame Civil War revolvers, these finely-built
arms are better than the originals for shoot
ing. Quality workmanship, fine bluing and
casehardening in mottled colors. Lockwork
all individually hand-fitted for trouble-free
functioning. Take American caps and black
powder. Cast your own .36 caliber bullets in
Navy Arms moulds, or moulds to size from
Lyman or Belding & Mull. At your gun
dealers now, just $89.50. Mould, $9.95. In
the west, Golden State Arms Co. is jobber.
In the east, apply to Navy Arms Co.

cook-outs. Each assortment contains one
dozen free barbacue mitts with retail value
of $1.00 per pair. A product of Parvin Manu
facturing Co., 1]4,9 So. San Pedro Street,
Los Angeles 15, Calif.

BIG GAME TELESCOPE SIGHTS being
offered by The Marlin Firearms Co., New
Haven, Conn. Marlin "Micro-Power" scopes
available in 2!hX and 4X complete with
mount bar and split mounting rings. Indi
vidually packed in smart looking container
that holds detailed instruction folder for
mounting scope and a sighting-in target for

easily and quickly aligning scope to target.
Outstanding features of Micro-Power Scopes
are: adjustment screws with weather-proof
caps; positive click adjustments for wind
age and elevation settings; Sun Shade to
eliminate reflection; cross-hair reticules;
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SPORTSMAN'S BOX picked by sportsmen
for sportsmen. Smithfield brand packed with
plenty of He-Man good eating. Contains
three 8 oz. cans each of James River Genuine
Smithfield Chicken Brunswick Stew, Beef
Stew and Chili Con Carne with Beans; one
10 oz. can James River Pork Barbeque and
one 5 oz. can James River Turkey Barbeque.
An ideal gift for the outdoor man. Sports·
man's Box is $6.75 Ppd. Check or money
orders, no C.O.D.'s. Free folder available
upon request describes entire line. Order
from The Smithfield Ham and Products
Company, Inc., Smithfield 41, Va.

GUN CADDY developed, perfected and mar
keted by Lee-Bert, Inc., of Saginaw, Michi
gan. Simple caddy is constructed of hraided,
flexible Saran plastic. Designed to conven
iently hang the gun while in camp. May also
be used as a sling for carrying gun, leaving
hands free. Attached to gun by simply slip.
ping the attached loop over the end of the
barrel and hooking the extending length
through the trigger ring guard. Saran plastic
stays resilient regardless of temperature and
will not wear or rot. Individually packaged,
this item retails at $1.00. Orders should be
directed to: Lee-Bert Inc., 900 Lapeer St.,
Saginaw, Michigan.

NOMAD CAMPING TRAILER and hoat
combination, small and compact. Should
appeal to hunter or fisherman who camps
out in pursuit of his sport. Nomad is light
enough for towing anywhere and is designed
for any speeds. Unit provides complete ac
commodations for two large men. Optional
shelter attachment provides sleeping quar
ters for as many as five. Made of moulded
fiberglass, the Nomad is constructed in two
parts. The top of the trailer is actually a
two-man fishing boat which can take a 6 hp
outboard. The hottom half converts into a
weathertight shelter sleeping two. The
Nomad trailer is a product of Knight Manu
facturing, Inc., 836 Ashby St., N.W., Atlanta
18, Ga.

VEST POCKET DERRINGERS strictly for
over or under the table. The three pictured
are the Sharps, Remington, and Colt. These
derringers plus 1600 other interesting weap
ons are to be found in the informative 208
page catalog of the Museum of Historical
Arms. All items in the hook are photo-illus
trated, completely described and priced. To
obtain the catalog, send $1.00 to The Muse
um of Historical Arms, Dept. N, 1038 Alton
Road, Miami Beach, Fla.

IGLOO FIESTA ICE CHEST. A conveni
ent item for outdoor living recently intro
duced by Igloo Corp. of Memphis, Tennes
see. Campers, hunters, fishermen will all
find special uses for the ice chest. Measur
ing 18%" x 13%" x 10%", the Fiesta is
roomy enough to hold supplies for entire
family. Light weight of 11% Ibs. makes it
easily portable. Completely insulated, Fiesta
holds cold longer with either crushed, block
or dry ice. Sportable, portable, ice chest
available in blue-green color.

PLASTIC LENSES, new protective agent for
hunting rifle gun scope sights. Unbreakable,
crystal-clear lenses made from Eastman Ko
dak Company's Kodapak Butyrate. Used to
protect sights from dirt, scratches and mois
ture. Covers can be hand-mounted in seconds
on all known American and foreign-made
rifle scopes. Drip ring is detachable so cap
can be carried in pocket when not in place
on scope. Item is called "Storm King." Re
tails at $2.95 a pair by manufacturer, Ander
son Gun Shop, Yakima, Washington.

TASTE RITE OUTDOOR GRILL is a new,
unique and practical device for making out
door cooking taste better. Adaptable to any
unit, grill eliminates fire hazards by elimi·
nating constant fat drippings. Easy to dis
mantle for cleaning. No charred or burned
meats in the outdoors, as secret lies in mod
ern grill. Available in three distinct models.
Manufactured by M & B Sales Company,
Inc., 2615 Love Field Drive, Dallas 35, Texas.

GUMWITH

ULTRA "SHELLDRILL." Now new Rem
ington and Peters Target cases can be re
loaded with superior 11,4 oz. field & 1% oz.
Magnum loads. Process involves lowering
the inside base and reconditioning in one
easy operation. Eliminates the problem of
head separation by "customizing" cases with
the all new "Shelldrill." Hardened tool steel
construction throughout. Model SDI fits any
%" motor shaft. Model SD2 fits %" or
larger drill chucks. Either model $6.95 Ppd.
12 Gauge only. Fully guaranteed. No C.O.D.
orders. Send card for descriptive brochure
on the "Shelldrill" and on line of reloading
accessories, once fired shotshells, shotshell
labels & the famous Ultra Crow Call. From:
Ultra Products, 1941 Wilmette Ave., Wil

mette, Illinois.

CAMP STOVE. Small-size stove weighs 18
oz., will burn for 45 minutes on 11:1 pint tank
of gasoline. Stove measures 5" high, 3%," in
diameter. When closed, tiny stove is just a
little larger than a can of soup. Easily car
ried in camping pack, tackle box, or jacket
pocket. Ideal for one-day hunting, fishing,
camping, hiking excursions. Self·pressurizing
unit requires no pumping. Precision-made
of heavy brass throughout, stove is built to
take rough, hard use. Manufactured by
Rexo-Therm/Sievert Sales,' Inc., 986 Ogden
Ave., Naperville, Ill.

SPORTSMEN'S PADLOCK with hand-dec·
orated ceramic cases. Introduced by the
Towne Hardware Division of The Yale &
Towne Manufacturing Company, Chrysler
Building, New York 17, N. Y. Unusual pad
locks are available in a wide range of de
signs for almost every kind of sport. Have
Yale disc tumbler mechanisms and hardened
steel shackles.

COMPACT COOKING KIT for camps,
boats and trailers is from the Patriot Warc
line of Revere Copper and Brass Inc. The
Kit consists of a 10" skillet, a three quart
covered sauce pan, a one and one·half
quart covered sauce pan and a five quart
mixing bowl. The four utensils have been
made to nest compactly into the one unit.
Occupies less than one cubic foot of space,
for ease in carrying and storage. A 12-page
booklet containing 15 recipes which can
be made with the Kit is also available from
manufacturer, Revere Copper and Brass Inc.,
230 Park Ave., N. Y., 17, N. Y.

"
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SPORTS, INC. 5501 Broadway, Dept. CH-3, Chicago 40, III.

ammumtIOn. Four or five rounds fired out
of a cylinderful would cause the last bullet
or two to jump its crimp and start oozing
out of the cartridge case, due to the con
tinued pounding of the recoil. This occasion
ally was extreme enough to cause the soft
factory bullet to protrude clear out the front
of the chamber, jamming the gun, especially
if the gun had been reloaded and fired sev
eral times, always leaving the round with
the slipping bullet unfired. No help was
found for this with factory loads, but full
length resizing of fired cases, causing the
bullet to be seated extra tight, and a heavy
crimp into the crimping groove provided on
both the Keith and Thompson pills, stopped
this foolishness for good and all.

Last summer was a happy one for me, and
the varmints caught hell from the new .44
Magnums. Hollow point bullets expand won
derfully well on the closer shots, and are
still heavy enough in this caliber to be dead
lyon small game even after- their velocity has
dropped far enought t h a ~ they can't expand.
Rabbits hit in the body with the .44 Magnum
hollow points are turned to jelly, and coyotes
seldom require more than one solid, hit.

Coyote and fox calling is catching on here,
with the most successful hunters working at
night and luring the wild dogs into easy,
spotlighted pistol range. Our wide-open
spaces makes this an exciting sport, and a
safe one, even though those fast slugs are
prone to ricochet. The Smith has an edge on
the factory-sighted Ruger in this type of
shooting; with the light coming from behind
the gunner that red front sight shows up like
the lights of Dallas!

As this is written, Ruger has just an
nounced .357 and .44 Magnums with 10 inch
barrels. These long tubes should make the
maggies a real hunter's gun, with increased
velocity due to more complete burning of the
powder charge and greater sight radius for
more accuracy.

The hot-shot varmint rifle lovers can have
their super-dupers and keep right on shoot
ing 'em in the eye way out yonder; but they'd

better move over. I'm going to take ~
my share with the big sixes! ~

Your order form for
GUNS QUARTERLY

is on page 45

Luger
Mauser
Ortgies
Sauer
Webley

For
Colt Remington Browning
Great West'n Ruger Czech
H & R Savage Dreyse
Hi-Standard S & W Schmeisser
Iver-Johnson Walther Llama

And Many Others

(Continued from page 55)
country boys in the west waited hungrily for
a chance to try the new cannon, reports
dribbled in from back east that it was a
wooly booger. One author who tested it al
lowed he almost sprained his wrist. Another
said the sharp checkering of the grips chewed
meat from his palm. Still another claimed
firing the big .44 imparted the same sensa
tion as knocking a home run with a cracked
bat. We began to wonder if a monster had
been created.

Those terrifying stories of agony-inducing
kick proved somewhat exaggerated. While
admittedly it was not in the .38 class, every
one in these parts who tried the new gun
handled it easily, including my no pound
wife. The West Texas wind was blowing a
gale when I got my first opportunity to
shoot the new howitzer. The heavy S & W
steadied itself enongh in that 40-mile zephyr
to slam three factory slugs on a hat-sized
rock at 65 yards, with the flattest trajectory
I had ever witnessed from a pistol.

When the winds died, the fun began. The
long barrelled .44 Magnum ran the usual
gantlet of tests, from busting old auto
mobile engines to quarter-mile shots at house
size targets. It passed them all.

Both the Smith and Ruger guns were tried
and given clean bills of health. The Smith
and Wesson gave some trouble at first, due
to the heavy recoil of the factory loads. The
cylinder latch pin that is housed in the ex
tractor rod of the big Smith took quite a
beating. Recoil apparently slammed the front
latch back against the end of the steel pin
with such force that it was battered out
against the inside of its housing, tying up the
gun. This was finally cured by shortening
the latch pin slightly, beveling its end, then
casehardening it. A new pin from the factory
would probably have solved the problem
equally well.

The Ruger handled everything put through
it: factory Remington, Peters, and Super X
loads, as well as handloads of 22 grains of
2400 and the 250 grain Keith and Thomp
son bullets, sized .429. One problem that
plagued me as a hunter was in the factory

Write today for 28-page book.
Prices, illustrates grips for all
American makes, plus many for
eign.

S : 0 ~ ~ : ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ $13.50 Ppd.

DEALERS: Now is the Time to Stock
the Custom Craft line.

£oUlb..t Grips
A natural for holster

or target work.

epcecision GaClJed {com
Impoeted Rosewood

Availabl. for all popular
Smith &- Wesson and Colt RevolvGrs

CUSTOM CRAFT CO.
Box 457-Main Pasadena Calif.

Fronzite Grips Are Sold Under Our Guarantee

Non-slip and precision-fitted, FRANZITE GRIPS are

the most durable made! Beautiful colors; smooth,

checkered, staghorn and fancy carved; truly distinc

tive. Long-wearing, unaffected by moisture, per

spiration, most mineral and vegetable oils. Will not

chip or peel. Luster, color are permanent.

Conventional or conversion styles. Also target grips,

with or without thumb rest. Available for all popu

lar guns in: Ivory, Pearl, Onyx, Agate, Walnut,

Black and Staghorn finishes. Low cost, $2.50 to
$8.00-See our complete cataloq!

FREE
CATALOG

For All American, Many Foreign Cuns

Non-Breakable. Guaranteed

YOU FROM DIXIE?
Master gunsmiths. best in the South, offer COMPLETE
gunsmithing for shooters, attractive repair rates for
dealers. Approved by all makers. Stoeger distributor;
Browning, Colt etc. agency. Guns, reloading supplies.
Satisfaction guaranteed. We trade.

BOB HUNTER GUNSHOP, Wall SI. at 7th, (ordele, Go.

Antique Slog· for most popular 591. ~

& db!. actio, REVOLVERS. AT YOUR ~~=~~.
DEALER. Stomp for brochure. ( h ~ l )
"Filz Dura mite

BOX 49702, LOS ANGELES 49, CALIF.

FITS LIKE THE HANDSHAKE
OF A GOOD FRIEND!

.'
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Namee.- _

YES! I want a charter subscril)tion to SHOOTING 'flMES. Enclosed

is $2* {o,' the tiL-st thirteen monthly issues - including- my FREE
first-issue HColleclol"s Edition".

0". 0 Please bill mc.

Also send advertising uetails on: 0 classified 0 display

Dept.. A

UNDREDS
F CLASSIFIED ADS

BUY, SELL OR TRADE
Evidence is quickly mount

ing to indicate that SHOOT
ING TIMES will prove to be
the "Mecca" for gun buyers,.
sellers, traders and collectors'
via classi.fied· advertising.

Already hundreds of classi- .
fied ads are being scheduled
for forthcoming issues. These
ads will represent gun en
thusiasts in every part of the·
country who want to buy,
sell, trade or seek special in
formation, services, hunting
facilities, etc.

Actually, classified adver
tising in SHOOTING TIMES
is a low-cost method of reach
ing tens of thousands of read
ers with a high firearms and;
hunting interest. Classified·
rates are scaled down as low:
as 18 words for one dollar"
with display advertising rates'
as low as a· column-inch for
three dollars.

Classified advertising dead
line for each monthly issue
of SHOOTING TIMES will
be the 25th of the preceding
month. Display advertising
de . will be the 20th of

ng month. Com
a may be

SHOOTING TIMES

P.O. Box 1500, Wa"Memorial Drive

P ~ o r i " •. Illinois

~ ~ l

I
City.zone__ State I

*$3 outside U.S. & posses·sib.ns ~
~ _ . ~ ! ' I ! ! " " ' : ' . ~ ~ ~ . ~ . ~ _ . __ . - . _ - - - - _ . _ ~ - - - - - - - - - " ) .

SHOOTING TIMES Is Newest
Affiliate of Well-Known
Peoria Journal Star

Filling a long-existing need for a monthly gun newspaper
complete in all departments and packed with high reader
interest, SHOOTING TIMES begins with this issue a career
of service to thousands of gun enthusiasts, hobbyists, col
lectors and shooters throughout the United States. News,
columns, articles and advertising tailored to reader needs
and wants is promised by Eclitor David R. Wolfe and Edi
torial Advisor John T. Amber, nationally-known editor of
Gun Digest.

Big Names To Write
Regular Hunting
Features

Covering a wide variety of
subjects - from upland
shooting to Alaska bear hunts
- such top hunting experts
as Clyde Ormond, Bert
Popowski, Francis Sell an
Bob Hagel will contribut
their experiences and kl ,..I
edge to make SHO
TIMES one of the
thentic sources of hu
available to today's

Keeping up with
hunting news and 1

will be no probl
SHOOTING TIMES
for a continuing fea
this new monthly gun
paper will be hunting ar
by the best in the busi

Subscription Gives Reader
Yearly Saving of $1

The price of $2 for a one
year subscription to SHOOT
ING TIMES represents a $1
saving over the newsstand
price of 25¢ per issue. For sub
scribers outside the U.S. and
possessions, additional- circu
lation costs require a one
year subscription price of $3.

A special offer for charter
subscribers will give them
the first "Collector's Edition"
fJ-ee - making a total of 13
issues for the normal 12-issue
price.

Vol. 1. No.1

'. Marketplace

For Anything

In Fireanns,

Equipment

SHOOTING TIMES
CIRCULATION 30,000

ON GUN COLLECTING:
Experts Robert Held and
Graham Burnside reveal lit
tle-known facts on Page 4.

PRECISION RELOADING:
See this fascinating subject
covered by well-known Kent
Bellah on Page 15.

BLACK POWDER NOTE
BOOK: You'll find expert
coverage of muzzle loading by
R. O. Ackerman on Page 6.

TIGHT GROUP TALK: Read
what top shooter C.-awford
Hollidge has to say about tar
get shooting on Page 16.

CARTRIDGE CORNER: Stu
Miller covers this aspect of
gun lore in his fine column
on Page 2.

THE POWDER ROOM: Prov
ing women and guns are a
successful mixture, Ruth
Douglas writes her absorbing
commentary on Page 19.

TECHN ICALLY SPEAK
ING: Dave Moreton gives the
straight scoop on guns and
equipment on Page 21.

E GUNSMITH: Read P. O.
Ackley's informative com
inents on Page 10.

Each issue of SHOOTING
TIMES will bring readers
collection of top-fliO'
umns by some
leading ey "

guP'"

The mail circulation of
SHOOTING TIMES will
reach over 30,000 gun enthu
siasts throughout the U.S.,
with many hundreds of addi
tional readers buying the
newspaper from newsstands
in over 200 cities.

As a special circulation
bonus for the first "Collector's
Edition," a distribution of
SHOOTING TIMES will be
made to 97,000 homes in Cen
tral Illinois.

DON'T MISS THESE
GREAT ARTICLES IN
THIS ISSUE!
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ANDEROL

GUN OIL

Yes, send me the next issue of SHOTGUN
NEWS FREE and start my subscription for one
year. $2 enclosed-to be refunded if Jim not
completely satisfied.

MARCH 1960

Dealer
InQuiries
Invited

Ask for folder!

GUNS

l\·lanufactur~d and fin
ishC'd according- to
the famous H A M ~ ' I E R L I
tnHJition! The accurate,
p l · e ( · i ~ i o n - m:'Hle and well· balnnced
INDOOR TRAINT::-JG PISTOL With
C'lick-nrl-iustnblc rcar-sig"hl and check
('red thumb-rest g-rips. MODEL "R"
for round lead balls $43.00; MODEL
• 'RD" for "otmd balls and waisted
pellets only $49.00! For details see
"Dope Bng" (pa::res 56 & 57) March
1059 RIFLEMAN.

H
-- ~. HEINRICH F. GRIEDER

P. O. Box 487,ilmmer Knoxville, Illinois

will show himself again.
Plentiful, but seldom seen, our very de

structive pocket gopher spends most of his
life under ground. Boys usually trap them,
earning the county-paid bounty, plus what
ever the landowner will gladly pay. How
ever, where many pocket gophers are active
(evidenced by fresh mounds of dirt), a quiet
young shooter can pick them off as they come
up to unload the loose dirt carried in their
cheek pockets. The shooter must be ready
for action the minute a gopher sticks his
head out of the mound, and a carefully
placed hollow point bullet will end his tun
neling career. His head is about all he ever
shows, so the boy has to be alert, ready to
fire. Bagging one with a .22 is much more
of an achievement for a boy than trapping
a half dozen of these pocketed dirt haulers.

After shooting gophers for a while, your
boy will be anxious to try' for larger game
with his .22 rifle. It is going to be pretty
hard for you to discourage him, especially if
he knows there are larger varmints around.
Most common are woodchucks, prairie dogs,
and faxes, red and grey. Trying to bag these
with his .22 rim fire rifle is tough; the young
hunter is going to have to scheme, plan, and
work to shoot one. In doing this he will
learn valuable lessons in woodcraft and
stalking. Let the boy try, for he stands a
good chance of being able to stalk within
25 or 50 yards of a wily woodchuck, probably
a lot better chance than an adult shooter
could do, and then kill it with a well placed
head shot. Never under-estimate a young
shooter; he has natural hunting instincts
and stalking abilities that we adults have
long lost. So, if there are any chucks m'ound,
you can bet someday your boy will bag one
with his little .22 rifle.

The prairie dog is a different matter. The
young hunter-shooter, after making a 'kill,
may want to drag the critter home to show
his pals and folks. But in shooting them at
.22 range, there will be little or no cover
for stalking close. Then there is the "crowd"
to contend with: a lone dog would be easier
to stalk within close range if there weren't
so many of his friends on the lookout. The
dog will be on a mound, with only part of
his head showing over the rim. Even with
a well placed head shot, the prairie pup
will fall into his hole out of reach. Position
your boy where he can shoot them when they
are away from their den, taking head shots
only.

Faxes are found everywhere. For a boy to
bag an adult fox with a .22 RF in the sum

(Continued on page 62)

NEW HAMMERLI.177 MATCH* GAS-POWERED PISTOL *

SUMMER SHOOTING FOR YOUR BOY-AND YOU
(Continued from page 33)

THE .=======!:
I b °1 t u.s. Pat.-Canadian pending I
n- UI Complete job as shown for

Most guns $25 I

Streamline MUZZLE BRAKE:
The one and Qnly STREAMLINE Anti·recoir Gun

Barrel. The muzzle brake that is precision machined I
into your rifle barrel. avoiding unsightly hang-oRs. I
Controlled escape for highest kinetic braking, minimum I
blast effer:t and jump elimination. All but prevents

jet thrust (secondary recoil). Guaranteed Workman- I
ship. FOLDER. Dealer discounts. I
PENDLETON GUNSHOP ~~,;'di:,~o~,ou~~e:~~· I

Licensed fitter for Canadian ct.:stamcl's

2379 B ~ ~ ~ l ' l s t ~ I N G W A L L , c u s t a m v ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ h 9 , B. C. I

--------------------------~

it is a pest, not protected, and bounties are
often paid on them.

The common blackbird also may be a pest
in one state, a song bird in another. Also, be
sure to ask permission from the land owner
or tenant for you and your son to shoot; then
impress upon your son the fact it will be his
conduct while on this land that holds the key
permitting shooting in the future. A modest,
polite boy who is willing to ask permission,
who is a careful gun handler, and.considerate
of other people's property, is not likely to be
denied his request, especially if his shooting
may be useful. For example, shooting rats.

The number one pest is the common rat.
They are filthy creatures, most 'often found
in filthy surroundings such as garbage
dumps, stock barns or manure-laden build
ings, and farmers will welcome their re
moval. If you can find rats in a grainery or
vacant feed lot where shooting is safe, then
buy your boy a box of .22 Short hollow points
and bang away.

A green carpet of grass under the bl ue
sky, shooting in the fresh country air, is
much more fun than in some farmer's grain
ery chasing rats. In the late spring, after the
ground has fully thawed, and on until late
summer, ground squirrels 03-stripe gophers)
are the ideal target for the young shooter
with a .22. They are found in pastures, espe
cially near grain fields. The best time for
hunting gophers is when they first appear,
when the new grass is short, on a warm,
sunny afternoon. Late in summer after the
pastures have grown, they are difficult to
find and have become wary. However in the
dry years, or in pastures that are grazed
close, ground squirrels can be hunted all
summer. They are a small target and can be
approached easily to within about 35 yards.

If the gophers run into a hole the boy
can sit quietly close by, within 50 feet, and
wait for them to poke their heads out. Your
boy will get a big kick out of shooting
ground squirrels and do not be surprised,
Dad, if he asks for a telescope sight to be
put on his rifle for his next birthday. With
a cheap low-power scope on his rifle he will
be able to about double his hitting range.

We also hunt another local ground squir
rel we call the "grey digger," close kin to the
abundant western gopher. They are less
numerous here and are very retiring, more
difficult to find and shoot. The young rifleman
can really boast about shooting one of these
industrious diggers; he has earned the right.
When a grey digger is spotted, station your
boy close by. He may wait 10 or 20 minutes
with his rifle "ready," but the little rascal

.Q-------------------------j

5000

WANTED
NAZI ENGRAVED

and DRESS DAGGERS

Will Pay Up To $100.00

M. B. HAZELRIGS
349 Edgewood Ave., S.E., Atlanta 12, Ga.

Now in Handy
3 oz. Spray Can

For perfect firing from
-50· F. to 300· F.

AT YOUR GUN S T O R ~

OR SEND $1.25 FOR POST
PAID CAN

LEHIGH CHEMICAL CO., Dept. G-3
Chestertown. Maryland

Free trial offer!

Money Back Guarantee.

As a special introductory offer, we'll send

you the next issue of SHOTGUN NEWS free

of charge with your one year subscription.

That means you get 25 big issues. What's

more, if you're not completely satisfied, just

tell us. We'll immediately refund your

maney in full and you ran keep the issues

you already have. Fair enough? You bet!

Fill in the coupon below and mail it today!

FIREARMS
BARGAINS
Are you a gun trader? Gun collector? Or are

you just plain interested in guns? If you are,

you'll profit from reading the bargoin-filled

columns of SHOTGUN NEWS, now pub

lished twice each month. It's the leading

publication for the sale, purchase and trade

of firearms and accessories of all types.

SHOTGUN NEWS has aided thousands of

gun enthusiasts locate firearms, both mod

ern and antique - rifles, shotguns, pistols,

revolvers, scopes, mounts .•. all at m o ~ e y 

saving prices. The money you save on the

purchase of anyone of the more than 5,000

listings twice a month more than pays your

subscription cost. You can't afford to be

without this unique publication.

1--------------
I THE SHOTGUN NEWS G-3

I Columbus, Nebraska

I
I
I
II Name __ --- .. --- ..

I Address .

I
I City & State IL -l
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$4.50

u. S. CARBINE

MAGAZINES

STEVENS-SAVAGE .22 CALIBER MAGA

ZINES. New. Fits all Stevens and Savage
models after 1923. Spec $1.00 ea., 2 for

$1.75, 3 for $2.25.

P.38 $5.50

~ ~ ~ ? ; n ~ e l · ~ ~ ~ = = : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ijg
Ortgies .25 or .32 5.75
Mauser 1910/34-25 or 32 5.75
Thompson 20 shot 3.00

t 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ; ~ a ; £ 1 . ~ ~ ~ t _:::::::::::::: tii
Lewis Drums, 7.62 or .303 6.50
Thompson Drums, 50 rd., new 4.95
B.A.R. 20 shot 30.06 2.75
Johnson L.M.G. 2.95
Italian Carcano 2 for 1.00
Mauser '88 1.00
Dutch Hembrug 1.00
Steyr Straight Pull 1.00
K-43 (0-43) Smm 9.95

(Many others; write wants)

.22 caliber magazines, 5 shot. New.
Only $1.00 ea., 2 for $1.75, 3 for
$2.25.

REMINGTON 500 SERIES

FREE Water (& dirt &

tobacco) proof rubber cap
given w/ea. magazine.

HIGH EXPLOSIVE
ANTI-TANK SHELL

(Cutaway). Complete with base
fuse (dummy). $4.95 plus 60c post
age.

LYMAN S7A REAR
SIGHTS-
SAVE ALMOST 50o/o-NEW

NOW - SPECIAL PRICE!
SPRINGFIELD 3 BLADE screw- ~ ' "
drivers as issued. . ~
New $1.00 ppd.

GARAND RIFLE CONVERSION KIT
reduces to 5 shots, only way to
make Garand fully legal for
hunting in most states, (easily
installed &. removed). Set, com
plete with special follower &
2 five shot clips, $3.95. Extra
5 shot clips, 95¢ ea. Standard
8 shot clips. $2.00 per dozen.

(i)(i)&HOODED FRONT SIGHT

~(il i?kiia & RAMP
Standard dovetail, complete with 3 inserts. ready to
i n ~ t a l l . Only $1.00

Quickly installed
sight set. Stream
lined front ramp
With sight. Rear
sight with bo th
windage & elevation

~ ~ ; : ; e d i n ' b y B O ~ ~ m ~ ~ ; As found on Colt

tightening Allen set Sporting Rifles
screw. Front .560
i.d., ~ e a r .775 i.d.
Plenty of wall thickness tor reaming to all popu.
lar sizes. Blued, ready to install. ONLY $2.95
for complete set!

• 5 shot capacity-required by law for hunting, fits
flush with guard-streamlines appearance. Solid
machined bottom-not l<raw" appearing oversized
fold overs that some are selling $'2.45

• 15 shot, in original wrap, only $1.00 ea. or 2 for $1.75
• 30 shot, "banana" clips only $4.95 or 2 for $7.95!

MAGAZINES

~
LYMAN ,17A GLOBE FRONT SIGHTS. Save
$1.26 ea. during t.his special offer. Complete
with box of inserts. Only $2.25 ppd. (Deal.

el's: $20.00 per doz.)

one folding with windage ad

just., other regular. BoLil . $1.00

STANDARD DOVETAIL

OPEN REAR SIGHTS

I
•

•

SPRING FI ELD

1903

SHOTGUN BEADS

DO GET LOST

& BROKEN
Here's a packet of to large
bead (standard 4/40 thread)
sights for usual price of Just
one. ONLY $1.00 per Packet4/40 SO¢.

CARBINE REAR SIGHTS

LARGE IVORY BEAD
SHOTGUN FRONT SIGHTS

IMPROVE HITS. SPECIAl!
4 BEADS FOR $1.00

"FORMULA 44·40" NOW USED IN EVERY
U.S. GUN' PLANT AND MANY ABROAD.
NEW HIQH-SPEED FORMULA 2'ives even
better results • • • take!! seconds to apply
••• ~ e a u t i f i e s . protects. Used cold. nothing
complicated. Deep blue permanent finish.
A c t u a ~ I Y penetrates the steel. Used by gun
factories and gunsmiths everywhere. GlUtr
anteed to be the he;;:.t cold blue you ever
used-or your money back.
3 QUN SIZE $2.00 PPd.

1 pint 1 ~ ~ _ U _ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ L __G _ ~ ~ ~ ' : : " ~ ~ ~ _ ~ ~ ~ ~ 5 0 ppd.

1.N5TANTGVN BLUE

Standard dovetail-interchangeable inserts included.
For Hi-power or small bores. From discontinued
Target rifle of largest U. S. maker. At a 700/0
discount! $1.49 ea. $12.00 per dozen

SCHUETZEN OPEN REAR SIGHT

SAVE $8.25 in lots of 75

b r o ~ ~ : ~ ~ ~ ~ h e s - ~
for serious cleaning. The extra size makes clean
ing hares fast & easy. For all standard rods.
Long Lasting. 25 brushes $1.75; 75 brushes $3.00.

NOT $5.00 t;:\ • (;;\
ONLY $7.49 W W
HOODED TARGET FRONT SIGHTS

adjustable for windalte &I

elevation, fits all U. S. Car·

bines. slides into receiver

dovetail - 2 minutes to in.
stall. as issued, $1.85 ppd.

SPRINQFIELD A3 SIGHTS. Similar to above, for
1903A3 only new. issued $1.85 ppd.

New 30/30 barrels.

SAVAGE MODEL 40 r;:L 1~'9~95W~!~" tA'8~
pOstage.

Complete with catch. pin & spring, steel, not alum!..
num, specify blue or parkerized__$6.20 complete.
(Guard alone, $3.95, F. Plate alone, $2.25, milled
follower, $1.00. spring 50¢)

ADJUSTABLE TARGET ~
PLATE AND SWIVELS T 000000)

For 11/4" sling. With mounting screws. ~
Complete $1.50 ~

SMALL CARBINE

ru. s. ENFIELD & P-t4 STOCKS
-Brand new. 1Iiade in \Vorld \Var 1 of fine
walnut; stripped of metal, only $2.95 ppd.
(lVrite wants for other Enfield parts.) Set of
halldguards, $1.75 extra.

1917 • ._ _ f

'"

I
It +;--;NEW .45

BARRELS

SAVAGE MODEL 99 BARRELS
db

auto, 1911 & Al $6.95

.45 AUTO MAGAZINES

FREE CASE! !

made 1954 of new steel specs.•
superior to any made pre·
ViOllSly. New. in orig. wrap·
plnJ!S. $1.95 ea.-2 for $3.50.
NOTE: When 2 are ordered.
new web carrying case in
cluded FREE.

JOHNSON RIFLE BARRELS

... • Q

Complete with Teceiversj all brand new. The 19 NRA
models are .22 long' n8e; the Model 23 barrels in
either 25/20 or 32/20, suitable as fine bbl. blanks or
for replacement of barrel & receiver on guns. State
model & caliber. While few lasL $9.60 ea,
Plus 65¢ post.

EXTRA HEAVY 22 CAL. BARREL BLANKS

(.'
Full 11/8" diametC'I', straight, rifled blank-6
groove for super accuracy. 27" long-large diameter
makes adaptabie for most rim or center fire actions.
1 turn in 14" only $6.95 plus 45t post.

(Chambering for .22 L.R. only, add $1.00)

.44 CALIBER BARREL BLANKS

SAVAGE 19 N.R.A. &
23 BARRELS

Brand new, fast pointing 20" carbine lengths, com
plete With front hig'ht ramp. High pressure steel. In
.303 Savage only. No mOl'e will evel' be available.
$9.60 ea. plus SOt post. (Special: .410 interchange
able banrel, as sold years ago; new, will require for
end fitting, only $9.60 ea. plus 50t post.).

NEW REMINGTON MATCHMASTER BARRELS. for use
as bavrel blanks or on Remington guns in the 500 series,
26" long, 13/16" diameter, all polished and blued,
chambered for .22 1. r., 6 groove rifling. Each barrel
trued, tested and serial numbered by Remington. The
pride of Remi.ngton's barrel makers. Even if you do not
NOW have a gun for Il"ebarreling. you will in the. future
-may we s u ~ e s t you pick up 1 or 2 of these at this
exceptional price before they are gone? High strength
steel, suitable for center fire calibers, fine for target
pistol barrels. Originally made for the 513 Target
riftes Special $4.95 plus 50¢ post.
(Ramp & iiront sight for above $1.25)

ANOTHER NUMRICH SUPER SPECIAL

HEAVY-LONG SUPER TARGET

.22 BARRELS

~ SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF THOMPSON
~ . SUBMACHINE GUNS & ACCESSORIES

We have some 20,000,000 gun parts in over 271°00
sq. ft. of storage space-modern, obsolete. forelgn_
advise wants for free quotation.

EXTRA HEAVY TARGET
•22 BARRELS (Steven's 4168); full 26" long. Note
l a ~ dia. of .925 rear, .805 muzzle. Blued. trued ~ n d
chambered. Only $4.95 plus 60t post. (Special:
$38.00 per doz., f.o.b.).

38 SPECIAL-.357 MAGNUM-9 MM
LUGER BARREL BLANKS

Beautiful 6 groove•. 357 groove dia., 1 turn in
16", full 26" long, .940 a.d. Used for converting
old 92 Winchesters into .357 magnum rifles
(or .38 special), custom barrels for Colt, S&W.
Lugers, etc. $7.75 ea., plus 50c pp., or 12"
lenghts $4.75 plus 25c pp.

SATISFACTION ALWAYS GUARANTEED

These shotgun barrels should cause one at these prices!
ABOUT 820/0 DISCOUNT_bUY an extra, ideal for slug &
brush work, 20" cyl. bore, all 12 ga.. new, blued,Winchester Mdl. 12 $4.95

(!'
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his hideout, and they are always cawing be
cause they are always hungry. Don't be sur
prised, though, if your boy comes home with
a live young crow: "He'll make a dandy pet
and I can use him for a live decoy later on,"
will be his explanation.

A little stream or creek is a big attraction
and, if the creek meanders through a woods,
this is surely heaven to a boy. The creek or
pond will provide good shooting: big snap
ping turtles and the large water snakes, both
of which eat fish and birds. This shooting
calls for more precise aiming than is general
ly supposed, especially at turtles. Even
though large snappers may weigh 25 pounds
and be a foot wide, the shot must center
his head for a certain kill. In late spring,
turtles migrate on dry land, searching for
new territory, and they are easily spotted
and shot. At other times, they remain in or
near the water; then, careful stalking is re
quired because the least movement will send
them deep into the water for cover. How·
ever, they must come tip for air, often near
some debris or snag. When they do surface,
shooting at the nose sticking out is not going
to kill them. The entire head must be ex
posed, permitting a brain shot. Waiting until
the turtle decides to surface that much more
may take much patience. It is best, or at
least easiest, to stalk them while sunning.
Then, more care can be taken in aiming and
trigger squeeze, and there is less danger of
a ricochet. The center head shot also applies
in shooting snakes.

These are just a few examples of what a
boy many hunt during summer with his .22
rifle. You, Dad, may recall shooting these
same pests in your youth. You should pass
on these experiences. You might even be
able to take your boy to the very same areas
you once hunted, and do some re-living.

All youngsters who love guns do not neces
sarily become good hunters, though they may
make good target shooters. But a young
hunter is, and should be, more interested in
the hunt. I like to teach that the gun is sec
ondary to the hunt; the 'aim of a good
sportsman is to' kill cleanly with one shot,
and all of his efforts should be to that end.
I discourage my son from taking along a
lot of extra cartridges when hunting, urge
him to use his rifle as a single shot. His first
.22 was a repeater, but he used it as a single
shot for several years. If the youngster is a
hunter, he will soon learn to offset the limita
tions of his .22 rifle by careful planning and
stalking.

Whether to permit your 'son to hunt alone
or with a companion his own age, must be
decided early. At first, when father and son
go out together, no question arises. Later on,
he will want to go when you can't-then
what? If he is to go out alone, only you can
judge. His age, experience, and trustworthi
ness should be ·considered. I'd much prefer
to see two boys who are pals go hunting to
gether, especially if his pal is also a safe
gun handler. With a companion, hunting
experiences are more exciting when shared.
There always seems to be more fun hunting,
even if unsuccessful, when a pal is along.'

But always remember, three is a crowd,
and even if the third one is you or the fath
er of the other boy, remember this: Dad,
please leave your rifle at home. Summer
hunting can be fun, but it is a shared en·
joyment, not one in which you com- ~
pete with your son. ~

The best Q.D. Swivel you'll
ever own! Strong I-piece
machined from solid Alcoa
75-T6. Natural color, satin
finish. I" size only.

mer time is quite a feat. It is done most
often during a surprise encounter and at
the first such meeting the fox will be the
less surprised of the two! Unlike woodchucks
and prairie dogs, who depend on their dens
for protection, the fox uses his swift legs and
gets out of there, fast. Hunting them in
summer is difficult.

A keen-eyed boy will probably find a fox
den during Mayor June in uncultivated land,
and collect some bounty money by picking
off a few of the young with his .22 rifle as
they play around the den site. His chance of
shooting the vixen is practically zero; she
will be off some distance, watching. If the
young hunter was successful in gelling a
young fox, and leaves, the mother fox will
scurry with the remaining kits off to another
den. The boy will then have to find them
again, but it is certain that there will be
plenty of seed stock left to make winter
tracking and hunting a sure thing. If the
farmer found the faxes, especially in culti
vated land, he might destroy the entire den.

Turning from the ground to the air, small
feathered pests also made fine targets for a
boy's .22 rifle. But he must be able to tell
harmful and undesirable species from the
useful feathered friends. The English spar
row, the European starling, and the crow 'are
universal pests. The great horned owl and
the Cooper's hawk are predators, unprotected
In most states. Magpies, jays, and common
blackbirds, and some other species, may be
classed by different states; mayor may not
be protected, so their status must be known
before they can be shot. Leave all hawks
alone, because they are very hard to identify,
and nearly all of them are useful birds.

Crows are the ideal hard-to-get varmint
for the outdoor boy and his .22 rifle. There
is nothing that a boy likes to do better than
go out into the woods and quietly snoop
around. The "caw" of a 'crow will instantly
put him on guard, and guide him to the
sound. Leave it up to the boy; he'll try
mighty hard to get the sights of his rifle on
that black devil, and if anyone can, he will.
While the crow is perched high on a tree top
talking to his friends, his light-footed enemy
underneath the foliage is looking for an open
spot to send a .22 bullet through. At short
range, a quiet low speed .22 short will do.

It is considered "cricket" to sboot crows
when and where found, and I'm not agin'
telling a boy to shoot them off their nest.
Crows are everywhere trapped, poisoned,
blasted with dynamite; yet their numbers
increase.

The most sport can be had when the young
are old enough to fly about from tree to tree.
A young crow's rasping "caw" will reveal

17.95
14.95
11.95
17.95

15.95
14.95
19.50
23.95

19.50
20.25
20.70
17.65
27.00

11.70
7.75

6.90
7.20

22.50

10.75
13.75
8.95

25.25
22.95

Your
Price
$33.75
40.50
54.00

23.95
28.75
36.95
30.95
37.95

Retail
REDFIELD Bear Cub 2 ~ X ' h m ' h h " ' h h ..$49.50
REDFIELD Bear Cub 4X ..hhhhh.hh....m 59.50
REDFIELD Bear Cub 6X m 79.50

WEAVER GOB Series K 2.5 or K3m 37.50
WEAVER 60B Series K 4 mho. 45.00
WEAVER 60B Series K V mmu .. .. 57.50
WEAVER 60B Series K 6 hh mm.mh. 48.50
WEAVER 60B Series K 8 or K 10....... 59.50

FAMOUS BRANDS REELS
SOUTH BEND New 303 Futura 30.00
SOUTH BEND New 202 Futuran 25.00
SOUTH BEND New 101 Futuranm.h 20.00
SOUTH BEND New 110 Norseman. 29.95

SHAKESPEARE New 1798 n 26.50
SHA K ESP EAR E 1797 0..0.0..0..0.0.0..0..0. 24.95
SHAKESPEARE New 2065 w/line un 32.50
SHAKESPEARE New 2080 Sea 'Vander 39.95

GARCIA MITCH ELL 300 0.0..0..0.0.0.0.0. ...... 32.50
GARCIA MITCHELL 350 m.hh...mmmhh 33.75
New MITCHELL 308 ultra light...mmmh 34.50
New ABU-MATIC 70 .0.0.0.0.,0.. 0. 29.95
AMBASSADEUR 5000. 0. 45.00

ZEBCO 33 er 44 ... 0. m.m.hhh.hhhh.h .. 19.50
ZEBCO 66 mh......h.h....h m 12.95

PFLUEGER 1494 Medalist ..mmhmhhh.11.50
P FLU EG E R 1495 Medalist 0.,,0..0. '0.0.0.0.' 12.00
PFLUEGER 1573 Supreme 0.0. 0.0..0..0. 37.50

DENISON-JOHNSON Century 100A ..0. 17.95
DENISON-JOHNSON Citation 1l0A 0.0. 22.95
DENISON-JOHNSON CentennIal 1"20A 14.95

A LC ED0 MICRON mmhhhhh.h.h. mmhhh 41. 50
ALCEDO 2 CS h'" m.hhh.hh.hhh".h".h.h 0.0.38.50

SCOPES

u. S. SNIPER SCOPES

• II ..

Never be
fore has an
achromatic tel e 
scope sold for any·
where near thts amazing
low price! You get clearer
sharper pictures at all powers
because of the super compound
Achro Lens. No color, no fuzz. Vari
able eyepiece adjustable in 22. 45, or 60
power. Lower powers excellent for target
shooting and wide angle viewing. Higher powers
for long range and Astronomy. Guaranteed to spot
.22 holes tn the black at 200 yds. Guaranteed to bring
distant objects. people, planets, etc. 60 times closer. IS
bakelite sections. trimmed tn gleaming brass-5 precision
lenses. A precision American made instrument, uncon
ditionally guaranteed. Carrying case Included. Send only
$6.98. Cash. check or money order. We pay posta2'e ..
Criterion Co., 313 Church St., Hartford Conn., Dept. TSA-SO

3S16 WHITE PLAINS ROAD (Dept. G.260)

NEW YORK 67, N. Y.-Phone TUlip 1·1900

PARKER Distributors

Thousands of nationally advertised Hunting & Fishing
items to choose from at Lowest Prices.

Send for Credit Application-No Obligation

TO ALL INTERNATIONAL
CHARGE CARD HOLDERS.

Send in your account number if: authorized siunature fOT

immediate delivery on aU purchases of $50.00 or more.

Add 50c postage on all items, 20% deposit on all
COD's. Prices subject to change without notice.

*On Purchase of $50 or more.

FREE! GIANT CATALOG

SIGHTS, SCOPES, MOUNTS
(See also Cover 3, page 14)

SHOOTERS-COLLECTORS here's a lop Quality orlg.
G.!. SNIPER SCOPE for sptg. or military rifie. 2'hX
coated optics, 5%11' eye relief post & cross~hairs, hydrogen
filled, >iI" tube $18.50 ppd.

SANTA ANA CUNROOM
P. O. Box 1777 Santa Ana, Calif.
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Don"t Miss

GUNS QUARTERLY

~ f I

LEATHER SHIRT

Most comfortable and practi.
cal outdoor shirt you can'own.
Hand-tailored of soft, supple
and durable natural tan West·
ern Buckskin. Authentic fron.
tier styling. Wind -resistant,
mosquito-proof. Won't irritate
the skin. Wear in or out of
trousers. Satisfaction guaran
teed or your money back. Will
outwear 5 wool shirts. Exclu·
sive t a n n i n ~ process makes this
shirt completely washable.

$37.50 ppd.

Give men's or
women' s"reg-ular

suit size and
sleeve length.

Order today,.

Winchester New Gun Oil
Winchester now offers a new gun oil that

comes in handy spray cans, making it easy
to simply deliver the excellent oil into hard·
to-get gun actions and parts. Attractively
packaged in yellow and red cans, it is an
excellent and handy oil for either . ~
or gunsmith. ~

• Salt Lake City, Nev. A young man tried to
buy ammunition to go rabbit hunting; was
refused. Check of city ordinances uncovered
a relic law prohibiting the sale of guns or
ammunition within city limits to anyone
without a permit. The City Commission asked
for a study of the situation and suggestions
for revision of the ordinance.

spread that I simply went to hunting with
them without all the bother of counting pat
terns and figuring percentages. Probably not
all guns will throw this Federal load the
same way, but anyone using a 16 who wants
the finest maximum long range load should
certainly try them.

This is a heavy load, the equivalent of
3% drams bulk smokeless in a progressive
powder load. They are loaded with a top
wad, and usually a top wad load will pat
tern two to three per cent less than a folded
crimp load, but these Federal Magnum loads
are plenty good in myoId 16. Sixteen gauge
shells are less bulky and slightly lighter
than 12 bore shells, and comparable guns
are also usually about a pound lighter. At
the end of a long day, this can mean getting
on your bird quicker, which more than makes
up, in my opinion, for any possible handi
cap due to bigger bore.

ELMER KEITH SAYS
(Continued from page 9)

bulk smokeless}, with excellent results in
my 16 gauge Ithaca, and I wanted a similar
factory load. Mr. Peterson and Gail Evans
of Remington were also in favor of such a
load. They did bring out the heavy six-gun
load in the new .44 Magnum, but in the
16 bore shotshell load they loaded No. 4
and No. 2 shot. Both are wonderful loads,
but I wanted No. 6 shot in the 16 bore
Magnum. The No.4 shot are a bit small for
geese and No. 2 are large for a 16 bore
even in 114 ounce loads. A No. 3 shot size
would have been better for a goose load
in the 16 bor 114 ounce magnum load.

I then asked Federal Cartridge Co. about
a 16 bore magnum load with 114 ounces
of No. 6 shot, and they loaded me a case.
This has been my upland 16 bore load ever
since, and has proven the finest load I have
e,er used on pheasants, Huns, Chukars, and
jumped mallards from my 30" full choke
16 bore No.5 Ithaca. The gun patterns very
high with this load, and the bulk of it is
in a 30" circle at 40 yards. It kills regularly
out to 60 yards on big birds like pheasants
and mallards.

I never feel handicapped in the least when
hunting with men who use 12 bore guns and
114" ounce loads, as this old 16 bore Ithaca
will usually put more shot in a 30" circle
at 40 yards than the average 12 bore. It is
an exceptional shooting gun and has run
ten straight with each ·barrel for 90 per cent
with No. 6 shot from Remington 1% ounce
loads, I never took the time to pattern and
count the Federal magnum loads. The pat
terns are very dense and show such an even

".

V2ol1
RED BOOK OF
USED GUN VALUES

Positively The Last Time
This Money-Saving Offer.
The response has been so tremendous .•.
the demand so overwhelming that we are offering
once again, but for the last time, a chance for you
to obtain the RED BOOK OF USED GUN
VALUES ... now at one-half the original price.
You won't want to be without this valuable reference
work. It's the price handbook for shooters
and dealers everywhere.

But the supply is limited. We urge you
to act immediately and avoid disappointment later.
Fill in the coupon below, enclose your remittance
and mail it right away!

Formerly
$2

GUNS MAGAZINE
8150 North Central Park Boulevard
Skokie, Illinois, Dept. G-3

Rush my copy of this important RED BOOK
OF USED GUN VALUES. Enclosed is my $1
payment in full.

NAME .

ADDRESS .

CITY & STATE .

look at the valuable information it contains:
• How to get the most for your money when

you trade-in your firearms.
• How to be an expert bargain hunter in the

gun market.
• What to look for in used firearms.
• Lists the up-to-date value of over 1,500

famous make guns.
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,, THE GUN MARKET
Classified ads 20c per word per insertion including name and address. Pay
able in advance. Minimum ad 10 words. Closing date May, 1960, issue (on

sale April I) is February 16. Print ad carefully and mail to GUNS Magazine,
8150 North Central Park Blvd., Skokie, Illinois.

POCKET CLEANER

EVERY GUN BOOK IN PRINT

"The Baker's Dozen Plan"

Send 50c for year 'round mailings

including out-of-print listings.

Scrubs pockets quickly, clean &
bright. For use in any motor or
hand-driven chuck. Or can be
manually operated. Fine steel
wire brush, with metal sleeve.
Only $1,00 ppd. Specify whether
for large or small primers,

KUHARSKY BROS.
2425 W. 12th st., Erie, Penna,

PRIMERI
onlySlO:pd.
Pa. Res. Add '
40/0 Sales Tax

DEALERS &
JOBBERS

INQUIRIES
INVITED

THE ORIGINAL PLASTIC STOCK INLAYS

~
al'e my business and I make
the finest. Brilliant colors.
beautiful designs, hand cut
by pL'C'cision machinel'Y. Send
for latest list.

C. D. CAHOON • DEPT. 2, BOXFORD, MASS.

BLOCKSTOCKING, REBRO'VN & neblue Hepair all
Make Shotguns & Rifles Frank Leli'cver & Sons, Inc.
Custom Gunsmiths, Frankfort. New York.

G E N ] ~ U A L GUNS1\HTHING. Repairing, rebluing, con
version work. parts made. Inquiries imited. Bald Roclt
Gun Shop, Berry Creelt, Calif.

SHOOTERS: IF you are interested in learning Gunsmith
ing and are wilUng to spend a few hours in your home
shop for a handsome. accurate .22 target pIstol, send 4
cent stamp for complete information. P. O. Box 362,
'I'orre Haute. Indiana.

GUN SCREWS. 6/48 or 8/40 assorted lengths 50c per
dozen. Professional 2 flute Taps $1.20 Special hard steel
drills 45c. All postpaid. Send for Catalog HGC on all
Buehler mounts (including 1'\ew :Micro-Dial). Low Safetys
etc. Maynard Buchler Inc.• Orinda, Calif.

LEARN GU::\TSlIHTHING. America's oldest. most complete,
2-yr. course. }i;arn AAS Degree. Recommended by leading
Firearms Companies. Modern E(]lIipment. Competent In
structors. VA approval. Trinidad State Jr. College, Dept.
G-S, Trinidad, Colorado.

FREE "Do-It-YouTself" Leathercraft Catalog. Tandy
Leather Company. Box 791-YS3, Fort 'Vorth. Texas.

LEATHER CRAFT

WANTED

3 INDIAN 'VAR arrowheads. Flint Scalping Knife. Flint
Thunderbird $4.00. Catalog lOco Satisfaction Guaranteed,
Arrowhead. Glenwood. Arkansas.

INDIAN RELICS

ANTIQUE FIREARMS large lIlustrated catalog 15-$1.00.
Jackson Arms 6209 Hillcrest Ave.. Dallas 5, Texas.

BINOCULARS & SCOPES

COLLECTORS

FABULOUS 40 Page Fully I l l u s t r a t e ~ . Catal.og Every
Month. Hundreds antique R"uns, swords, n l l l l ~ a r y 1tem3. All
different each issue every month. Or,der WIth c?n~dcnce.
America's Finest Antique Arms ServIce. SUhSCrIPtIOn for
twelve catalogs just $1.00 Norm FlaYderman (G:\'I), West
Putnam Avenue, Greenwich Conn.

LARGE ILLUSTHATED Catalog-Antique and modern
guns, swords, war reHcs. armor, military g e ~ r . J < ; ~ c e l l e n t
reference book-$1.00. Brick House Shop, New 1 altz 4,
N. Y. -

GERUAN SS UNIFORM and rank data sheet, illustrated.
10x15 inches. Suitable for framing. $1.00. Faust Military
Ordnance. Box S022. Sacramento 18. CalifoTnia.

COLLECTOR DISPOSING of mliltary, muzzle loading.
and related items. List 10c. McConnon, Box 54. R.R.#2.
Endicott. N. Y.

BOOKS

SHOOTElt'S BIBJ...E, 1960. over 500 pages. ~ m m e . d i a t e
shipment. Illustrated Modern Guns and Accessones, :1:2.00.
Gun Digest $2.95 Postpaid. Public Sport Shops, 11 S.
l6th Street, Philadelphia 2. Pa.

MISCELLANEOUS

CROSSBO\VS! HUNTING Bows! FaetorY-Direct-Prices!
Jay Co.• Box 1355, 'Vichita. Kansas.

"Loosens 'frozen' parts of
RODS, REELS. GUNS.

OUTBOARD MOTORS, .!,."
AT HARBWARE STORES, &ARASES,
FILlINS STATIONS EVERYWHERE

RADIATOR SPECIALTY CO.
Charlotte, H. C.

Push Buttoll

GUN SIGHT BLACK

Excllts,:ve Imp01·ter & Specialist in aU Types
Cnltsmith Snppties. Established 1936.

3577 E. Tremont Ave. New York 6S, N. Y.

INLETTING & BOTTOMING

A handy set of 8 chisels, gauges and V
tools that every gunsmith should own.
They save time and trouble . . . are
perfect for inletting and bottoming on
rifle and shotgun stocks. Made - ·by
skilled craftsmen of Best German Steel,
ground sharp ... require little honing
to give keen edge for lifetime service.
All spoon shaped, the best type for all
around intricate work. Round Handles.

Complete set 8 tools only $14.70

SEND 25c FOR BIG NEW 48 PAGE

CATALOG

FRANK MITTERMEIER

CHISELS
m=;UI;JP'
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NAZI ITEMS bought & sold. orig. only, 1 piece or col
leetion; "lists 25c"; Lenkel. S12 Anderson. Palisade. N..1.

HAND 'VA InrEHS. imported. cigarette lighting model.
Peacock. Keeps warm for 24 hours. $1.50 each Postpaie!.
Public Sport Shops. 11 S. 16th Street, lJhiladelphia 2, Pa.

ELECTRO-SCRIBE! r<;ngraves all Metals. $2.00. Beyer
MJg. J0511·Q SpringfleJd. Chicago 43.

"BUSCADJI.;no" BELTS. holsters. \"hlps. mounted "Long
horns." hunting horns. 'Western Prollucts Co.• Box 762,
Laredo 2. Texas.

PEDO):lErrER. BRAND ncw by New Haven 'Vatch Co.
l\'1easures the distance YOU walk. 'Vhile They Last $5.95.
Puhlic Snort Shops, 11 S. 16th Street. Philadelphia 2, Pa.

RIFLE SLINGS. leather. Army ~ u r p l u s . 1%. inch. Brand
new. $2.00 each. Public Sport Shops, 11 S. 16th Street,
Philadelphia 2. Pi.

MINIATUUE KOLIBRI revolver. 2mm rim fire. $10.00,
Ammunition $2.00 per 100; Chromed snake chain Bolo
l'ies $2.00; Illustrated list other miniatures. R. 'V.
Knight. Senera Fal1s, New York.

BRASS. O ~ E - ] : l i e c e Cleaning Rod with brush. Gov't Sur
plus, for 4i'i cal. rC\'olvers and automatic pistols. $1.00 e.ach
postpaid. Public Sport Shops, 11 S. 16th Street. PhIla
delphia 2. Pa.

PEERLESS HAXDCUFFS. $13.95. Iron Claw. $9.95.
Leg Irons. $12.95. 'I'wisters, Guide Chains. $1.50. Trans
port Chains. Fetters, Leather Restraints, Collector's Spe
cialties. Catalog 25c. Thomas Jj'errick. Box 12G.
KewlmTyport. 1\.:tass.

30-06 SPRINGFIELD OR Enflcld Rifle Stock. as issued.
brand new, $2.95 each. A3-0S Springfield rifle barrels. cal.
30-06 brand new. GOy't. Surplus. 24-inch, completely
finished. Value $25. Special $5.00 Postpaid. Public Sport
Shops. 11 S. ]6th 8treet, Phila. 2. Pa.

HALIFAX 16 GA. dbl.. 27" bbls,. stoclt crooked. o t h e ~ w i s e

~ ~ 5 3 $ 6 r ; J ~ ' o ~ e I : g t ~ ~ m ? ~ b ~ a ~ ~ Y f ~ f i y l ~ l g ~ ~ ' \ ' e ~ n a ~ ~ Y o n . S l l ~ ~ ~ ~
rabbits, fox (under trigger guard release) ~ n a r k i l 1 g s I). R.
Krupp "0" Stahl 155 hammers are beautIfully engraved.
Cheekpiece stock, sling swivels. l ~ x . $:WO.OO Dccapping pins
for rifle & pistol .03c ea. High Standard double nine 22
cal. new, $'10.00. Assorted butt plates .35c ca. Nylon
Remington 66, 22 cal. Hew $40.00. 'Vestern l \ 1 i c ~ i g ~ n Gun
'Yorks. 1005 Mt. Garfield Hoad. Muskegon. ~ h e l l l g a n .

HAND SIGHTING Levels. improved new model. many
uses, for laying drains. ditches. f,?undations. grading. con
touring, laying out of fences, pIers, roads and gardens.
Fully guaranteed. $2.50 Postpaid. Public Sport Shops,
11 S. 16th Street. Philadelphia 2. Pa.

WANT :MARTIALLY marked Colt Detective Special. .25
ACP High Standard .32 and .380. 1903-A4 (so marked),
Johnson 44/45 dewat. M3 carhine or receiver millet! to
accept Sniperscope. any US dewat. Britt Brown. ] ' ~ a g l e ,

'Vichita. Kansas.

M.S.A. EAR DEFENDERS for the shooter, Brand new,
U.S. Gov't. Surplus. Value $3.00-While They Last $1.00
pair Postpaid. Public Sport Shops. 11 S. 16th Street,
Philadelphia 2. Pa.

'"WINE:MAKING; BEER, Ale Brewing." Illustrated.
$2.00. Eaton Boolts, Box 1242-N, Santa Hosa, California.

T'VO COMPLETE 4 gun pistol kits. 'Vrite for list. E. H.
Laycock. 1014 Caracas St.• Tampa 3, Fla.

FINEST REYOLVER, Pistol Grips; Free catalogue, Free
lichs. 396 Broome Street. New York IS. N. Y.

BUSINESS STATIONERY Dignified yet' inexpensiYC.
Samples-'Voerndel 44IBJ "Vest 24th, Houston. Texas,

N ' ~ ' V FIREAR)dS--Scopes-Reloading Supplies-Acces
sories Quick Service-Lowest Prices. Large Catalog Free.
'Valte'r Oliver, Box 55, Auburn. Indiana.

HIFLES, 303 BRITISH Enftelds. as issued. good condi
tion, $23.00. 303 British Military Cartridges, $]0.00 per
100. Public Sport Shops. 11 S. 16th Street. Philadelphia
2, Pa.

rHE FINEST Enp;raving-Hanrlguns $50.-Rifles and Shot
~ u n s $55. Free Literature. Engraving By George. Box
2034, Dallas 21. Texas.

U.S. 30-06 ENFIELD RII<'LES..Excellent-$34.50. U.S.
30-06 high number Spnngfield nfles. E x c e l l e n t - $ 4 ~ . 5 0 .

n.s. 30-40 Krag rilles. Good-:-P1.50. U,S. ~ 5 - 1 0 SRnng
field rifles. Good-$39.50. BntIsh Mk..) 303 I ..ee-l .. ntleld
jungle carbines Yery good-$24.fl5. Excellent-$29.95.
Uritish Mk 3&4 303 Lee-Enfield rifles. ] ~ ; x c e l l e n t - $ 1 9 . 9 5 .
Oerman Mod. 98 Smm :\!auser rifles. All milled parts.
Good-$34.95. V:ery g0C!d-~3~.95. 9~rman Mo.d. 71/S4
J1mm Mauser nfles. LIke new-*21.;>0. Agentllle :Mod.
lfl09 7.65mm Mallser rifles. Like new-$Sn.95. A r g e n t ~ n e
:Mod gl 7.65mm ),{allser rifles. IAlm now-$24.50. Rwedlsh
~ ' f o d ' 94 6.5mm Mauser carbines. Very g o o d - $ ~ f j . D ! ) . Per
(ect..:.....$39.50. Swiss ~ 1 o d . Sg or HIll 7.5mm Schmidt-,..,.R;lbin
rifles. Very good $]6.95 .. Exeel~ent-$22.50 ..Tao Llmm
Arisaka rifles. Pre-'Var lSSllC. "cry good-$lS.OO. 30-06.
Smm Mauser, 303 British, 6.5mm Swedish military am
munition. at $7.50 ncr 100 rds. ]t(oneY bark guarantee.
Free gun list. Freedland Arms Co.• 34 Park Row, New
York 38. N.Y.

CUNS & AMMUNITION

ENCRAVINC

. 'COMPLETE SE'I' Guns l\{agazines. 1955 To Present."
Albert Sterling. Barringer Road, Ilion. New York.

GUN F.NGRAVING of unsurpassed quality. Folder $1.00.
E. C. Prudhomme. 302 'Yard Bldg.. Chreveport, La.

CUNSMITHINC

DRILLINGS (THREE Barreiled Guns). relined to Ameri
can calibers, a specialty. We can handle any practical re
bore. reline. or barreling job. All work 100 % guar~nteed.
Write for prices. Snapp's Gunshop. 214 N. WaShlllgton.
Royal Oak. Michigan.

"ANTIQUE & MODERN Arms, Accessories at 'Recession'
prices. Sample list. 25c. Ladd Arms. Catskill. N. Y."

GUNS - SWORDS - Knives - Daggers - Flasks. Big list
25c coin. Ed Howe. Cooper Mills 10, Maine.

COLT FRONTIERS. Colt and Remington percussion re
\'olvers 'Yin. Lever actions plus many other Modern and
.4.ntiQue Guns. 'Vill T r a ~ e . Stamp for list, Chet Fulmer
(Guns). Detroit Lakes, :Hmncsota.

u.S. Ml 30-06 GARAND SEMI-AUTOMATIC rifles. Very
good-$79.95. Perfeet-$Sn.95. Immediate delivery. Freed
land Arms Co.. 34 Park Row, New York, N. Y.

OUT-OF-Pawn: "Shotguns," "Rifles." "Uandguns."
:\Iodern and Antique. 'Vrite wants. no list. Virginia Pawn
hrokers. Danville. Virginia.

SELL-BEAUTIFUl.. AnsleY H. Fox-SO Ga. double.
Improved Cylinder & modified-Extra full & fU~l ~larre.ls
Auto Ejectors-'fwo t r i g ~ e r s , recoil Pad-Gun ~ s 1I1 excel
lent condition. and is beautifully engraved. $450.00 ap
nroval. Paul Leib. Anna. Ill.

FRENCH DARNE 16 Gauge Double Barrel. Sliding Bolt,
mint condition-Rare and Unusual $485.00. Firm: Donald
K 'Vnugh. 242 Selma Road, Orange. Va.

GTi;RMAN :MOD. 98 Smm Mausers. Very good-$34.!lJ. AI's
nunroom. 1 Beekman Street, New York. N.Y.

FOR SALE
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Patent

Pending.

• B. & M•
... Ohaus
... Sisk
... Acme
... C. H.
• R.C.B.S.
• Echo
... Altan
... Cuns
• P. & O.
... M. & H.
... Powd-R-Horn

* Du Pont
... Lyman
... Wilson
... Sierra
... Speer
... Nr.sler
* Norma
... BrlJds
... Prot-X-Bore
* Saeco
... Ackley
... Thalson

C·N Precision
Chrome·
Plated Loading
Dies are
available in
over 400
calibers.

... Hercules
* Pacific
... Forster
* Grigsby
* Webster
* Hornady
... Redding
* Dtli temeyer
... Fisher
... Mayville
... Fitz
... Texan

SHOTSHELL

RELOADERS:

C·N Shellmaster
reloads complete

shotgun shell
In seconds without

any adjustments·
or die changes.

ULTRA ®

"SHELLDRILL"

AURAND
'S 229-235 E. Third St.

LEWISTOWN, PA.
Phone 8-0171

C·N Case Trimmer
insures perfect
uniformity from .22
Cal.thru .45 Cal.
whether rifle

~ or pistol cases.

WE PRE-PAY
all cash parcel post shipments.

All $100.00 net orders pre-paid.

C·N Super "C"
Press performs
all the operations
of tools costing
much more.
Only $12.00.
Choice of either
up stroke or down
stroke models.

C·N Magnum
"K" Press.

This unique
and

versatile
press enables you

to reload rifle, pistol
and shotgun shells.

SHOP EQUIPMENT
(See also pages 7, 63, 64, 66)

Now you can reload the new Remington and Peters
Target cases with superior 1 ~'4 oz. field & H~ oZ.
Magnum loads by lowering the inside base and recon
ditioning them in one easy operation. Eliminate the
problem of head separation as was common with the
old low base case by "CUSTOMIZING" your cases with
the all new "SlIELLDRILL." Have the fUll Magnum
powder charge below the top of the brass base where
it cannot burn through the paper case. Use one brand
of cases and a standard wad column of two %I" nitro
wads and one %" filler wad for all of your reloads.
target, field or Magnum. Absolutely foolproof and safe
to use. Adjustable to allow different pO\vder charges or
wad column. Hardened tool steel construction thruout.
Model SDl fits any ~ ~ " z.notor shaft. Model SD2 fits
1,'4" or larger drill chucks. Either model $6.95 Ppd.
12 Gauge only. Fully guaranteed. No C.O.D. orders.
Send card for descriptive brochure on the "SHELL·
DRILL" and on our line of reloading accessories•
once fired shotshells, shotshell labels & the famous
Ultra Crow Call.

ULTRA PRODUCTS 1941 WILMETTE Ave.
WILMETTE, ILLINOIS

WHOLESALE
Reloading Tools

to DEALERS ONLY

That's what started the stream of modi·
fied and partly modified M1841s.

Let's take up the variations starting from
the muzzle. Pictures show details of many
of the points to be discussed. Of the rifles
the writer has seen, three-fifths have been
rebored to .58 caliber. Colonel Arcadi Gluck
man, authority on U.S. martial weapons,
tells me he believes this proportion is about
right as far as he knows.

On front sights, most authorities say this
rifle has a brass blade front sight. But you
may also find that it has a steel front sight,
slightly larger than the brass one similar
to the M1855 rifle sight.

As far as ramrods go, I have seen both
the trumpet-shaped, brass tip model and the
all-steel, hollow tip type on both arsenal
and contract arms.

Bayonet attachment is usually listed in
four forms, but I have a fifth variation, all
located on the right side of the barrel.

Usually listed are: the stud with a slim
inch-long projection extending to the front.
Second is the stud-type with a screw-fixture
providing the tightening element. Third is
the double notch cut in the barrel, the
front one parallel to the bore, the rear one
at right angles to it, the so-called "ring
attachment." You may also find two other
kinds. In my collection is a rifle with a
plain stud, no long projecling tip. This is
very similar to the 1855 rifle's bayonet
attachment. Finally, when triangular bay
onets were coming back, probably about
1859, some rifles had the front sight ground
off and a small stud attached under the
barrel to hold the bayonet. Whether the
front sight was remounted or not is a
question.

With the addition of the stud-type bayonet
fastening, some rifles had their stocks
trimmed a half-inch or so and given a barrel
band three-quarters of an inch shorter than
the original three and three-eighths inches.
The double loops in th is shorter band are
also closer together than in the original.

This practice, again, does not seem to be
uniform. One of my rifles with stud has the
original barrel band and full length stock.
In both cases, stud locations stal·t three and
one-half inches from the muzzle. It will be
noted that more "bare" barrel is exposed with

Now, for the first time, a leather boot that
is absolutely Guaranteed Waterproof . • •
not just water repellent or water resistant.
Wearing Sta Dei b o o t ~ you can hunt, fish or
work all day in water; snow or slush and

. your feet will remain perfectly dry, warm.
and comfortable. Fit guaranteed.

Send for free brochure of all ~
Sta Dri Boot styles and prices.

THE SPORT MART, Inc.
P. O. Box 8047 • Dallas 5, Texas ::v:~~~:X

YEAGER: THE GUN WITH MANY FACES
(Continued from page 39)

duelled with shotguns, although these weap
ons were common and easy to pair up,
ought to have his head examined, except
usually, for one of the parties at least,
there wasn't much left to examine. That
made rifles a somewhat more genteel
choice although most ordinary rifles, hav·
ing been made by different gunsmiths,
varied considerably in caliber and accuracy.

They differed, that is, except for such
standard items as the original Model 1841
which could be paired up equally, fair and
square all around. So if the combatants
had chosen some decent distance, say 100
yards, this might not have been too bad.
Instead, they usually picked 40 yards and
in about half the fights, one contestant
remained "mortified"-permanently.

In one of these scraps in 1854, which
developed, as most of them did, because
of political differences, the two duellists
stood 40 yards apart facing away from each
other. When the command was given, they
whirled and fired. The result was that one,
Achille Kewen, drove his bullet squarely
tlll:ough the heart of his opponent D. J.
Woodlief.

Five years later on Sept. 16, 1859 near

"Thanks just the same, but I carry
. "my own Insurance.

San Andreas in the Mother Lode country,
attorney William J. Gatewood sent a lead
argument smashing into the chest of his
opponent, Dr. P. Goodwin, thus bringing the
doctor's practice to a fatal halt. The cause
was politics: distance, 40 yards.

ot all the rifle duels ended disastrously.
In one such contest two editors who had
traded printed political barbs decided to
settle the matter with Mississippi rifles at
the somewhat safer range of 60 paces. One
editor, Judge O. P. Stidger, took his foe's
first bullet in his coattail. On the next rou nd
his opposition, Col. Richard Rust, had a
lock of hair clipped and wisely decided he
had sacrificed enough for his political views.

While all of this was going on in far-off
California, the War Department had heen
making some changes in the Model of 1841..
With the adoption of the bayonet-equipped
.58 caliber M1855, it was decided to alter
the M1841 to take both the same caliber
ammunition, and a bayonet.
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accurate as a good swift poke in the ribs,
and about as long.ranged.

Why, then, is it so difficult to get one at
your Colt Dealer's? The answer is, that the
little bitty bite·y gun is heavily oversold, in
singles at $19.95 and matched pairs (both

cased) at $34.50. It makes an ideal gift, to
your favorite "gun moll" especially. The

handsomely finished pistol has rich walnut
grips, gold·plated frame, and a barrel of
zinc, colored a deep, rich blue that looks
exactly like heat blue. The ejector on my
sample, one of the first finished, works
stiffly and the cases must be assisted out,
but it holds well in spite of its tiny size.
Caliber of course is .22 Short only, more
for cap·busting than serious work, although
we hear some lawmen are taking to toting
a brace of these in Wyatt Earp At The Bar
fashion. The new Der(r) inger has a power·
ful appeal for the gun fari. who enjoys_ the
reminiscences of the Old West. We later shot
a No.4 in 14,000 series. It would accept a
.22LR stiffly, stood the test of shooting. Ejec·
tion is easier, but improvement's nat· ~
ural in a "Colt." ~

(Continued from page 14)
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and could be done in state arsenals, but reo
boring meant a trip back to the arsenal or
factory. Thus it is likely that rifles already
issued to states often remained unchanged as
to bore, while most of the federally·held
weapons were re-rifled to the new caliber.

Ballistically, re·rifling to .58 caliber was an
ordnance error. Not only did the .54 shoot
faster and harder (1850 f.p.s. muzzle velocity
vs. 950 f.p.s.), but after the switch from
round ball to the .54 Minie, long·range ac·
curacy improved. Less powder and lead were
needed in the .54 as compared to the .58,
and although the .54 Minie was slower than
the original round ball, it still had a few
hundred feet velocity edge over the draggy
.58. The basic style of the 1841 was revamped
by Remington in 1862, when they supplied
10,000 of a modified .58 rifle resembling those
"they had made before" in lock and general
finish. The Remington Zouave rifle must thus

be considered a final variation in the Missis·
sippi rifle series.

But ordnance mistake or not, the Model
1841 rifle in either caliber is quite a hunk
of gun. It is fun to shoot, fun to collect and

as unlike as peas in a pod-take a I~
look sometime, if you don't believe it! ' ~

Photos: Courtesy The Gun Report, Al Ma·
gazu, and R. D. Clark.

This gauge tells you
at a glance* Caliber* Millimeter* Shot Gauge

Calibers on one side, milli
meter and gauges on

other side.
Made of solid Brass with

key chain.
Buy it at your nearest dealer.

ONLY $1.00
Dealer Inquiries Invited

B & G GAUGE CO.
2017 ROSCOE STREET

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

~ ) lNHV
60_ GUESS?

Improved Minute Man Gun
Blue instantly preserves and
renews steels and iron sur
faces-Not a paint or lacquer
- No heating necessary
Comes complete with all nec
essary equipment.

GUARANTEED - Tested and
proven over 40 years by $1
repeat sales to satisfled
users. SEND

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

r-----·----,
I ~~wBra~~~d~~~. MFG. CO'I

IName I

t~;~.~~:=.·.·.·~.·.·.:·.·.·.·.·.·~·;;;~:::::::J

the shorter stock-originally five inches, with
the shorter stock this increases to five and
13/.16s.

Confusing? It is without a doubt, and there
are still more differences.

Rear sight substitutions include the regu
lar M1855 adjustable leaf sight plus a few
micrometer·type adjusting screw jobs. They
resemble the old Lyman sight mike for ad
justing M1903 rear sights, and are believed
to be specially for sharpshooters, extremely
scarce. Last of the substitute sights is the
common Civil War two·leaf type, but a few
rifles have been seen lately with old original
Colt two·leaf sights, perhaps some of this
model known to have been rebored by Sam
Colt at the start of the Civil War.

On makes of Model 1841s, don't waste too
much time looking for the alleged 3200 put
out by Springfield. My "neighbor" Col.
Gluckman (75 miles down the coast), says
that references to Springfield '41s are a mis
take. Although included in his book "Mus
kets, Rifles and Carbines," he says the in·
formation was based on a faulty listing in old
records, doubts Springfield made 1841 rifles.

Of the actual makers, Harper's Ferry
turned out better than a quarter of the
90,OOO·plus total production. Scarcest is the
Tryon, about 5,000. Robbins, Kendall &
Lawrence come next. The other three makes,
Robbins & Lawrence, Remington, and Whit·
ney, are about on a par in availability. Rarest
is the Fayetteville, S. c., "Palmetto Armory"
arm.

Almost any combination of alterations, or
lack of them, is possible to find. For ex
ample, my Harper's Ferry has all the changes
indicated-new 1855 rear sight, shorter stock,
short barrel band, bayonet lug-with one ex·
ception, the caliber is still .54.

Again, why? Col. Gluckman thinks that
these changes were relatively easy to make,
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